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introduction to Science

C. Methods

Grade Five

Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning Pupil
Activities Interest

Reading
Level

Barret, Raymond E. _1963

..BUIID IT YOURSELF
SCIENCE LA.BORATORY

Doubleday. $i.k.0

This (fully illusitrated book
tells you.how to build 200 pieces
of useful science equipment out of
inerlensive materials fbr experiments
and obseriations, iri 9hemistztro
physcs, and biology as well as
in astronomy, geology,, and
Meteorology.

Beeler,' Nelson V. and
Branley,, F. 1917

EXPEgINENTS fl SCIENCE *
,

Crowell. $2.95 ,

Home exPerimeritS with simple-
materials. Clear directions and
illustrations.

Good,

-7-

Average

Beeler, Nelson F. anct
Brabley, F. no- 19$?

IltPERIIENTS WITH. A mmoscopE

Crowell. $3.50

P,ractical research, ideas tra
many fields, and &tvice on the
care and'use of the microscope;

* Gbod
*8 EIrcellent



'For discussion
purposes only

Introdiciion to Soience - C. continue0
Tchr.
Ref

Grade Five

Learning Pupil
Activities Interest

Beeler, Nelson and
Bran ley,JF. M., 1950

KPRE EPERMTS IN SCIENCE **

Crowell. $2.05

Experir4ents with simple
ingredients that give answers
to pew questions about heli-
copters; telegraph, stethoscopes,
refrigerators and numerous other
things. 1 s

Van Atta, Fried E. 1062

HOW;TO HELP SCOUR CHILD -

IN GRADE SCHOOL SCIENCE

Random. ,$5495;

GIToftimbyrgre49 guride,tfor
pwentspmaredby.teacher.

Vergara, Wi1Z3.am C. 1058

SCIENCE IN EVERYDAY THINGS

Harper.

Answers- to `Ipildreds of
interesting and scientific
questions.

NN, Ives
* Good

4E* ,Fbccellent,
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purposes only

Introduction to Science

Grade Five

A. Attitudes (including history)
, ,

chr.
Ref.

us Learning
Activities

pil
Interest

Rea. ing
Level

Gourlay, Walter E. 1963
.

PICTURE BOOK OF 'TODAY'S
SCIENTISTS *

Sterling . $1.99

In short accounts, each
illustrated' by a. photograph,
'the author presents 2S con-
temporary reseex'eh scientists
whose greateSt achievements
have taken place within the
last ten years:- He combines
very brief biographical in, ..

. _formation' with, at: concise
explanation of their dis
coveries, o fields of i

research, including such
men as Libby, Seaborg,
WoOdward, Pauling, Salk,
Von Braun, and Van Allen,
as well ,as others less well
knqun.

.
,

----,----------------.7......

,
. .

.
,

' . -

.

.

Y

..

.

_

Average

1,...

.

,

Diffi-
cult

,

.

.

.

*Good
**Excellent
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purposes only

I. The Earth

.3. Grade Five

G. Weather and Climate Tchr. Illus.
Ref.

Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interes

Reading
Level

Feravolo, Rocco V. 1963

JR. SCIENCE BOOK
OF WEATHER EXPERIMENTS **

Garrard. $2.50

Gives many weather experiments
and directions for making
instruments.

X Good Good

.

Easy

Gallant, Roy A. 1957

EXPLORING THE WEATHER ilH*

Garden City. $2.50

An attractive and informative
book about the weather, with
many pictures and diagrams in
color.

X X

.

Good Average

Hitte, Kathryn.

HURRICANES, TORNADOES
AND BLIZZARDS *

Random House. $2.19

The raging, destructive storms
that affect all mankind.

Average Average

.

Easy

Knight, David C. 1961

THE FIRST BOOK OF AIR *

Watts. 432.50

Contains air experiments for
the young reader to do.

Mit.S0......0romaN00.411.~..=.11

X

!

r Good Average

1

Average

I

* Good
41* Excellent
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purposes only

Grade Five

I. The Earth . G. (continued) Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Larrick, Nancy. 1961

RAIN, HAIL, SLEET AND SNOB *

Garrard Press. $1.00

A first reader on meteorology's

accurate, with simple vocabulary.

X Good Easy

McGrath, Thomas. 1959

CLOUDS *

Yelmont. $2.50

An elementary explanation of
the various kinds of clouds
and what they mean weatherwise,
presented in attractive
pictures and very brief text.
Good for delayed readers.

X Averace Easy

Neurath, Marie. 1960

BETWEEN EARTH AND SKY *

Sterling. $2.69

Good. for slow readers. The simple

text and lively Isotype illustra-
tions show what causes such things
as hurricanes, tornadoes and
hailstormswhy the sky is red at
night.-how lightning strikes --the
reasons for shooting stars.

.....................-------.
Spilhaus, Athelstan F. 1951

WEATHERCRAFT

Viking. $2.00

Presents instructions for con.
structing, operating, and
maintaining important weather
instruments.

X Good

_

Easy

X Good ,Average

0.0.MONIIIM

Average

* Good
** accellent
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purposes only U.S.. Grade Five

I. The Earth . G. (continued) Tohr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Wier, Rose. 1956

THE FIRST BOOK OF WEATHER *it

Watts. $2.50

The origins and causes of
various types of weather.
Simple experfments and
directions for making weather
instruments and naps.

X Good Average Average

........._--

I

* Good
it* Excellent



The Earth

A. History

SCIENCE RESOURCE 200K BIBLIOaPAPAY - Grac.2 Ves.,ur Addition to

(Addendum) Page 5

,,,,,,....,. t ,..,,,,,,,,. t- .4,, ..., , ,,,,,,,,,_, 7.,,,c,51,1pra17,71.714,1,1d. 6 ,5N11,114.0.::40,,e4174+ 4..1.1.. r
1 Tchr.1111118 4 Learnmo' i Pupil .-..

j. Ref ri 1 Af...ttiv:i:tlea .
.trAterE..1s1:1 Level

444.4441.14404,441644a"W14.CIUMP.3114.0.,4,74444.104W01,.%704142ffaintAtas,KIC4--.4444sispr,e.444.44tvw
f...4:4;44.4.1:4:41s4:44eser..44.4-41.11,...GTIWAN.,.................t....1 , +.4,1,4.^.411/A+y,...,....11AICktn../....0410,4"7.....e7. ,

I

I
Watson, Jane Werner 1960

THE GIANT GOLDEN BOOK OF DINOSAURS

AND OTHER PREHISTMIC REPTILES **

Golden Press

Dramatic pictimes and text in-

troduce young people to many of

the creatures of prehistoric
times

IIIVEW1401CallN1111144101004w,er$4,441,144"X:7ert

* Good
** Excellent

Wzrentr14451W,74.1

V

tam taort,t710,Msesvocutummevrrt..1001.0.eszva. noe 0414.46 4M41744,4t1r4v,,V.,40,1401 t!1444414*

=cr, 44,1/..te

4J4401141701
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SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLSOGRAPHY Grada 5 Addition t,J

,(AdJaaltotiam) Paga 5

1. Thy Eakth

G. Weather and Cpl: mat

Adler9 Irving 1959

1ATHER Ia YOUR LIFE

Day $3.50

Includes weather phenomma
their clauses and afeAs.

satatherfommsting. Also
disausseo brieflymacs effoyta
t3 control the ueather, Illus.

trailed with drauings, photJ.
graphs and diagrams.

a Sd1
I Activiti$4 nti:TrestIsvel

riet=rosova-,A 41rIftri,t
X4.4.1t..r rav:srsa.7s +.a

Bonsall, GecTge (BIR(*.,4.tvx3,,, Paul E. 1, Pld

19 A

THE HOW AM 1..arr BOOK OF WEATHER

Grooset MG°

Answer.? Oasie questions about
the YtkilaatOx emphasizing eyperi

rAnto.

Forrester, 'Frank 1957

4

I, .4. I-m.; ..cant. en= wen, rs... K.17113

.51.:17/1,47,L..- A

100. QUESTIONS ANSWERED ABOUT THE

WEATHER ,
g

X
t

i

Dodd $6,00 i

Diemesoowather conditions a
various countriwo of the woT115 1

and the infimanee of neathr upon,
certain histawioal events.

i

q 1

..........--....--...c.........L.--sdae.....r11 -,,--.....,=.71",7==.

t

.1, Gnd
i

*Good
*0 Excalleml

G 50d ikkveragi



SOISNCE RESOURCE BOON. 11.ELIOGRAPHY - Grad& 5 Addition t:a
(Aetclaufzea-a) Page 5

I. Th Erh - G. (ooncinued)

Spar, Joromp 1957

THE WAY OF THE WAITER i**

Creatiiva Educational Soc:. $7,50

A nagnificomtbr illusrated rb
duction to mather , air and
Clina)Leo

Lacelle 1959

A BOOK TO BEG EM OII IITE&THER

Holt $2,50

Tenn the how and why of lv:.,dzithav
for Oda very young MIder

oner.m.caveratima.......,sumtgarzar.-=aerx=a4saver3=zwcrt1,--m4.4:2,,,,,,c4a.xv...t.r.rarta..ff

an 444/3rnal..314.4*Ilregtr.,4,-44,-,....amauxi-tptam. hosastv,--41.. rr,vm,unar.....,42.4,.
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1
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purposes only

II. Living Things

Grade Five

Life and life processes Tchr.
Ref.

allus Learning
Activitied

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Barkers Will. 1956

FAMILIAR ANIMALS OF AMERICA 4I*

Harper. $4.95

A well - written, uthoritative
guide to the subject.

i

X X

/

Farb, Peter and
the Editors of Life. 1964

X X Good Average
to

1Kffi-*
cult

THE FOREST 4*

Silver Burdett*

This is a splendid reference
book, on forests. The illustra-
tions are excellent.

Glemser, Bernard. 1950

ALL ABOUT THE HUMAN BODY 41.1*

Random. $1.95
.

An excellent and simple anatomy
and p4siology book with good
diagrams.

X X Average Average

Jordan, E. L. 1952

HAMMONDIS NATURE ATLAS
OF AMERICA 'N*

Harmond. $4.95

Information on the plants and
animals to be found in this
country.

* Good
414 Excellent



For discussion

purposes only Grade Five

II. Living Things . A. (continued) Tchr.
Ref.

Illus, Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest.

Reading
Level

McClung, Robert M. 1958

ALL ABOUT ANIMALS AND
THEIR YOUNG *

Random. $1.95

Bow different kinds of animals
reproduce and care for their
yOung. Includes examples of
"simple" animals as well as
insects, birds and mammals.

Good Average

.--------------------r

Seisam, Millicent E. 1953

MICROBES AT WORK *

Morrow. $2,78

What microbes are and how they
affect our lives. A readable
text with easy experiments for
the reader,

-,------------,..----
Williamson, Margaret. 1949

THE FIRST BOOK OF BUGS *

Watts. $2.50

An introduction to many kinds of
insects. rdod for slow readers.

X Good Average Average

Average Easy

............................

...........

.

* Good
3 * Excellent



SCIENCE.RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOMAPHY . Grade 5. Addition to
(Addendum) Page 7

II. Living Things

A. Life and life processes 111077ECETTEFENEFIlktlyil
Activities IllteXOst

woure.wrevi- ar-loaftowassaMPOKOrlimoirullar.

Collins, Henry Hill Jr. 1962

JUNIOR SCIENCE BOOK OF TURTLES

Garrard $2.25

Strange feats about big turtles
and little turtles, turtle eggs,.
and turtle babies are graphically
described.

Heavilin, Jay 1961

BEES AND WASPS

Macmillan Co. $2.04

Average Good

1.11..0.111~400111.2021/101..

A book of colorful pictures and
excellent descriptions of .the
work and life habits or different
kinds of bees and wasps.

...erve,xMoorno0111(113

Average ectid

INCRATAA.W10.1M3

Massa, Donald, Glenn Sprague 1964

PLASHING FES

F. A. Wen Pub. Co. $1.90

Geed Diffi4
cult

After -roving a fishing contest,
Fred studies the world beneath
the waves, learning unusual and
interesting facts of fish, their
lives and habits,

* Good
31* Excellent

woraioimmommowswimmastrio
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purposes only

Living Things

-8. Grade Five

B. Classification Tchr.

Ref.
Illus.'Learning

Activities
Pupil
Interest'

Reading
Level

Barker, will. 1956

FAMILIAR ANIMALS OF ARIA *if

Harper. 4.95

A well-written, authoritative
guide to the subject.

XA X

Cormack, Maribelle B. 1951

THE FIRST BOOK OF TREES *

Watts. $2.50

An introduction to differentiating
characteristics of trees. Includes
sections on the many uses to which
trees are put, and information on
conservation.

X X Average Average

Hogner, Dorothy Childs. 1958

THE ANIMAL BOOK *

Wall*. $5.75

Scientific classification of
various mammals found north of
the Rio Grande.

X X Good Average

Jordan, E. L. 1952

HAMM'S NATURE ATLAS
OF AMERICA **

Hammond. $14.95

Information on the plants and ani-
mals to be found in this country.

..............................v

* Good
41-* Excellent



For discussion
purposes only

II. Living Things . B. '(continued)

.40111.110.111411/1111141.1110W

Sterling, Dorothy. 1955

THE STORY OF LOSSES,
FERNS, AND MUSHROOMS

Doubleday. $2.75

-9- Grade Five

7Tchr, Illus. Learning Pupil Reading
Ref. Activities Interest Level

Introduces the student to
flowerless plants and gives
detailed descriptions of
various species for easy
identification. Good illustra-
tions.

wairMsamo~strosrosItammmilitm./1

Williamson, Margaret. 1957

THE FIRST BOOK OF 14:O4ALS it.*

Watts, $2.50

Scientific descriptions of many
of these creatures.

Average Average

Good Average

I

Good
414 Excellent



SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BBLICORAPHY Grade 5 LelditUn to
(Addendam) Pala 9

II. Living Things

Bo Classification IwItchr IL EM LitaTeningamr-Pu.pil I Read
k

ing
Activities atarastRe

Fenton, Carroll Lana and
Dorothy C. Pallas

TREES AND THEIR WORLD

Day $3.50

1957

it*

Discusses sap; deciduous and
coniferous trees; growth;
seeds; and the effect of
seasons on trees,

X Gocd

qq

Headstrom, Richard 196k

ADVENTURES WITH FRESHWATER Amintim
414:-

Lippincott $4.25

Describes dozens of exploratory
adventures and close observations
of small life for such as
protozoa, tadpoless blace14.0s,
leeches and copepods.

SkosnranStanitgmlinaort

Lemons, Robert S. 1962

JUNIOR SCIENCE BOOK OP BIG CATS

Garrard $2.25

An easy-to-read introductory book
about the characteristicss food.
habitat and behavior of the big
cats and similarities between tho
big cats and leaser cats.

* Good

** Excellent

nemakyrniutilmr...,

101112111401Cill

Average G ivarage



SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY ... Grade 5 Addition to

(Addendum) Page 9

II. Living Things - B.(Continued)

Nasca, Donald & Glenn Sprague 196k

ALOFT ON WINGS **

P. A. Owen PUb. Co. $1.90

Finding a wounded chickadee leads

Cathy to discover more about birds

their lives, bodies, feathers,

eggs, and -method of flight. 144o1

species a re studied as well as

limns to aid conservation.

rT6hil LearniU Pupil Xiding

Raul Aotivitiest Interest Level

Rush, Hanniford 196)4

BACKYARD BIRDS l&

Macmillan Co. $2.04

This book contains colorful

pictures and excellent descrip-

tions of the common birds that

visit our backyards.

rolloN=SigmeataW...wamesamrnwer...evaaceesattemacrawo.ve....

Shuttlesworth, Dorothy and

Su Zan Nogaohi Swain 1964

ThE STORY OF ANTS

Doubleday $325

t*

An excellent and attractively
illustrated book about the char-

acteristics and behavior of ants

and a description of the ant

colony'

* Good
** &tee lien',

c

ss

GOd

.104....v....7..01,10.11.00.0011.,111111fte

Good Avera&
to
tn-

cult

4......alctem=ng . - .m.-4..irisylvs.liTtranr,er4,11. rtf.X1f.1-IRC., nnar,,^2.r.i.-IGUY.Vr..C...."....r....-^.>

'.1

Good Easy

tilaCisC Mrs*.

6:..od Good Diffi-
cult

./.10.3,-(74311.4,4170111141011./.1Mrs...



O SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY - Grade 5 Addition to
(Addendum) Page 9

TI Living Things . B. (continued)

41.1s000no.

ShuAlesworth, Dorothy 196:)

THE AGE OF REPTILES 4**

Doubleday $3.00

A vividly illustrated book
about dinosaurs and other
reptiles; explains how
scientists preserve and
study the remains of these
prehistoric animals.

UhI9 Melvin John

wmaymoaram.

elf".2 ANIMALS THAT WORK FOR
ii

Mblmont $2.50

This book explores the entiro sub.
ject of the animals that work fo.?
man from the aardvark to the zebu.

rISE:raluiTtIaWNEriPUpil IReaelngi
Raft, 1 Activities Interast(LeTA.,0 AIM sI.M...1.",`

r-

Good
4.81. Excellent

fi

=1 .11.1110,

Good

1

0

Difri-
oulb
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purposes only

II. Living Things

.10. Grade Five

E. Human body Tchr.

Ref.
Illus. Learning

Activities
Pupil 'Reading
Interest Level

Ravielli, Anthony. 1954

WONDERS OF THE HUMAN Ban'. *

Viking, $262

Describes the skeleton, muscles,
central nervous system, heart,
lungs, and the digestive system,

X X Good

,

Average

I

4. Good

*N. Excellent



For discussion
purposes orly

III. Energy

nevrtoorwlvhinlft

Grade Five

....wTIP.00,.....0..eatIONIil.na....a...

of energy Tchr.1111us4 Learning Pupil Reading 1

Ref. 1 Activitie Interes . Level
.01.....1004110.00/6.0......041.4.0.1..0...."0.4.0.0........40.0*.S..0.40,........e...

.... ...

Bendiek, Joanne. 3.961

LIGHTNING * / ;Average Average

Rand EbNally. $2.95

Beginning with myths and super-
stitions, tells children what
lightning really is, with lively
illustrvtions

........................

Bran ley, Franklyn E4 1957

SOLAR ENERGY * X Average Average Average
to

Cratlell. $3.50 Diffi-
cult

Informed speculation about the
future uses of energy from the ,

sun. I

Wore~....0 1

Kadesch$ Dr. iZobert R. 1961
I 1

THE CRAZY CA' TI ** X Good Average Average

Harper. $3.95

1

1Fascinating and informative
experiments easily performed
with readily available materials.
Designed to provide practice in
careful observ:tion, sound
experimentation, and clear
thinking.

1

............~. ......1.0.0.0.1....0.........../. 400A1W...-01.00.11. ......

I

I 1 i

1

I

1
1
I 1

1

i0.0.......W.w.imrOsuoremmorm~ow. ..004...emeamdwissio 0.

* Good
** Excellent



SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY - Grade 5 Addition to

(Addendum) Page 11

Energy

B. Sources end conservation
of energy

ustwa.14,..44.1FlumftliwaMmasod.$4......4".............0-1marftrievirutawiamblemokwaramoue

Hogben, Lancelot 1957

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF ENERGY it-*

Doubleday $2.95

Relates man's harnessing of the
energy of nature* falling water,
the heat of the sun, $r pressure,
wind, natural fuels, and the atom.

Irving, Robert 1958

ENERGY ium POWER

Knopf $3.19

Tchr. Readingl
Re! Activitiesi Interest Level L

X Average Good Diffi-

SINONMILImusr smoW0.1111011111.ft110"1110M#4111.w.dossigm wwwinisastareimemorrwarsomiunftamisiropf,

Defines energy and power, explores
the various forms and sources of
energy, and tells how man has har-
nessed and put it to use.

Average Good Average;

Ruchlis, Hy 1961

THE =D ER OF HEAT ENERGY **

Harper $3.79

The third in a series of physics
books for children. BODie prin-
ciples are described accurately
and authoritatively, together with

diverse practical applications.

* Good
** Excellent
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III. Energy

.12 Grade Five

G. Electrical Energy Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Heading
1

Level

Epstein, Sam and Beryl. 1953

, THE FIRST BOOK OF ELECTRICITY **

Watts. $2.50

The nature and uses of electricity
are discussed.

X Good Good Average

Feravolo, Rocco V. 1960

JR. SCIENCE BOOK OF ELECTRICITY *

Garrard. $2.25

Basic principles and uses of
static and current electricity
are explained through simple
experiments that a child can do
himself.

X Good Average Easy

Kadesch, Dr. Robert R. 1961

THE CRAZY CANTILEVER -N*

Harper. $3.95

Fascinating and informative
experiments easily performed
with readily available materials.
Designed to provide practice in
careful observation, sound
exnerimentation, and clear
thinking.

...........

X X Good Average Average

....,..
* Good
git- Excellent
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purposes only

III. Energy . G. (continued,

Piers, Ear]. Schenck. 1959

THE STORYBOOK OF SCIENCE **

Rand. $2.95

The eight areas included are
electricity, electronics, heat,
food, wheels, the sky, the
universe and the atomic age.

Poigreen, John and Cathy. 1963

THUNDER An 7LIGHTNING *

Doubleday. $1.50

* Good
3 * Excellent

....141111111140011..............

Grade Five

Tchr.' Illus.

Ref.

Learning
Activitie-

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Average Average

X X Good Good Easy

_ ....................kamw.4...
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III. Energy
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,1
il
g

il 1
I i

n

1

! :1

EDISON EXPERIMENTS YOU CAN DO *
5 1

i

1

Edison, Thomas Alva (roundation) 1960

Harper $2.92

A biographical sketch of Thonan
Alva Edison introduces this beck
of experiments derived from
Edison's own notebooks. Cleo7
directions are given for experi
ments related to his invontionnt
the carbon button, telespecan,
insulation, electric light, fuse,
wireless, radio tube, electric
pen, phonograph, and quadrupler,
Materials needed for each experi
ment, eatiily obtainable at hams,
or in the neighborhood drug store
or hardware store, are /iatad by
chapters on the end of the book,

F.
i

kicl.pwYk,--,,,
Good

S

{

t
ti

I

.. 1

1

/ g

1
i

;
g

i

.1

k)

i
i 1

iil
!

z.,

Freeman, Mao and Ira 1961 1
t

THE STORY OF MECTRICITY *-*
i

X

I
A 1

God Cood .4:, Y

Random House $1.95 i

For young boys and girls. g

rie

to

1Will11071.0801.111AUMPOINIPOORINAWMIAWIII.WWWIMMOMIVIIIMINMAITIIMIVICrte.X.VC9brt14,A04Atc,,AAVAlliat4.11.. **-...r. .1-..-araen,t MairTntrrzILRIKtalaba.01,1112.1-.1.01ntA4rt..- . 1ourfnirtM,VTAVIMP.7.711XT z7flt yilrIWIriCoa....Wellmrs.

1

1

l'

1

1

37441,4lIgats..4. 1411..,%-(47.1V3.0Z1;tWa-

Reuben, Gabriel 1961

1

ELECTRONICS FOR CHILDREN **
i

1

x

Sterling $2,95

A book of safe experiments wing ' 0

simple equipment In the fields of
magnetivm electricity, electronics
and nuclear energy.

b

Good Good
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1

1
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1
1

A. BOY AND A BATTERY 4R1. 1 X X , Good
i

Harper $2.92
1 1

!

i

1
1

This revised edition of the
1

9.

original 1942 book contains 1

such additional informtion
as: How to make a thermoelec, o

Ili

tric cell; The solar battary;
The atomic battery,

1

i

1

I

;

1

I I

.............A...............................,.....J...............,-.t................... ,r-X01,32,..-4. VinrarA lo. OMaftstow.P.1U104-0 ~Weak

^1.114,CIMIRSTUalr.-fihermallillimaimarrafe .41Finora...V.46,%waarailetsimardriNan,

`fates, Raymorid F. 1959

Aver' lge

MilrilMorpwraillimirealliatirOMINISIAILVIZInnit.MLIII.BAMAMUsberroldskitisrAttal.WAIIICirOratAltS.11a.t C7ftyretir,110.12:111777.mamsnobwaytglift.convonvornevvproirmesvrewpcolearempicallialmilkotrorryrnwewo seta

* Good
ic* Excellent
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III. Ehergy

Grade Five

`Tchr.

Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interes

Reading
Level

Beeler, Nelson and
Franklyn Branley. 1949

EXPERIMENTS WITH ELECTRICITY **

Crowell. $2.95

Includes scientific explanations
of each intriguing experiment.

Good

.....

Average Average

....00- A........%%00.~Iftwe..*q....1.1......0.6004.

Feravolo, Rocco V. 1964

JR. SCIENCE BOOK OF HEAT *41.

Garrard. 12.50

Simple demonstrations and
experiments.

.....................

jj

1111111

Good Good Average

..

Herbert, Don and
Ruchlis, Hy. 1960

BEGINNTAG SCIENCE WITH
NR. 'WIZARD: HEAT 4114,

Doubleday.

Any child will have many
absorbing hours reading and
doing as he learns whet heat is,
how heat travels around it side
his house, how heat makes
engines go, and how heat cooks
his food.

...............__ .w.Inaorwaverg.... .6

X Good

!

Average

I

Average

* Good
* Excellent
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III. Energy . I. (continued)
..............-,-......_____
Tear.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interes

Reading
Level......0.".........~...................1.

Kadesch, Dr. Robert R. 1961

THE CRAZY CAMILEVEL 'N*

Harper. $395

Fascinating and informative
experizents easily performed
with readily available materials.
Designed to provide practice in
careful observation, sound
experimentation, and clear
thinking.

X X Good

tt

Average Average

* Good
** Excellent
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Clear instructions and diagrams 1

;

are included to make this an I
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excellent book in elementary

electrical engineering.
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Yates, rnond F. 1944

A BOY AND A MOTOR it..*

Harper $2975
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IV. The Universe

Grade Five

A. Earth Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

...._......._-___

Schloato G. Warren. 1958

ANDY'S WONDERFUL TELESCOPE *

Scribner. $2.91

Explains in photographs the
principles of reflecting and
refracting telescopes. Introduces
the solar system and the constel-
lations,

Good Good Average

* Good
** accellent
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rI. The Universe

-17- Grade Five

B. on 'Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Reading
level

Branley, Franklin N. 1960

THE XCON: EARTH'S
NATURAL SATELLITE **

Crowell. $3.50

Discusses the moon's motions,
pull, temperature, atmosphere,
and man's instruments for
measuring these. For young

people.

X

,

X

..
. .

Good

.

Diffi-
cult

.
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* Good
41* Excellent
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IV. The Universe

17A Grade Five

C. Sun Tchr
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupi
Interest

Reading
Level

Diffi-
Eult

I

Gallant, Roy 1958

EXPLORING THE SUN

Doubleday $2.50

This book presents a
history of the study of
the sun and explains the
studies of the sun being
carried out today.

owswormolowswonewerwasori

X Good

Zim, Herbert S. 1953

THE SUN

Morrow 32.78

A fascinating view of the
sun telling of its pro-
duction of heat and light,
its size as compared to
other stars, and its composition.

X X Good Good Averag

I

* Go 3d
4HE Excellent
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IV. The Universe

Grade Five

De Solar System Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning 'Pupil

ActivitieslInteres.

Reading
Level

-..............-........................

Binder, Otto. 1960

PLANETS: OTHER VORLDS
OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 41*

Golden Press. $1.69

Factual information for young

people.

X Good Average

Branley, Franklyn M.

MARS, PLANET NUMBER FOUR **

Crowell. $3.50

For young people.

.....40.1....NO.O............1.0...1...........6.0.

Bran ley, Franklyn M. 3958

TM ME PLANETS:
EXPLORING OUR UNIVERSE *it.

Crowell. 0.50

This book contains descriptive
information about all the planets
in the solar system. It includes

an explanation of how scientists
procure this information.

X X

4

Good Average
to

Diffi-
cult

44440.404....44...4444444.44..

Munch, Theodore. 1959

WHAT IS A SOLAR SYSTEM *

Benefic. $1.80

An excellent presentation of the

six types of bodies that cam.
prise our solar system.-sun,
planets, moons, planetoids,
comets and meteors.

~811ftwoMINOMOdedwoMiammeWroi t

,

I

i

I

Good Easy

* Good
Excellent
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IV. The Universe - D. (continued) Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning
Activities

Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Stoiko, Michael and
Donald Cox. 1959

NU IN THE UNIVERSE:
NEAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 4 *

Winston. $2.95

For young people.

X Good Diffi-
cult

Tellander, Marian. 1961

SPACE *

Follette $1.00

Beginner's book about our
solar system.

X Good Average Easy

, .

,

...............

.......................

* Good
** Excellent
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Freeman, Mae and Ira 1959

1

THE SUN, THE MOON AND THE ,m,nc.

Random House $1w95

STARS -:!..:: i

;
i

Covers basic 1..aaterial in

language your oh-Aft-en can

understand

.......111110.11.4.41.11101.00.11.4.1..., 41.1.......11....,...1,1111.1.1.1=, 14 .OK3t3.1.!,,,, ,.........., -1......, y ...Yrios, Arm*. ....V ..,
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4* racellent
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Cto;e1 Easy
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IV. The Univerae - D. (contia17)d) Tchr.IIilus Learning r. Pupil Reading

Ref.,
i

Activities' Interest Level

err, 7.^
.nowalsocarawmar...

r2-alltqat, Roy A.

EXPLORING

DoaledLy $2.95

3

1 1

I Good's 1 X
1

4 1h

C i
1

Facts about each 7alanat:: .r... a:53
1 1 I

1

i
I

fomation, di amer, surface )

4

features, mooravi4 votation
i

I

period, aald orbit., 2

1 4

I
i

it

.G.4, AKV!..1.1,0.1.110Mtl) ....h.txtUt,,,r13 . ,,,,,, .:. 1 +14,044..4....r.......,....r. T vo.. '0, 4.1., 'G...., rL.WIWEINOV.,,....ialeVOSMI0.11111MIILi.t 14.1111111S1M. AMC. .

ttg01140.141,71K4/1011r7.11,VVILIttr,....talgrleer, ..trarViet

Good

Lauber, Patcia. 195'

THE QUEST OF GALLILEO

Doubleday
(4,,)

irti

This book tolls the story of
Gentle* in clear and vivid
terms It is very 7AZI.
illustrated in color.

I

1

1
4.1. R. 2 *IV 04 .10.14,46 .1:Y171251,i:0 4,, er.4111., ullIPKOMMINFIINCM, 44-

Johnson, (7-.y.'.oTa 1960

VE1
6 ;5:13

, Fri'231ET,S;,

AND ETARS

haYvey AOIJEW;

AAronnv for voutp

.074 4,1 "OW, +V, 1..

4

1

1

4

1

I

0

a

I
47. Good i Uood

t ;

1

1

N rt 'At

I

Eaey

MIA470111n4TU1.11.11,tarall.Niiis.., 0.0.,113.,,A,111.0.7.1%..7.3.01:,..01.1'*4.41:AVVIal.M.11.1111.740.440W0tC1.41114...1111,.....51510...40.411.10C../.04.***V.
;NOVIIMPIMPUOruillealt2 1aILIMIIISI0IfrItr~laNI4welre M.40 +0. t1

* Good
Excellent



tp 4:2,17 , ("irfir rtit 17*
4 t4

4

TV, The Univerae kc.Dntinv.ed) !

....an, ..,..r....,,z4P=SAx......t7

Klcfer. dMilwed S, 1965

1

PLAnT -:-.N.

1

1

1

Melmont Publishers $2.00

This is an exciting otory vith i

pictures valuable in elementary
I

1

science for its information on
haw astronomers work; the valtlo

i

;

!
1

of accurate scientific know -
ledge and analysis in the con
quest of space; and the basic
facts about the planets.

i4

a

waramaSaaa ....ataarlasar.vreWMAIIIP.V.O/WECIO.P.W.,...1...1.1.11..11-7,..,114 a wtro. /.....00.... a r1n, o 46K.33, 4...V.1,st,"; ,,, I.Ma 7

I
1

1Lauber, Patricia 1960

ALL ABOUT THE PLANETS *

Random $1.95

Earth is a very spocial planet
because it supports human life,
and Earth is our observation
station from which we look at
the other eight planets that
share our journey around the sun.
Where did or sun and its planets
come from? Do other planets
circle other suns elseuhere in
the universe? If so, do those
planets support life? This

book tells what astronomers hare
learned--and hope to learn-in
answer to these exciting ques-
tions.

i

i

I

I

i

I

I I I

I

1

1

1
4

I

1

I

I
ti I

OssWeAurimeralreemmgemommisgwameserrambarrtapwrmirmr.ftworomnseg,vssusiarvAtein.ntaufrlfener....1mart.r-rvnewel mn ta414...,..1nnttells, ...;Mvoyein.m.I., two .../.;..tvyrOtuale.m.......s.yry.m,;,..1.,.........,..,

or

me.

,,eurnirg Za O./ g
.,; bsvel

'; rwr,soaatr4rawre...ealaa

1

Average Average
.

i

1

1

* Good
** Excellent
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SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY - Grade C Addition to

(Addendum) Page 19

IV,. The Universe - D. continued) Tchri 11251 Learnitg Pupil Reading
Ref. Activ4.10.er- Interesii Level

Pickering, James S. 1961

CAPTIVES OF THE SUM

Dodd $4.95

About moon, planets, comets,
asteroids and meteors within
the "captive" solar system.

X i

....1Warraiheriti401 W14010..41(ZsolOs.....LIW,....11101111PV/141.1ftitlentl.W.Wr
Wei .11.

i

Reed, ld. Maxwell, Brandwein, Paul F. 1961)
ti

THE STARS SAN is ;z
i:

1

Harcourt $4.50

Describes our solar system, the
universe and its galaxies, for

1

young people.

An up-to-date revision of one of

the most outstanding childron,s i

books on astronomy. i
0

i

1

1

1
1

i I

1
I
f,

...... a .......L...................,.....! . .1.4."......... 0.sw"01051,11MINC..

Good I Good Average

I i

I

1

I

I 1i

011111.111111.111MMIIMPOsillibenprott.,11101.1=NswateanNtAielnaVorAMMW*RnsowautorrOsim....rmasMiimiquaar.evr*
2/...1,,,,I.O.4...1.4. 2.

Schneider, Leo 1961

SPACE IM YOUR FUTURE

Harcourt $3.75

Introduces boys and girls to the

solar system, to galaxies and the

tools of the astronomer. Includes

list of planetariums and of astro-
nomical organizations in the
United States.

* Good
** Excellent

.411111.ftelr Wien

X Good Good Average
to

Diffi-
cult



For discussion
purposes only

IV. The Universe

Grade Five

E. Stars and Galaxies Tchr.
Ref.

Illus. Learning'

Activitie
Pupil
Interest

Reading
Level

Branley, Franklyn M. .1959

EXPERIMENTS IN SKY WATCHING **

Crewell. $3.50

The young sky watcher is given an
introduction to orderly observation
of the heavens and to experiments
that will be of great interest.

X

,

*X Good

,

Good

.

Average

Crosby, Phoebe. 1960

JR. SCIENCE BOOK OF STARS *I*

Garrard. $2.50

For poor readers.

.Average Average Easy

Fenton, Carroll Lane, and
Mildred Adams Fenton. 1950

limos IN THE SKY 1

Day. $3.29

Presents basic astronomical
facts. The illusti*ations are'
particularly clear and
instructive. For slow readers.

X Average Easy.

Grey, Vivian. 1960

THE FIRST BOOK CF ASTRONOMY

Watts. $2.50

For young readers.

1................P,..*.".........b..'~1.411b.4*P.M'Pl.Mr s *V . .

Average Average

* Good
4E-IF bccenent



For discussion
purposes only .21. Grade Five

17. The Universe - E. (continued) 'Tchr. Learning Pupil Reading

Ref. Activities Interest Level
,.......1111.11011111

Moore, Patrick. 1957

THE APIATEUR ASTRONOM

W. W. Norton & Co., Inc. $5.95

"This book is aimed at the
needs of the beginner who is
anxious to make a start with
whatever equipment he can
collect at limited cost."

Posin, Daniel Q. 1961

WHAT IS A STAR **

Benefice $1.80

A factual account of the life

cycle of a star, the structure
of a star, the source of energy
of a star, magnitudes and star
color. Aethods of studying
the stars include distance
measures and composition.

....^...nramewm4614.10...--111......m.... .
* Good

** Excellent



ECIEMCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBTIOGRAMY - Grade 5 Addition to

(Addendvo) Page 21

17,, The Universe
AsavAarac.

..tbevr

E. Stars and Galaxies ,Tchv. Ilius4 Learning Pupil Reading

48.,AAAAVAAA.A.rHAAMIIIRWEAAAAAAatAauliA,A1111.8.4.01...rMON*AWAWAAEAWasaagsaArl,AtArnaswart.,04.....A...........wmaa
ssataatlAAAAntaAA taa a A, a,.1

Ref. ctvities Iterest1Level

IFreeman, Mae, and Ira. Freeman 1953

FUN WITH ASTRONOMY

Random

*

Simple experiments and excellent

illustrations introduce the

reader to the planets, the Milky

Way, and the expanding universe.

0

4.

I

Good Average

I

A AAAAAAAA.A.A.A1PAAmtratitabanilenrcevAA.
ANA, AcreAKiatiA.A.W.Aarlmal.n.ArAirAwaourWAt,mAreszeAmiletraiwr..AvaAwAllwreasvaavono.c....esale,e

aAr1,....10,31.0..1..4.1a.Aa71Ceesaaaroxe
of33,,....tuarisaa3atestAaaa.A.A.Ar,FAI. 36101m....*str3SAMOttee

Hcss, Norman, Blackwood, Paul E. _960

THE HOW AND WHY BOOK OF STARS

Grosset $1.00

Answers children's questions about

the universe.

M1111.121.01.11.4311.41101117141115~011d
taVOOMIP....../M111113111271..15....7( ANIIIIRO110.. AAA

Maloney, Terry 1961

THE STORY OF THE STARS

Sterling $2.50

Astronomer tells boys and girls

in simple language some facts

about stars,

I
b. Average

Good

I
0

1 I
;

1

1

INOIA.A.AAWAAAVAMAAIONIMOAAAAAAAPJWANAAVANAA1,11.0.111CAMOASMAMAIAMANWASAIAbAIAAMMAAANMAftra.wassoatAAAAVIIMIDOomapitr.-<

wawa,. Aft{ max*. rafiew.AaalANIVISINAllaVAAArAr .toramPAIIIAlv teMnVNIAMPtalaRNIMINIA

1
1

1 i

I

!

I.

0/6.11m011101110181,11101.1.11rAnoMpAPLA}MILAA.A.A1~141.4.111110A01,SISSIA.
sA1100,11.3.11AWAINIA,ANSAANSAIWORIAMMANSAAAAAPSallAVA.M.A,,,VAACAIATAAVIAAA

AarrAtArA,A....1.AAAAArs,-,A,A,AvlayA,AA,3N.....rApawa.v.,...a................ftp ........w.3

Good Average

* Good
41-* Rzce13.ent



2. SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY - Grade 5 Addition to

(Addendum) Page 21

IV. The Universe - E. (continued)
!110.4S).110..A.W J00.....jwwsOra.:411;::trolftMM01114Y~11.1.6411.1111.IOVIM..7-.111001Ott :

iTchr.lIllun, Learning Pupil ; Readingi

1 Ref.d 'Activities Interes1 Level ,

-.WY rat....101,11. WyllasalAlvq..11.4.,... ...tao.ar.
I

.,

I

Good 3.7vitt

ems,rogAttdm.towwmo.p4,m,,,attt*,4.;40,1rtrt*OattitTANVtraaft,41[0.MItIKW...101.YrA att.-4. 'tWNtkttallat

Rey, H. A. 1962

THE STARS A NuirloW TO SEE THEM
il*

Houghton $6.00

Guide to the constellations for

beginners. Jacket unfolds into

22 x 26 inch ma l,)

IIININCIIINNWSIMIDILIalvallitt....11.1.00.1nMo412,4111110herttoAttNeAre../.10.101Alt.
ItrItit, MM. tlitlbtlro9tVituz...1161.1*,:Aktkil-AMIWAV.X.,...A. et..

Rey, H. A. 1954 I

;

1

1
FIND THE CONSTELLATIONS

Houghton $3.57

A delightful guide to star

recognition.
F

ttellbMIUMMIMIIIPII.WW11OtttediltlMIIIIWWW.~0.81WeINIVONFAttamorroottto..eutnYtmtllttMttattaIR..4.0...,;;;!egatrouvr...

* Good
41* Excellent

et.t.M.111tetSrrnitQc.,MC 10,11,01.6101mollmeomttrnttletiff.14011411Vmr,IVItte.t.
=Ital

,1-,t1111,tolimamott .
'frtA I Good Average

I

I

I
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tIMINIIIMMINIMINI.



Grade Five

BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES
Published by Row, Peterson & Co.

(Grade Placed for Major Topic in the Reorganized Science Curriculum)

Introduction to Science
Reading Level

A. Attitudes (including history)

The Scientist and His Tools 4.5

Superstition or Science 5.8

B. Tools

The Scientist and His Tools 4.5

Superstition or Science 5.8

C. Methods

The Scientist and His Tools 4.5

Superstition or Science 5.8

I. The Earth

G. Weather and climate

fl

Ask the Weatherman

Clouds, Rain and Snow

Ways of the Weather

II. Living Things

A. Life and life processes

Adaptation to Environment

Animals and Their Young

Animals That Live Together

Birds

Fishes

Flowers, Fruits, Seeds

How An Get Food

insects and Their Ways

Seeds and Seed Travels

5.9

3.5

4.9

5.1

2.1

1.9

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.0

4.8

3.3



Grade Five

Basic Science Education Series (Continued)

II. Living Things

A. Life and life Lrocesses

Spiders

Toads and Frogs

Trees

You As A Machine

Watch Them Grow Up 2.0

B. Classification

Animals of the Seashore 3.8

Animals We Know 4.2

Birds
3.8

Birds in Your Back Yard

Dependent Plants 3.7

Fishes 3.8

Flowers, Fruits, Seeds 3.8

The Insect Parade 3.1

Insects and Their Ways 4.8

Leaves

Living Things
2.9

Pebbles and Sea Shells 3.0

Reptiles
3.9

Six Legged Neighbors

Trees
4.5

C. Ecology

Insect Friends and Enemies 5.6

D. Plant and animal economics

Insect Friends and Enemies 5.6

Reading Level

3.4

3.2

4.5

5.4

MO



tit

3

Basic Science Education Series (continued)

II. Living Things

E. Human Body

You as a Machine

III. Energy

B. Sources and conservation of enerc

Doing Work

Fire

Fire,. Friend and Foe

G. Electrical energy

Electricity

I. Heat and infrared radiation

Heat

Thermometers, Heat and Cold

IV. The Universe

A. Earth

How the Sun Helps Us

The Sun and Its Family

B. Moon

The Earth's Nearest Neighbor

The Sky Above Us

C. Sun

How The Sun Helps Us

The Sky Above Us

The Sun and Its Family

D. §2.1,21anial

The Sky Above Us

The Sun and Its Family

E. Stars and gdlaxies

Beyond the Solar System

The Sky Above Us

Reading Level

5,4

3.4

4.1

5.7

4.i

r.)

3.8

2.4

4.2

4.1

3.5

2.4

3.5

4.2

3.5

4.2

5.4
3.5

Grade Five

d.
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For discussion purposes only

A PARTIAL LISTING OF PRESENTLY OWNED

SCIENCE MOTION PICTURE FILMS
GRADE FIVE

Correlated to the Unit Titles as found in the
Reorganized Science Curriculum

Minr-apolis Public Schools
Science Department

1-20-65



For discussion purposes only

TABLE OF COZTENTS

Major Topic

Introduction to Science

I. The Earth

11111111011MID
Page Number Color

1 Gray

G. Weather and climate... 3 Pink

III. Energy

B. Sources and conservation of energy.... 9 Yellow

I. Heat and infrared radiation........... 14 Yellow

G. Electrical energy.................... 16 Yellow

IV. The Universe

A. Earth.. 21 Blue

B. Blue

C. 25 Blue

D. Solar system .......................... 26 Blue

E. Stars and galaxies ................... 29 Blue

II. Living Things

A. Life and life processes...,...........

B. Classification.... somme....0.00000

E. Human body 00000

31 Green

51 Green

60 Green

The annotations for films found on the following pages were
obtained in most cases from the Library of Congress cards.
Some annotations were secured from other sources such as
the Educational Film Guide and producers' catalogs.

iii



For 'discussion purpopes only 3.

I

Name and Descri tion of Film
14

1. Dental Health: How and Why *

Coronet, 1949; n -mine, black & white

rievieWs what research and experimentation have
done to promote better dental health. Demon-
strafes new sOd*um fluoride applications and
techniqUes of oral hygiene to Show the relation
of diet to the development and decay of teeth,

2. Sciónce and Suerst&tion 141 Gr, 7

Grade ,5

Other Grade
Placements :. marks

Coronet; 1947* 11 min. 1. A

Illustrates the use of the. .scientific method
. of 74orking out..eyeryday problems, and reaching

conclision*,based on research and experimental
evidence. dhows how science disprtmes.buper-
stitionri about the groundhog, rabbit's foot,
eta.-

3. What is Science? **

Coronet, 1947, n min.

Explains that science is knowledge of the world,
about Us* Two children, curious, about common
phenomena, conduct simple experiments and find
their answers by using the scientific method;
by observing, experimenting, drawing conclusions,
and testing the results.

ur.

* Good
.44. Eacoblient

,.. .,

r

4

Also listed II-D

1.4

e "A,

4



For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth

G. Weather and climate

3 Grade 5

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1. Air and What it Does

EBF, 1962; 11 min., color

The probagim-solving approach to a series of
real-life rl.tuations gives children an
opportuni4 to "discover" basic concepts
about air f.1,17 themselves. Through demon-
strationsa blow-out, turning windmill"
helicopter, sailboat, beach ball, floating
bottle, canpfire, an accordian, an experi-
ment with a balloon fastened to an empty
can which is heated, then cooled.-children
learn that though' air cannot be seen, its
many effects make known its properties and

what it does: it takes up space, expands,
contracts, has weight and force.

2. Climate and the World We Live In

Coronet, 1957; 14 min.

Shows the determining factors of climate:
latitude, altidude, nearness to water,
ocean currents, prevailing winds, and
mountain ranges. Explains the grouping of
similar climates into major types, and
represents regions of the world to show
how variations in climate affect human
activities.

Gr. 8

3. Eyes in Outer Space iHe Gr. 8 . **

Walt Disney, 1959; 26 min., color

Describes the work of weather stations today
in forecasting weather and possible use in
the future of satellites and rockets to control
weather and avert destructive storms and
hurricanes.

* Good
it-* Excellent

No eval. yet



Geode

The Earth - G. (continued)

4 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

4. How Weather is Forecast

Coronet, 1953; 11 min.

Shows the operation of a weather observation

station and a weather forecasting station,

describes the instruments used in weather
forecasting and their functions; explains the

importance of forecasting to various occupa-

tional groups and to the inhabitants of flood

areas. Animated sequences are used to show

the charting of a weather map and to explain

the symbols used.

5. One Rainy Day: Background for Reading and

Erpressz,on *

Coronet, 1953; 10 min.

On a rainy day, a primagy grade class listens

to a story about the way a storm begins and

what rain does for soil, plants, and people.

Gr. 3 - * Difficult
Gr. 8 . **

6. Our Weather Gr. 8 - **

EBF, 1955; 11 min«, black & white

Animation and microphotography are used in

explaining why weather changes, how meteor-

ologists predict changes, and how weather

affects everyday activi:Aes. Discusses the

air mass theory and the formation of dew,

frost, and snow. Ineltdes visits to a weather
observation station where the purpose of

various instruments is explained, and to a

forecasting office where weather maps are

plotted from data received from observation

stations.

* Good
*3 Excellent

Simple



For discussion purposes only 5 Grade 5

The Earth . G. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

7 The Seasons *

Teaching Film Custodians, 191i8; 22 min;, colas

Explains why the seasons change throughout the

year. Through animated drawings shows the tilt

of the earth's axis, the rotation of the earth

upon its axis, the revolution of.the earth
around the sun, and the effectof these move-

ments upon the sun's rays*

8. A Story of a Storm **

Coronet,, 1950;, 11 min.

Shows the various conditions which cause a

rainstorm to develop. Covers the names of
clouds, knowledge of pressure areas, fronts,

and meteorological information, races the
results of a single storm.

Gr. 8 . 41*

9. Unchained Goddess * Gr. 8 - **

N. W. Bell Telephone, 1960; 60.min., color.

This Bell System science picture deals with the

story, in its many facets, of what scientists

today know about wliat'mkesAhe weather, Dr.

Frank Baxter and Richard Carlsan are again the

stars in this Frank Capra production. AniTar
tion, cartoon characters, stills from scientific

pictures and live photography are used, The . .

Weather Goddess "Nbteora" is featured -in,this

film*

it. Good

iHE Excellent



Grade 5 6 For discussion purpose only

The Earth - G. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

10, the ** Gr. 8 **

Grover Jennings, 1961; 12 min., color

Air movements; what is in the air; what fog

and clouds are; how they form; what happens

to them; how cloud changes show air movements;

how air movements shape clouds; what air looks

like from miles above the earthuall shown in

actual live- action photography; developing

simply and easily basic concepts essential to

understanding air and weather.

11. Water in the Weather ** Gr. 8 - ** Needs prep.

Academy, 1960; 17 min., color

What makes the weather? Heat from the sun,

the earth's atmosphere, land areas and water

areas all work together as weather makers.

The earth's atmosphere is a protective layer

which filters out harmful rays from the sun.

The clouds drop their moisture as rain, ball

or snow. This is the endless cycle of Mater ir

in the Weather".

12. What Makes Rain *

Young America, 1947; 10 min., black &white

Explains, through a letter which the weather

man writes to a young boy, evaporation and con-

densation as they apply to the water cycle.

Includes animated drawings.

Gr. 4 **

* Good
if -re Excellent



For discussion purposes only

The Earth . G. (continued)

amaa1222921.2ion of Film

13. Why Seasons Change *

7

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Grj 5 -
Gr. 8 - **

EBF, 1960; 11 min. y
black & white

Shows why seasons change, making use of anim-

ated drawings to show why the tilt of the

earth gives us short days in winter and long

ones in summer. Also explains why it is hot

in summer and cold in winter. Follows also

the orbit of the earth through a complete year.

14. Winds and Their Causes **

Coronet, 1948; 11 min.

When his gasoline-powered model airplane

crashes over a bare field, a young boy be.

comes interested in winds and obtains informa-

tion from personal observation, from books, and

from an aviator. Explains thermals, cumulus

clouds, thunderstorms, the great. winds of the

earth, on.. and off-shore bteezes, and the

easterlies and westerlies.

Gr. 8 . **

* Good
if* Excellent

Grade 5

Also listed IV-A



For discussion purposes only 9

ill. energy

B. Sources and conservation of energy

Name and Description of Film

1, Electrons at Work **

EBF, 1961; 14 min., color

Presents examples of electrons at work, show-
ing how they supply energy to turn a paddle
wteell to create a picture on a television
screen, and to operate an electronic computor.
Uses simple experiments and demonstrations to
illustrate the characteristics of electrons,
and to show how they can be controlled for use-
ful, purposes.

Grade

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 9 -

2. Energy iH**,

McGraw-Hill, 1956; 13 min., black & white

Defines energy, potential energy, and kinetic
energy; explains why inert substances have
energy, haw energy from the sun is changed to
energy which can be used, and how energy is
changed from one form to another; explains
the law of conservation of energy; and describes
forms of energy, including mechanical, elec-
trical, heat, and chemical.

3. Energy and Power: A First Look *

Journal Films, 1962; 10 min., color
. .

Through an artwork sequence taking us back to the days
of the caveman, the film shows us manis first attempt
to use energy. The sequence indicates the discovery
of the simple machines and shows his first realization
of the energy stored within wood, running water and wind.

The film goes on to survey how we now use the energy of
wind and waterand many other kinds of energy such as
electricity, fuel and dynamite. Through a series of

comparisons showing man lifting, pushing and digging,
we see that the machines which he has built have made

his work easier.

* Good
4* Excellent



Grade 5 10 For discussion purposes only

Energy B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

Energy in our

Coronet, 1948y 11 Min.

Dramatizes the story of how rivers through
the centuries have furnished the energy and
power necessary to manta existence. Extends
from the days of the ancient waterwheel to
the era of dams and hydroelectric plants which
furnish electricity to cities and factories and
irrigate miles of farmland.

OS

5. Fire Science **

Churchilllexler, 1960; 15 min., color

Gr. 6 **
Gr. 9 - if*

An introduction to the chemistry of combus-
tion. Highlights historical uses of fire and
the importance of fire in today's civilization.
Uses anisnationto, visualize the molecular action
of a burning fuel whose carbon and hydrogen atoms
combine with oxygen to form, carbon dioxide and
water; releasing energy in the forth of heat and
light, Experiments explain the concepts of fuel,
oxidation, kindling temperature, and spontaneous
combustion.

6. Fuels --Their Nature and Use **

EBF, 1958; 11 min.

Describes the principal kinds of fuels used
in homes and industry; traces the source of
most conventional fuels to the sun; and ex-
plains the history, of fuels. Uses animation
to explain how heat is transferred to mechan-
ical energy in steam, gasoline, and diesel
engines.

* Good
%Pk Excellent

Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 9..4H
Or. II *



Electrons At Work
Film Summary

We see a simple circuita light bulb, a
battery, and a meter. When the circuit is
complete, electric charges flow. When the
wires to the battery are reversed, the meter
shows that the charges flow in the opposite
direction. Add another light bulb to the
circuit, and rrisTe electric charges flow. The
basic electric charge is a particle called the
electron. But we cannot see electrons. So
how do we know they exist?

We see the power of a hurricane wind,
bending trees, blowing a sign down, whip-
ping debris down the street. We cannot see
the wind, but we believe that there is such
a thing as a wind because we can see things
the wind does.

We look closely at a small paddle wheel
turning. Is the wind hitting against it and
making the wheel turn? No, because the
paddle wheel is enclosed in a glass tube.
Electrons are hitting against the blades of
the wheel, making it turn. When the power
supply is disconnected, the wheel stops
turning. When the circuit is complete, elec-
trons flow through the tube and hit against
the blades of the wheel. When the wires are
reversed so that the electrons flow in the
opposite direction, they hit the other sides
of the blades of the wheel and the wheel
turns in the other direction.

A wrecking ball smashes against the side
of a building. An object has to have mass
to move other objects by colliding with
them. If the wrecking ball did not have
mass, it would not knock holes in the side
of the building. We look again at the paddle
wheel inside the glass tube. If the electrons
did not have mass, they could not hit against
the wheel and make it turn.

We look closely at a blue liquid being
poured into a glass container. Every ma-
terial is made up of tiny particles called
atoms. This liquid is called copper sulphate.
It is partly made up of atoms of copper.
Two strips of platinum are dipped into the
copper sulphate. A circuit is completed so
that electrons flow through the two strips.
When the strips are removed, one has a
thin coating of copper. The strips are re-
turned to the copper sulphate and the wires
to the battery are reversed. When the plat-
inum strips are removed again, the one that

had the copper coat is clean. The copper
is now on the other strip. It is as if elec-
trons were connected to copper atomsbe-
cause when electrons flow in this circuit,
copper atoms move, too.

We look closely at two helium-filled bal-
loons. Balloons are made of atoms. Elec-
trons are connected to atoms, so there are
electrons on the balloons. There are also
electrons in a silk scarf. When the balloons
are rubbed with the silk scarf, electrons Lre
actually rubbed off the silk onto the bal-
loons. The silk now has a shortage of elec-
trons; the balloons have extra electrons. Ob-
jects with a shortage of electrons or objects
with extra electrons are said to have an
electric charge.

When objects have the same kind of
charge, they repel each other. A plastic coat
hanger is rubbed with a silk scarf. Electrons
are being rubbed off the scarf onto the
hanger. Since the hanger has extra elec-
trons, and the balloons both have extra
electrons, the hanger repels thz. balloons.
Objects with different kinds of charges at-
tract each other. The scarf has a shortage of
electrons; it attracts the balloons.

Now we look at several common objects:
a hairbrush, a cat, and a banana. Here is
visual evidence that electrons can be found
in all kinds of materials: a hairbrush rubbed
on the cat, attracts a banana.

A stream of electrons is being sent down
a long vacuum tube. When the electrons
hit against a coating of fluorescent paint at
one end of the tube, they make a spot of
green light. The spot of light can be repelled
by a plastic coat hanger that has been
rubbed with silk. Apparently, the coat
hanger and the stream of electrons have the
same kind of charge. If the stream of elec-



trons could be repelled and attracted fast
enough, and in just the right directions, we
could make a picture as complicated as a
television picture.

We look closely at the picture on a
television screen and see that it is made by
a. stream of electrons that hit against a
screen painted with fluorescent paint. We
can see the lines made by the stream of
electrons as it is moved back and forth
across the screen at a very high speed. In-
side the TV set are several electron tubes.
They control the electric charges that make
the stream of electrons move in a proper
way to form a picture. Electron tubes act
like valves that can turn a flow of electrons
on and off.

Now we look at a bank of transistors.
Transistors can do what electron tubes do,
although they do it in a different way. We
move back from the transistors and see
that they are part of the complex circuitry
of a large electronic computer. Electrons
themselves, moving in the circuits of the
computer, are the important moving parts
of the machine. Because they move quickly
and are easy to control, the electronic com-
puter can work very quickly. It takes the
computer only a millionth of a second to add
a long column of large numbers together.

Introduction to the Film
Electric current is the flow of electric

charges. The smallest unit in which electric
charge can be found in nature is called the
electron. Atoms are so tiny that they can-
not be clearly seen even under the most
powerful microscopes. Yet electrons, which
are associated with atoms, are much tinier
still. No one has seen a single atom, and of
course no one has seen an electron. But we
believe electrons exist because we can see
things that they do.

For example, fast - moving electrons can
cause a fluorescent screen to light up. This
is exactly what happens on the screen of
your television tube. The screen is literally
bathed by a stream of electrons landing in
just the right places to produce a picture.
So, although you can't see electrons them-
selves, you can, in some cases, see where
they land because they produce a momen-
tary flash of light. This is a very useful
way of "looking" at electrons. Of course,
long before television was invented, there
were indirect proofs of the existence of
electrons. In fact, if these bits of evidence
that something called electrons did exist

had not been available, television and the
host of electronic machines and instruments
so important to our life today could never
have been invented at all.

A copper wire leading from a battery
to an electric light bulb has electrons in it.
When the wire is part of a complete cir-
cuit and there is a current, these electrons
move. Electrons can flow freely through
the metal wire. In other materials such as
glass or plastic, which are called non-con-
ductors, electrons do not flow very readily.
But there are electrons in these materials
nevertheless. All materials are made up of
atoms, and all atoms have electrons as-
sociated with them. Wherever there are
atoms, there are electrons. The difference
between a non-conducting material and a
conducting material is that the electrons
moire more easily in one than in the other.

You can rub two solid materials to-
gether and actually remove electrons from
the surface of one of the materials, and
deposit them on the other. Because of this,
rubbing two objects together can often
cause electrical effects. What happens when
you rub a plastic coat hanger with a silk
scarf? The plastic is made up of certain
combinations of certain kinds of atoms.
Each different kind of atom has a partic-
ular number of electrons associated with
it. So the plastic coat hanger hanging in
a closet has just as many electrons in it as
should be associated with the kind and
number of atoms of which the coat hanger
is made. In other words, it has a normal
number of electrons. The same is true
of the silk scarf lying folded in a nearby
drawer. Now, bring the plastic coat hanger
and the silk scarf together and rub them
together. What happens? The rubbing ac-
tion actually rubs electrons oft one onto
the other. Which way the electrons go
depends on the particular atomic make-
up of the two materials involved. Let's
say for the sake of the illustration that
electrons are rubbed off the silk onto the
coat hanger. Stop rubbing. Now neither the
coat hanger nor the scarf has its normal
quota of electrons. The coat hanger has too
many, and the scarf has too few. Any
object that has extra electrons, or any object
that has a shoroge of electrons, is said to
have an electric charge. There are two
kinds of charge: a too-many-electrons
charge, and a too-few-electrons charge. Ex-
periments shown in the film (and these are
experiments you can duplicate yourself)
indicate that objects with the same kind of



charge repel each other, while ob. ects with
different kinds of charges attract each
other.

The two kinds of charges are not named
in the film, but the names are common. An
object with a shortage of electrons is said
to have a positive charge. An object with
extra electrons is said to have a negative
charge. The apparent reversal of terms (i.e.,
negative for something with extra elec-
trons) is brought about because electrons
themselves are all said to have negative
charges. The more electrons there are col-
lected on an object, the more negative its
charge will be.

Since electrons all have the same kind
of charge, electrons will repel one another.
The fact that electrons do repel each other
is very useful when you are concerned with
controlling the flow of electrons. You can
control the movement of a stream of elec-
trons by repelling them with a supply of
stationary electrons collected on a metal
plate, for example. This is what happens
inside electron tubes.

There are electrons in all materials, but
electrons can move where there are no
materials present at all that is, in a
vacuum. The electron tubes in radios and
television sets are vacuum tubes. They are
called vacuum tubes because practically all
the air and other gases have been removed
from them. Why? Well, actually to allow
electrons to move about inside them as
freely as possible. A vacuum proVides a
minimum of obstacles to the movement of
electrons.

The mass of a single electron is billions
and billions of times smaller than that of
the tiniest grain of sand you can imagine.
Because electrons are so light, they are
easy to set in motion. If they move in a
vacuum, there are few obstacles to inter-
fere with their movement. And their move-
ment can be easily controlled by other elec-
trons. Because electrons can be so con-
veniently controlled, they have become
very useful servants. The basic moving part
in any electronic device is the electron it-
self moving in a controlled way through
the circuits of the machine.

NOTE: In the film, electrons are shown
causing a wheel to rotate, and we say that
the effect is due to the mass of the elec-
trons. The electrons hit the wheel and make
it turn. It should be pointed out here that
while it is true that electrons have mass and

momentum, the spinning of the wheel ac-
tually is due to a more complicated phe-
nomenon involving some of the gas that is
left inside the tube. The wheel rotates under
the action of molecules that have been given
extra energy due to the presence of the
moving electrons.

Demonstration To Be Presented
Before Showing The Film

Blow up two balloons of equal size. Tie
them with strings and hang both of them
by their strings from a common support.
The balloons will hang down, touching
each other. Now, rub both balloons with
a silk cloth. The balloons should repel
each other. Rub a plastic coat hanger or
comb with a silk cloth. Bring the comb
between the balloons; the balloons should
be repelled more. Bring the silk cloth be-
tween the balloons; the cloth should at-
tract the balloons. Remind the class that
there are three basic groups of forces: elec-
trical forces, gravitational forces, and nuc-
lear forces. Ask the class into which group
the forces fall that are making the balloons
move.

NOTE: Electrostatic experiments are un-
predictable. The amount of moisture is the
air has a great effect on their outcome.
The drier the air, the better. It would be
wise to try this experiment ahead of time
before the class is in the room, but as soon
before actual class time as possible. Some-
times, heating the objects involved in front
of an electric light bulb will help. In any
case, do not expect perfect results. Even
partially successful results from this experi-
ment should still be of great value if pre-
sented in front of your class prior to screen-
ing the film.

Experiments and Projects
1. Instructions for building a gold-leaf

electroscope will be found in the notes for
WHAT IS ELECTRIC CURRENT? On page 57.
A copper wire strung between two milk
bottles, a distance of 5 to 10 feet apart,
can be connected to the electroscope top
with a piece of tape. If a charged plas-
tic coat hanger (charge it by rubbing with
silk) is brought near the distant end of the
wire, it will cause the leaves of the electro-
scope to fly apart. The explanation is that
excess electrons on the coat hanger push
electrons along the wire and dump them
onto the leaves of the electroscope. The



leaves now have like charges and repel
each other. That is, both leaves of the elec-
troscope have extra electrons, so they repel
each other.

2. Several experiments should be made
to confirm the laws of attraction and repul-
sion. That is, that objects with like Charges
repel, and objects with different charges
attract. Suppose B repels A, and suppose
C repels A. Will B repel C? (Yes.) Simi-
larly, suppose B attracts A, and suppose C
attracts A. Will B attract C? (No.) Try
it and find out, using balloons, plastic ob-
jects, and silk and wool cloths.

3. Hang a banana so that it is free to
rotate in a horizontal plane. (See FIGURE
ONE, page 23.) Wait until the hanging ba-
nana comes to rest. Now, see how many
different objects can be given a charge and
used to attract the banana. A comb that has
been rubbed through your hair several times
may do itor a piece of plastic rubbed with
a wool or silk cloth. A bottle that has been
rubbed with one of the clothsor even an
old shoemay work. Try a wide variety of
objects. Do any of them repel the banana?
Hang another object in the same manner in
which the banana was hunga bottle, per-
haps, or a metal fork. See what charged ob-
jects will attract and repel the new hanging
object. Give a hanging object (choose a
non-conductor) a charge by rubbing it with
a wool cloth. What effect do other charged
objects have on the hanging object now?

Correlated References for
Students and Teachers

TEXT REFERENCES FOR STUDENTS

Barnard, Stendler, Spock and Beeler
Science: A Way to Solve Problems, Grade 8
The Macmillan Co., 1960
Unit 3, pp. 116-131

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-1, Grade 7
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 1, p. 27

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-2, Grade 8
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 7, pp. 258-266

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-3, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Units 2 and 3, pp. 93-152

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Everyday Problems in Science, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 16, pp. 374-375, 388, 394

Craig, Roche and Navarra
Science Today and Tomorrow Series, Book VI
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 4-27

Craig and Urban
Facing Tomorrow with Science, Book VIII
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 4-27

Frasier, MacCracken and Decker
Singer Science Series, Book VI
L. W. Singer Co., Inc., 1959
pp. 270-289

Frasier, MacCracken and Decker
Our Scientific World, Book VIII
L. W. Singer Co., Inc., 1956
Unit 1, pp. 34-41

Jacobson and Lauby
ABC Science Series, Book VI
American Book Co., 1961
pp. 271-326

Schneider, Herman and Nina
Heath Elementary Science Series, Book V
D. C. Heath and Co., 1955
pp. 269-282

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
FOR STUDENTS

Fink and Lutjens
The Physics of Television
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1960
Wesleyan University Press

Llewellen, John R.
Understanding Electronics
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1957

Pierce, John R.
Electrons, Waves and Messages
Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1956

Yates, R. F.
Fun with Electrons
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1945

REFERENCES FOR TEACHERS

Blackwood, Herron and Kelly
High School Physics
Ginn and Co., 1958
Chapter 24, pp. 400-423
Chapter 25, pp. 424.431

Brinckerhoff, Cross, Watson and Brandwein
The Physical World
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1958
Chapter 23, pp. 258-267

Dull, Metcalfe and Williams
Modern Physics
Henry Holt and Co., 1960
Unit 3, chapter 6, pp. 137-151

Mallinson, Mallinson and Welch
General Physical Science
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1961
Unit 10, chapter 31, pp. 493-510

Marburger and Hoffman
Physics for Our Times
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955
Unit 4, chapter 14, pp. 334-358

Physical Science Study Committee
Physics
D. C. Heath and Co., 1960
Chapters 32-33, pp. 572-614

White, Harvey E.
Physics: An Exact Science
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1959
pp. 443-452, 494-498, 514-518
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Other Grade

Famr DescriptionOf Film Placements Remarks

Far 007(-)1' Dar

UQ 0- os Educa0 19N 3. minoD br'T

Revieus the building of Hoover Dam and ex-

plains its values in furnishing irrigation

7 ater and electric power to the people in

Fr),Jtter.n Unit:74 StAtes°

Coluvibia River

9!t

;:,,o work by Grand Coulee and Bonneville

ocms9 the Columbia River is one of the worlds
P,vcrtest sources of hydroelectric power; a

sv pathwa of shipping traffic; a rich
-,'ishing bed for the salmon industry and a

r]calt-,,, of irrigation for the broad farmlands
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ThR Stran5s Case of the Cosmic Rays **

' 11 rilrlr, ooinrle9 60 min color

'ells the story of how scientists around the

world track cosmic rays and establish their

nysterious character and behavior, Frank

Cwa; producer uses actors,p animation and

QeTtoon characters, science motion pictures

and garnets° Stars ..in this pi.cture are Dro

77.fr 2.,nd RIzthorri Car's son

;;;,,Good
ti to :1-11q1nt

Gro 9 c **
Gr0. 11 -
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Energy . H. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

10. ,The Sun's **

Academy, 1960; 161 min.,, color

This film explains why the sunis energy is

the basis of all life on earth and the source

of all types of industrial energy except

atomic energy. Green leaves of plants use I

the sun is energy to-manufacture food, which

is stored in fruits, seeds, stems and roots.

Human beings get much of their energy by
eating the seeds, fruits and roots of many

different plants. So directly or indirectly,
plants sustain all animal life and green
plants depend on sunlight.

11. Understanding Fire *

Coronet, 1956; 10 min.

A young boy, helping his father to build a

fire in an outdoor fireplace, becomes inter.-

ested in the characteristics of fin and its

uses. He learns that the basic requirements

of fire are fuels heat, and oxygen, and real-

izes that the usefulness of fire depends upon

its control.

12 Understanding Matter and Energy *

lntll Film Bureaus 1962; 18 min., color

In a fascinating film technique, the "converse

cation" a boy' has with a narrator leads to a

thorough demonstration of the physical prop-

erties of matter in its solid, liquid or

gaseous state. Animation clarifies the mole-

cular action of matter while it is a solid,

liquid or gas. The concept that matter may

be transformed into energy and that these

sources of energy, heat, chemical, mechanical,

light, electricals are utilized to serve man

is also shown.

* Good
** Excellent

For discussion purposes onlir

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 9 **
Gr. 8 41*

Gr. 3 - 4110 Easy film
Gr. 4 - 41*
Gr. 7 . ** For slow 7th

Gr. 6 - **
Gr. 9 . **
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Energy B, (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Decent tion of Film Placements &markt'

13. Water Power Gr. 7 m **
.Gr. 9 4. *

EBF, 1937; 11 min" black & white

Presents, the concept of water as a power
source, and demonstrates how man has learned
to harness this power. Traces development
of water power from small colonial mills to
giant modern hydroelectric plants. Through
animated drawings, illustrates the transforma.
tion of potential energy into kinetic energy
as water surges through a turbine. Concludes
with a worldawide survey of potential water
power.

14. Waves and Ener

EBF, 1963.; 11 min., color

Explains that there are many kinds of waves,
including water, sound, light, and radio
waves. Uses illustrations and experiments to
shave how waves carry energy from one place to
another. Describes the relationship betwe3n
frequence and wave length; and explains how
radio waves carry information,

15. We Use Power **.

Churchill.Wexler 1957; 11 min.

Joan and Jimmie observe a series of experi
ments showing the use of the power in wind,
water, steam electricity, and internal com.
bustion engines. Small, simplified models
are used.

01.;. 9 as

Grade 5
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III. Energy

X. Heat and infrared radiation

Name and Descri tion of Film

Heat and How We Use It

EBFs, 2963; 22111266, color

Two boys experiment with heat discovering

its nature, its characteristicsi how it

travels, and its uses in everyday life.

When they stir cocoa with a wooden spoon the

spoon handle does not get hot; when they use

a metal spoon it burns their hands, but the

thick cloth of a potholder slows the heat,

acting as an insulator. An experiment shows

that heat travels quickly through metals

and slowly through wood and glass, and that

though most things expand when they are

heated, some expand more quickly than others.

Heat always moves away from the place where

it started. Without the sun--the source of
heat--there would be no life on earth.

Heat--Its Nature and Transfer **

EBF, 1958; 2l min., black & white

combines live photography with animated draw-

ings to explain the nature of heat and some of

the principal ways in which heat is transferred.

Deals with such characteristics of heat as con-

duction, convection, and radiation; develops

the concept of insulation; and illustrates

and discusses practical applications of,heat,

in home and industry.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

No evals yet

Gr* 9 * For review
Gr* 11 - *

* Good
4H- Excellent

di



Waves and Energy

Film Summary
A large boat passes by. Some of the

energy that does the work of making the
boat go forward is used to move water
and, incidentally, to make waves. Some dis-
tance away a small rowboat is anchored.
Two men sit in it, fishing. When the waves
reach the rowboat several moments later,
they make it pitch up and down. It takes
energy to make something move. Appar-
ently, waves can carry energy from one
place to anotherin this case, from the
large boat to the rowboat.

In a bowling alley, we see that there is
another way to move energy from one place
to another. You bowl a ball, and some of
the energy it takes to roll the ball down the
alley is carried by the moving ball to the
other end of the alley, where it does the
work of knocking the pins down. It's not
a strike. One pin is left standing. This one
will be knocked down with a wave. How?
A stretched spring is run the length of the
alley. The girl who has been bowling hits
the stretched spring once. A wave travels
along the spring down to the other end of
the alley, hits against the remaining pin
and knocks it over. The bowling ball carries
energy from one place to another by mov-
ing between the two places. But with the
wave in the stretched spring, no object
moves from one end of the alley to the
other, only energy.

Several toy boats are anchored at one
end of an aquarium. Some dye is squirted
into the water at the middle of the aquar-
ium. Then waves are made by agitating the
water at the far end. The waves travel the
length of the aquarium and make the boats
rock. Energy is moving from one end of the
aquarium to the other. But the dye in the
middle stays pretty much in the same place,
indicating that only energy is moving, not
water.

A glass is set in front of a powerful loud-
speaker. When the sound volume is turned
up, the glass cracks. Energy has been car-
ried from one place to another, from the
speaker to the glass. But no object has been
moved between the two places. Is it pos-
sible that sound energy also travels in
waves?

We see waves traveling from the large
boat to the rowboat, and we see that it
takes time for them to move from one place
to another. Now, there is lightning on the
horizon. But it is several moments before
we hear the thunder. It takes sound time
to move from one place to another. This
is another indication that sound may be
traveling in waves.

In a laboratory we observe waves in a
stretched spring. We see trains of waves,
and discover that a wave length is the dis-
tance between two adjacent similar parts of
the train of waves. The faster the waves are
generatedthat is, the more there are per
second, the shorter the wave length is.
Using a stretched spring, we see that waves
can be reflected. A single wave travels to
the end of the spring and bounces back.

A ship is traveling through a heavy fog.
Sound waves from a foghorn tell the cap-
tain that there is another ship somewhere
out there in the fog. In other words, these
sound waves are carrying information. The
captain has other methods of getting infor-
mation. We see the radarscope. Radio
signals are sent out from the turning an-
tenna. When they hit something out there
in the fog, they bounce back, and an indi-
cation of the object is formed on the scope.

We see a transmitter that can send a
signal to the moon. We watch an oscillo-
scope and listen to the sound as the signal
hits the moon and is bounced back, return-
ing to the earth some seconds later. The
radio signal has been reflected and has
taken time to travel from one place to an-
other. Is it possible that radio signals also
travel in waves?

In a close-up view of the sun, we see
the so'ir prominences leaping out from the
sun's surface. If the sun is the source of
energy for the entire solar system, how does
that energy travel from the sun to the
planets? Do objects move between the sun
and the earth, carrying energy? Or is it
possible that this energy travels in waves?

Introduction to the Film

Why do we study waves? There are two
important reasons. One is that waves can
carry energy from one place to another.
The other is that waves can carry informa-



tion from one place to another. Of course,
these two things are not separate from one
another. Waves can carry information be-
cause they carry energy.

It takes a great deal of energy to lift
something that weighs a ton to a height of
a hundred feet, but it takes only a small
amount of energy to send fle tinkle of a
bell to a distance of fifty feet in all direc-
tions. Now you may not think it is pos-
sible for waves to carry enough energy to
lift something that weighs a ton, but con-
sider a giant redwood tree. How did it
get up there? The energy needed to lift
that tree into the air came, indirectly, from
the sun, which is 93,000,000 miles away.
And not only has the energy from the sun
lifted every tree that has ever grown, it has
also powered every waterfall, stockpiled
every coal mine and generated every tor-
nado that ever existed. And the energy
from the sun travels to the earth in waves.

Light and sound are both examples of
waves, but sound is invisible and light re-
veals the secrets of its wave-like character
only under close scrutiny. If we tentatively
accept th fact that both light and sound
travel as waves, we have immediate con-
firmation of the idea that waves carry both
information and energy. It doesn't take
much energy to wind an alarm clock. When
the alarm ricts off, information in the form
of sound is spread rapidly in all directions
and can be picked up at a great distance.

The fact that only tiny amounts of energy
are needed to convey information was
dramatically illustrated by the satellite
"Pioneer V." Its radio wave signals com-
ing from a fifty-watt transmitter, were still

detectable on the earth when the satellite
was 8,000,000 miles away. On the other
hand, energy from the sun lands at the rate
of about two and a half horsepower on a
four-foot-square plot of earth. The power
we receive from the distant sun is truly
lavish.

How can you tell a wave when you see
one? Perhaps the first thing you think of
when someone mentions waves is breakers
at the beach. We will begin our study of
waves using waves on the surface of water
because they are easy to see. Imagine lots
of rowboats anchored in a line on a calm
lake. The people in them are fishing and
enjoying the quiet. A few hundred feet
away a powerful speedboat goes by. Before
long, the waves from the speedboat reach
the first rowboat and cause it to bob up

and dawn. The waves have carried energy
from the speedboat to the rowboat. The
other rowboats are not affected until a wave
reaches them too.

Now, we'll go to the shore of a very
still pond. A good way to generate ripples
is to hold a burnt-out electric light bulb by
the neck and partially immerse the round
part in the water, and bob it up and down.
The ripples you generate travel away from
the bulb in concentric circles. This is an
example of a wave. If you bob the bulb
up and down at the rate of about 2 times
per second, and do this in a fairly regular
manner, you will see crests, separated by
a constant distance, moving out away from
the source at a certain speed. We call that
the speed of the wave. If you bob the bulb
up and down twice as fast, you will observe
that the crests are closer to one another.
But close observation will show that they
are still traveling away from the light bulb
at the same speed. The distance between the
crests is called the wave length of the wave.
The more waves that are generated per
second; that is, the higher the frequency of
the wave, the shorter the wave length. This
is the kind of observation that we want to
make about waves because what we learn
here, looking at water waves, is applicable
to sound waves, light waves, radio waves,
and all other kinds of waves.

Despite the obvious differences between
these different kinds of waves, there are cer-
tain characteristics common to waves of all
kinds. For example, waves of all kinds take
time to travel from one place to another.
It takes time for a wave in water to travel
from one place to another. It takes time
for sound to travel from one place to an-
othersomething we can prove by watch-
ing distant lightning and observing that
time passes before we hear the sound of
the thunder. It also takes time for light to
travel, about eight minutes for it to travel
from the sun to the earth. Radio waves take
time to travel. A radio signal sent to the
moon hits the moon, bounces back, and is
received on earth some seconds after it was
sent. And this leads us to another common
characteristic of all waves. They can be re-
flected. When they hit something, they
bounce.

As a matter of fact, most Of the evidence
indicating that things such as light and
sound travel in waves is based on observa-
tions that show that light and sound behave
in certain ways characteristic of waves in
general.



Demonstration To Be Presented
Before Showing the Film

Stand a long row of dominoes on end
on a table-top in front of the class. Posi-
tion the dominoes in such a way that when
the first one is knocked over, it will hit the
second; the second, in falling, will hit the
third; and so on all the way down the line
until all of the dominoes have been knocked
over. Place an additional domino on end in
front of the rest so that it will not hit the
others when it falls. Knock the single
domino over. Ask the class if it took
energy to knock that domino down.

Of course it did.

Now knock over the first domino in the
row, and down go all the rest. Indicate the
last domino in the row, the last one to go
down, and ask if it took energy to knock
that one down.

Certainly.

Where did that energy come from?
Discussion should bring out the idea that

the energy must have come from the energy
used to knock over the first domino in the
row. But how did that energy travel from
one end of the row of dominoes to the
other? It traveled in a wave. And questions
about waves should lead to the introduc-
tion of the film.

Experiments and Projects
1. Have half the class form a long file.

Instruct the students in the file to hold their
hands up over their heads. The student at
the back of the file will be called the first
man. Instruct him to bring his arms straight
down when you tap him on the shoulder,
so that his hands are placed on the
shoulders of the student in front of him.
Instruct all the other students in the file
that as soon as they feel the hands of the
student behind them, then they should bring
down their arms so that their hands rest
on the shoulders of the student in front. Tap
the first man on the shoulder. You should
observe a pulse traveling along the file of
students. Now advise the first man to raise
his arms again and instruct the other stu-
dents in the file to raise their arms as soon
as they feel the hands raised from their
shoulders. Now you will see a pulse of a
different kind traveling in the same direc-
tion along the line of students. Instruct the
first man to raise and then lower his arms in
a regular rhythm. You will see a wave-like
motion progressing aloru, the line of stu-

dents. The important thing to observe here
is that whatever one student does will
eventually be done by another student at a
later time. This is one of the important
characteristics of a wave.

2. Get as many sets of dominoes as you
possibly can. Stand them up like soldiers
with the distances between them equal, but
less than their height. Push the first domino.
A watch with a second hand can be used to
measure the length of time required for the
pulse to travel from the first domino to the
last. Do the experiment several times to see
if the pulse travels with about the same
speed each time.

3. Find two boxes that can float and
put them on the surface of a still pond,
fifty feet or more from one another. Start
bobbing one of the boxes up and down ver-
tically by applying a rhythmic pulse to it
with your hand. Watch what happens to
the other box. Would you say that energy
is being transported from one box to the
other?

4. A burnt-out light bulb can be used to
make ripples. Hold the bulb by the spiral
screw stem and submerge the round part of
the bulb in the pond. Bob it up and down
at the rate of one time per second. Measure,
or estimate, the distance between crests and
record it. Now vibrate the bulb up and
down twice per second and measure the
distance between crests again. Now bob the
bulb up and down four times per second,
and measure the distance between crests
again. Does the wave length grow shorter
as the frequency of the wave is increased?

5. The long spiral spring used in the film
is a toy called a "Slinky." If one of these
is available to the class, it can be used in
a wide range of experiments related to
waves. The Slinky should be stretched over
a smooth hard surfacea composition floor,
for exampleto a length of about thirty
feet. One student holds each end. By vi-
brating one end of the stretched spring in
a regular rhythm, you can set up a train of
waves. Does the wave length grow shorter
as the frequency of the waves is increased?

6. There are several different ways to
measure the speed of sound. One way is to
have a student stand at an exposed point
holding two garbage can covers like cym-
bals. This student must be a considerable
distance from the rest of the class, at least
two thousand feet. And the distance must
be a known oneone, perhaps, which has



been measured on the mileage gauge of a
car. The teacher, standing with the larger
group of students, must have a watch with
a second hand, or if one is available, a
stop watch. When the distant student hits
the "cymbals" together, the teacher and
students two thousand feet away need only
measure the time that goes by after they
see the "cymbals" hit until they hear the
sound. That is the length of time it took
sound to travel that far.

7. If you clap your hands once loudly
in a closed room, you are likely to get a
good indication that sound can be reflected.
An echo is reflected sound. Try clapping
your hands in different rooms and in dif-
ferent places outdoors. When you succeed
in getting an echo, can you discover what
the sound is being reflected by? What does
it hit against to be bounced back?

8. If you take the streams of water from
two hoses and try to make them cross, you
will see that one stream affects the other.
But if you take the beams of light from
two flashlights, you can make one beam
cross the other without affecting it. If you
do this experiment, you will see the two
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beams crossing each other. But a doubtful
observer might say, "How do we know that
one beam doesn't turn into the other?" In
other words, how do we know that beam
"A" remains completely unaffected by beam
"B"? One way to prove that the beams
do not interfere with each other is to put
a piece of green cellophane over one, and
a piece of red cellophane over the other.
The beams will now have different colors,
and if you let them hit a distant screen, you
will observe that even though they cross,
the one that started off green, ends up green,
and the one that started off red, ends up
red. In other words, light waves can cross
without affecting one another.

9. Hov, about two sets of waves on the
surface of water? If you set up one set of
ripples with one burnt-out light bulb and
another set with another burnt-out light
bulb, will one set of ripples go through the
other without affecting it? Observation will
show that in the region where they are
crossing, they do affect each other. But once
they have passed through this region, they
continue along unchanged. Waves can pass
through one another without permanently
affecting each other.
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Energy - I. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

Grade 5.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

3. Learning About Heat if* Gr. 9 - *

EBF 1958; 8 min., black & white

Identifies and describes the characteristics

of heat. Points out that hands get coldbe-

cause heat, not cold, is transferred. Uses
animation to explain expansion and contraction

according to the theory of molecular activity

as a solid is changed to a liquid and then to

a gas. Discusses the three methods of heat
tranciference and ends with a review of the

concepts.

4.
.............t7herm°metEE8B4JtE2D2YJL2a

EBP, 1963; 10 min. color

Different kinds of thermometers and their uses
are shown. A thermometer is made with colored
water, a bottle, and,a glass tube. 'When it is

placed in a.pan of hot water the liquid rises _

in the tube, demonstrating expansion; contraction

is illustrated by placing the thermometer in cold

water and watching the liquid go down again.
Thermometers and their purposes aremonstrated.
Heat is measured by the thermometers on a food

freezer, a car dashboard. Thermometers are
used for cooking, and in sick rooms; they are

used by doctors, weather forecasters,:fisher-
men, and by lifeguards at the-beach.

* Good
Excellent

114

No evalo yet
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III. Energy

G, Electrical energy

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1. Electricity: How to Make a Circuit

EBF, 1960; 11 min., color

Demonstrates the use of the dry cell in exper.

imenting with electrical circuits.. Shows three

children setting up a telegraph key and bell be-

tween a tree house and one of the boy is bedrooms.

Describes how a circuit is made, hag a' switch

can be used to make or tweak a circuits and how

defective wiring causes a short circuit. Re-

views the concepts covered and shows the children

setting up a two dway signal system.

2. Electromagnets **

McGraw-Hill 1962; 11 min., color'

Explains the principle of electromagnetism, and

shows how electromagnet is used in doorbells,

telephones, telegraph sets, and electric motors.

3. Electromagnets: How They Work **

ERE, 1960; 11 min.

Shows through laboratory experiments how an

electromagnet is used, how it is constructed

and how its strength can be increased,

h ozingElecnagneticEner W **

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1961; 14 min., color

Discusses electromagnetic energy and
describes some of the ways in which it is

used. Explains that radio waves, infrared,

visible light, ultraviolet, x- rays,, and gamma

rays are all members of the same family,

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 9 . **
Gr. 11 . *
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Energy 0. G. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Rem ks

5. The Flow of Electricity 31.* Gr. 9 **
Soi. II .

Young America, 19146; 10 min.., black & white

Two children learn about the factors which

affect the flow of electricity through a, simple

electrical circuit. Introduces the electron

theory, and shows the application of a simple

circuit A a home situation.

6. Hou Electricity is Produced **

Pat Dowling, 1960; 11 min., color

Gr. 9 1;* 41'

Explains that electricity is produced in three

ways -..by friction, by chemical action, and by

magnetic action. Depicts Faraday discovering.

the principle of an induced current, and demon-,

strates with a small magneto generator the .

principle of current electricity. Uses photo-

graphs of a hydroelectric plant to show how

mechanical energy is, converted into electrical

energy, using the :principle diebovered by

Faraday.

7. How to Produce Electric Current With Magnets 481. Gr. **

EBF, 1961; 10 min., color

The magnetic effects of an electric current

are demonstrated. Electromagnets are made. .

and what they can do is illustrated. A coil

of copper wire is connected to an electric

meter and a magnet is brought near. The

magneto on a motor scooter is explained. The

transition is made from permanent to temporary

magnets to generate electric current as at the

Hoover Darn Powerhouse.

* Good
iHt. Excellent



Grade 5

Energy G. (continued)

18 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks
IniMMIMenhOne

8. Introduction to Electricity 4*

Coronet, 1940; 11 min.

Gr. 9 . *
Gr. 6 *

Introduces the basic principles of electricity.

Investigates, through the interests of two
students, static and current electricity, show
ing how the natural repulsion of electrons

makes electricity with chemicals and with

magnetic lines of force.

Learning About Electric Current ** Gr. 9 . * For slower group

EDT, 1958; 8 nine, black & white

Describes characteristics, uses and dangers

of electric current. Circuits, conductors,
insulators, fuses, and switches are explained

both in animation and in simple demonstration,

and the electricity used in the home is traced

back to the generators in power plants.

30. Magnetic, 1122tEic and Gravitational Fields ** Gr. a' *11'

Gr. 9 . **

EBF, 1961; 11 mire GT. 6 se **

Uses animated drawings with live-action

scenes to define the characteristics of

fields and to illustrate they practical

applications. Shags the effects of a mag-

netic field on a compass needle, of the

earths gravitational field on the moons
orbit, and of electric fields on materials

such as wood, glass, and steel.

* Good
if* Excellent



How to Produce Electric Current
with Magnets

Film Summary
We look at a small balance. A copper

strip runs around one end of the balance
and is attached to a battery and a switch.
A permanent magnet has no effect on the
balance until the switch is closed and elec-
tric charges flow through the copper strip.
Now the balance is repelled by the magnet
with enough force so that weight has to be
put on the other end of the balance to make
it balance again.

A magnetic needle removed from a com-
pass can be made to move by another mag-
net. When the needle is placed under a
wire and electric charges are made to flow
through the wire, the needle moves again.
Electricity and magnetism seem to have
some connection with each other.

Now we see a simple electromagnet be-
ing put together. A non-magnetic iron core
is placed inside a coil of wire. When elec-
tric charges are made to flow through the
coil of wire, the electromagnet can pick up
iron and steel objects. Tl-e electromagnet
acts as a magnet only as long as electricity
is flowing through it. Electric currents can
produce magnetic effects. Is the opposite
true? Can magnets produce electric cur-
rents?

A coil of wire is attached to a meter.
There are electric charges in the wire and
the meter, but nothfig is making them
move, so there is no electric current. When
a permanent magnet is brought close to the
coil, current flows for a moment as indi-
cated by the meter. When the rhagnet is
moved away, current flows again, and in
the opposite direction. When the magnet is
moved in and out over and over again, a
fairly continual current is produced.

What makes the headlight in a motor
scooter burn? There is no battery. But there
are magnets and coils. We see in a close-up
view how the turning motor of the motor
scooter causes the magnets to move past
the coils, producing an electric current that
makes the headlight light.

In a small hand generator the process is
reversed, but the result is the same. In the
generator, the coils move past stationary
magnets, producing enough electric current
to light a bulb.

Instead of using permanent magnets and
coils to produce electric current, we can use
electromagnets and coils. The electromag-
nets can be moved in and out, or can simply
be turned on and off. When the electro-
magnet is turned off, its magnetic strength
is weak. When it is turned on, the strength
is great, and this produces the same effect
on the coil as moving the electromagnet in
and out. We see that by turning an electric
current on and off in one circuit, we can
produce an electric current in another cir-
cuit.

Now we see the generators inside the
powerhouse at Hoover Dam. These huge
generators work on much the same basic
principle as the simple experimental gen-
erators we have seen. Magnets and coils are
moving in relation to each other. They are
producing a great deal of electricity, enough
to light a city.

Introduction to the Film

The basic concept of this film is that
electricity and magnetism are interrelated.
We want to show that an electric current
can produce magnetic effects, but, even
more important within the framework of
this particular area of study, that magnets
or magnetic fields can produce electri
current.

It is fairly easy to show that a coil of
copper wire which does not behave like
a magnet at all, suddenly acts like a magnet



when there is an electric current in it.
Demonstrating the inverse effect, the pro-
duction of an electric current with mag-
nets, requires equipment which is not read-
ily available in the classroom. The very in-
structive and dramatic experiments made by
Faraday, which show that moving a mag-
net in relation to a coil of wire will cause
electric charges to flow in the coil, require
an extremely sensitive type of meter to
measure the very minute current. There-
fore, many of the demonstrations presented
in the film cannot easily be repeated by the
teacher. Accordingly, the experiments in
the film should be noted carefully, talked
about, and seen on the screen more than
once.

An important concept to keep in mind is
that the electric charges made to move by
a generating device are already in the wires
of the circuit. The generator does not supply
these electric charges. For example, an elec-
tric current is produced in the film by mov-
ing a magnet back and forth in relation to
a coil of wire. The magnet is moved close
to the coil, and then moved awayclose to
the coil, and away, and so on. A meter
connected to the coil shows that when the
magnet is moving, an electric current is
established. But the magnet never touches
the coil. The electric charges which are
moved by the magnet, and in moving, con-
stitute an electric current, are already in
the coil of wire. In the same way, the elec-
tric charges moved by the huge generators
supplying electric current for a city are
already in the wires that run from the
powerhouse to your house, and in the wires
inside your house, and in the appliances
connected to those wires. All the generator
does is to make these electric charges move.

If it can be done, it will be valuable
to show your class working generators in
operation. Nearby farms may be equipped
with small gasoline generators. In some of
these, it will be possible to see the magnets
and the coils. There will probably be a
gasoline generator used as a source of
emergency power in your local hospital.
One of your students may have a small
magneto (generator) mounted on his bi-
cycle. If the student is willing, this genera-
tor can be opened to expose the magnets
and coils. If there is a power-generating
station in or near your city, it will be most
worth while to arrange to take your class
there on a field trip. You will not be able
to see the magnets and coils exposed in

the big generators in the powerhouse, but
you will be able to see that a turning mo-
tion is involved. Magnets are being moved
in relation to coils to produce electricity.

Demonstration To Be Presented
Before Showing the Film

The equipment required consists of a
roll of thin copper insulated wire, a #6 dry
cell (the type used for doorbells), a couple
of large nails, and some paper clips. First,
wrap 20 or more turns of wire around the
nail. Remove the nail and connect the wire
to the dry cell momentarily. See if the coil
of wire can pick up a paper clip. (It may
or may not be able to do so, depending on
the number of turns and the strength of
the dry cell.) Now put the nail back into the
coil and repeat the experiment. This time,
the electromagnet should easily be able to
pick up a few paper clips and a nail or
two. Unhook one of the wires from the dry
cell and the paper clips and nails will fall.
Point out that you have used electric cur-
rent to make a magnet. Raise the inverse
question. That is, is it possible to use mag-
nets to make electric current?

Experiments and Projects
1. Here is a simple exercise in logic. I

like Mary, and I like Joe. Does that guar-
antee that Mary likes Joe? A similar ques-
tion can be raised about magnetism. Here
we need a compass needle and two bar
magnets. Suppose you discover that end B
of one magnet attracts end A of the com-
pass needle, and then you discover that end
C of another bar magnet also attracts end
A of the needle. Question: Will B attract
C? There's only one way to find out, and
that's by doing the experiment. Push end B
and end C together. Do they attract each
other or do they repel each other? (They
will repel each other.)

2. An interesting way to demonstrate the
strong repulsive forces which magnets can
exert on one another is to take two cylin-
drical bar magnets and place them on an
inclined plane which can simply be a tilted
board. If you arrange the two magnets so
that they repel each other, then you can
push the upper magnet uphill simply by
approaching it with the lower magnet. The
two magnets will always stay about the
same distance apart. If you force the two
magnets together, then release them, they
will fly apart as if pushed by a spring. These
experiments give a clear indication that a



magnet is surrounded by an area in which
its magnetic effects can be felt. Magnets do
not have to touch things to affect them.

3. The fact that the different ends of a
bar magnet have different effects on a com-
pass needle is attributed to the existence of
poles" at each end. We know today that

this is a fiction, but it is a useful fiction,
and we still speak of the north and south
poles of a magnet.

Find out what direction north is in your
classroom and draw a line on the floor
pointing north. Next, suspend a bar magnet
in the middle of the room so that it is free
to move in a horizontal plane. (See FIGURE
ONE, page 23.)

Allow the hanging magnet to come to
rest. Does the magnet end up parallel to
the line you have drawn on the floor? It
should, pretty nearly, unless there are iron
pipes or other magnetic influences nearby.
The end of the magnet that points north is
arbitrarily called the north pole of the bar
magnet. (It really should be called the
north-seeking pole.)

4. In magnetism you always get north
and south poles together. A magnet always
has one of each. To demonstrate this, get
a piece of steel piano wire about six inches
long and magnetize it by stroking it against
the strongest magnet you have. If you draw
the steel wire along the poles of the strong
magnet, repeating the procedure in the
same way several times, you may find that
the wire has become permanently magnet-
ized, as you can prove by bringing it close
to a compass needle. Observe that the
newly magnetized steel wire has poles; that
is, one end repels and the other end attracts
a given end of the compass needle. Now,
with a pair of strong wire-cutting shears,
cut the wire in half. Try each half with
the compass needle. You will find that each
half has two poles. Cut the halves in half
and see if the new pieces have two poles
each.

5. This will be a repetition of Oersted's
classical experiment to show that there is a
relation between electricity and magnetism.
You will need a dry cell, a long piece of
copper wire, and a compass. Let the com-
pass needle come to rest in the earth's mag-
netic field. Get two students to stretch a
wire so that it is parallel to the needle and
directly above it. Another student com-
pletes the circuit by touching the two ends
of the wire to the posts of the dry cell
momentarily.

NOTE: If the wire were connected firm-
ly to both posts, this would constitute a
short circuit. What happens then is that
a very large current will be drawn from
the dry cell and the dry cell will be ruined
in a short time. What is more, the wire
will get hot. Therefore, in this experiment,
you simply want to complete the circuit
for a moment and observe what happens to
the needle when you do. Does the needle
turn? Which way does it turn? Now repeat
the experiment with the ends of the wire
reversed that is, going to the opposite
posts of the dry cell. Does the needle swing
the other way now?

6. If a pair of earphones is available,
it can be used in place of a sensitive meter
to prove that magnets can produce electric
currents. Any kind of earphone can be
used. The electric current will be weak, but
because the earphones are very sensitive

NAIL' NAICB"
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FIGURE NINE

they can detect it. Coil wire around an iron
nail "A" and wrap another coil of wire
around another iron nail "B" and separate
the two nails with a piece of cardboard.
Connect the ends of the wire around nail
"B" to the pair of earphones. If the ear-
phones have a single plug, one wire should
be taped to the end of the plug, the other
to the side of the plug. There is no dry
cell in circuit B. Connect one end of the
wire around nail "A" to a dry cell. (See
FIGURE NINE.) When the other end of
the wire around nail "A" is touched to the
other post of the dry cell, nail "A" be-
comes a magnet. What happens to nail
"B"? Put on the earphones and complete



the circuit that makes nail "A" an electro-
magnet. You will hear a click. The mag-
netic field suddenly created in nail "A"
generates an electric current in nail "B"
which makes an audible click in the ear-
phone. The click is heard only when the
circuit in A is either completed or broken.
In other words, only a changing magnetic
field in A produces electrical effects in the
earphones. The effects are so weak that
it is almost impossible to believe that simi-
lar effects produce large enough currents to
drive electrical machinery for a whole city,
But that is the basic idea.
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ABC Science Series, Book V
American Book Co., 1961
pp. 213-269

Schneider, Herman and Nina
Heath Elementary Science Series, Book IV
D. C. Heath and Co., 1956
pp. 249-257

Schneider, Herman and Nina
Science In Our World, Book V
D. C. Heath and Co., 1955
pp. 273-276

Thurber, Walter A.
Exploring Science Series, Book VI
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1960
pp. 207-226

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
FOR STUDENTS

Atkin and Burnett
Electricity and Magnetism
Rinehart, 1958

Bitter, Francis
Magnets
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1959
Wesleyan University Press

Skil ling, H. H.
Exploring Electricity: Man's Unfinished

Quest
The Ronald Press Co., 1948

REFERENCES FOR TEACHERS

Blackwood, Herron and Kelly
High School Physics
Ginn and Co., 1958
Chapters 31, 32, pp. 499-553

Brinkerhoff, Cross, Watson and Brandwein
The Physical World
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1958
Chapter 22, pp. 244-257

Dull, Metcalfe and Williams
Modern Physics
Henry Holt and Co., 1960
Unit 7, chapter 21, pp. 462-485
Unit 8, chapter 22, pp. 487-519
Mallinson, Mallinson and Welch
General Physical Science
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1961
Unit 10, chapter 30, pp. 475-492
Marburger and Hoffman
Physics for Our Times
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955
Unit 4, chapter 17, pp. 388-421
Physical Science Study Committee
Physics
D. C. Heath and Co., 1960
pp. 548.571
White, Harvey E.
Physics: An Exact Science
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1959
pp. 415-426
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Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks=

11. Making Electricity**

EBF, 1949; 11 min., black & white

Demonstrates how electricity is made by

moving a coil of wire through the field of

a magnet. Explains how a small, hand-

powered generator is constructed and how it

operates; illustrates how the same principle

applies in generating electricity at a large

hydroelectric plant; and reveals how elee-

tricity is carried over power lines to the consumer.

Gr. 3 ** For mature groups

Gr. 9 - **

12. Safety With Electricity No eval. yet

EBF, 1963; 10 min., color

An electric storm, a fallen high voltage

wire, a lightning-felled tree dramatize

the force of electricity,. A boy plays with

an electric trainl turns a wail switch on

and off, and plugs in appliances to illus.

trate the uses of electricity. Simple

experiments demonstrate haw electricity is

conducted. Through animation a short cir-

cuit is illustrated; a fuse blows, tinsel

melts when laid across bare-wire, an over,-

loaded circuit is shown. Electricity is seen

as a friend. Children are cautioned not to

make it a dangerous enemy.

13. Series and Parallel Circuits *

EBF 2944; 11 min., black & white

Clarifies the relationships between resistance,

current, and electromotive force in series

circuits and in parallel circuits, and demon-

strates the advantages and disadvantages of both

types of circuits. Describes a simple series-

parallel combination and offers examples.

Or. 9 - Mature films

A

* Good
rr Excellent
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Name and Descri tion of Film

-

. -

Watch Pi. Wizard -Ye*

Other Grade
Placements: 'Renarks

, Gr. 9;.

Gen. Foods; 1952; 30 rain" black & white
.

Electromagnetism is magnetism developed by a
current of electricity. An electromagnet is

a core of magnetic material on which is wound.

a coil of wire through Mich an eltlotra,cuir
rent is passed. The strength can be changed.,

by changing the number of coils or the dote:

material. A circuit's defined. Remaining

ideas in film are health, not science.
:

15. What is Electric Current? 41*

.EBF,0 1962; 13 min., color

Although you can't see the flow of electric

current as you can see the. flow of running

water, there is circumstantial evidende that

electricity'behaves somewhat likawter in a

pipe. To demonstrate effedts_of-electric
current, the film uses .a simplified 'circuit

connecting an automobile battery with head.

lights, a horn, and a starter motor .' Experi.

ments show that electricity flows only when it

has a complete pathway or.pircuitpan.d.that'it
can flow in either direction in acircUit. .

. Gr. 9 **.

1.

41. °cod

41* Excellent

, .

. , .



What Is Electric Current?
Film Summary

A battery in a car is a source of electric
current which permits us to have light, heat,
and power. Light in the headlights, heat in
the cigaret lighter, and power in the starter
motor. We go into a house and see that
house current also permits us to have light,
heat, and power. But house current is too
dangerous to experiment with. Instead, we
can use the battery.

Connected to the battery in a simplified
circuit are headlights, a horn, and a starter
motor. Three switches permit each to be
turned on separately. A meter is also in-
cluded in the circuit. We see that there is
a meter reading when current is flowing in
the circuit.

We look at a lawn sprinkler. There is
something flowing here, and unlike the flow
of electricity, we can see the flow of water.
A meter, similar in appearance to the elec-
tric meter, indicates when water is flowing
through a pipe. When more sprinklers are
turned on, more water flows through the
pipe, and the meter reading is higher. In
the electric circuit, the more things that
are turned on, the higher the meter reads.
This is one piece of evidence to suggest
that there is something flowing through the
wires that acts in one way, at least, like
water flowing through a pipe.

By reversing the wires to the battery, we
see that electricity seems to have a direc-
tion of flow. With the wires one way, the
meter kicks over to the right; with the wires
reversed, the meter kicks over to the left.

Now we look at a circuit in which there
are several thousand feet of wire between
the battery and a pair of headlights. There
are two meters in the circuit, one on either
side of the long length of wire. The elec-
tricity flows through one meter and then
through all the wire before it flows through
the second meter. But when the circuit is
completed, both meters kick over at the
same time.

Now we look at a similar circuit in which
water can flow. Instead of wire, we have
clear garden hose. There are two meters
that kick over when water flows through
them. And there is a pump to force water
out of a reservoir through the circuit. When
the pump is turned on, the water passes

through one meter, makes it kick over,
passes through the length of hose and then
through the second meter, making it kick
over several seconds later.

Now the water circuit is full of water.
When the pump is turned on again, water
moves everywhere in the circuit at just
about the same time, and the meters kick
over at the same time.

We look again at the similar electric cir-
cuit. When the switch is closed and elec-
tricity flows, both meters kick over at the
same time. Isn't it logical to think that
whatever it is that flows in an electric cir-
cuit is already in the wires? That would
explain why both meters kicked over at the
same time, as they did in the water circuit
when it was full of water.

Now we look at a length of copper wire
attached to a meter and an electroscope.
When a plastic coat hanger is rubbed with
silk and brought close to the end of the
wire, the meter kicks over and the gold
foil leaf of the electroscope flies away from
its support. This is another piece of evi-
dence indicating that whatever it is that
flows in an electric circuit, is already in the
wire. The coat hanger did not have to touch
the wire to produce an electric current.

A group of boys and girls join hands to
make a complete circuit between a weak
battery and a meter. A current flowing
through their bodies is registered on the
meter. This is one piece of evidence to sug-
gest that electric charges (the stuff teat flows
in an electric current) can be found in all
materials, not just in such things as wires.

Introduction to the Film
An electric current is a flow of electric

charges. But what is an electric charge?
In this film we will not attempt to define
what an electric charge is. Even if we could
supply a definition, it probably would not
have very much meaning. In another film
we will indicate that tiny particles called
electrons are the smallest units in nature
carrying an electric charge. But in this film
we will demonstrate only that there seem
to be electric charges in all materials and
that an electric current is a flow of some-
thing. We will define this "something" as
electric charge.



Imagine a simple electric circuit: a dry
cell, a small light bulb, a switch, and wires
connecting them all together. When the
switch is closed, the bulb lights. When the
switch is open, the bulb does not light.
There is electric current in the circuit only
when the circuit is complete. If electric cur-
rent is a flow of electric charges, then these
charges seem to flow only when they have a
complete circular path to flow through. But
even when the switch is closed and the cir-
cuit is complete, and the burning light bulb
indicates that there is an electric current in
the circuit, can you really see anything flow-
ing? Of course not. If we are to pro "e that
something flows when there is an electric
current, we will have to use indirect proof
to do it.

Imagine another circuit. This one con-
sists of a pump and a length of clear plastic
tubing. The tubing is filled with water.
When the pump is turned on, it circulates
the water through the loop of tubing. In
other words, the pump makes the water
flow around and around the circuit of clear
plastic tubing. Can you see the water flow
in this circuit? Probably, if you look closely.
You will probably be able to see some
bubbles moving, or the movement of im-
purities carried along by the water through
the tubing. But what if the water were abso-
lutely clear and had no bubbles in it? Could
you look at the circuit then and tell that
something was flowing? You would have to
infer that the water was flowing by observ-
ing what it could do in transit. For example,
if a simple paddle-wheel device were in-
cluded in the circuit, you could tell that
water was flowing because you would ob-
serve the effect it had on the paddle wheel.
You would see the wheel turn.

Several demonstrations in the film indi-
cate that there are some similarities be-
tween the flow of water in pipes and the
flow of electric charges in wires. In the
same way that we observed the effect of
the "invisible" water on the paddle wheel,
we infer that something is flowing in the
electric circuit by observing effects. A light
bulb in the circuit lights because electric
charges flow through its filament. An elec-
tric motor in the circuit turns because elec-
tric charges flow through it.

In the film, a visual comparison between
the flow of water in a pipe and the flow of
electric charges in a wire is also used to
demonstrate another important concept
about electric current. The electric charges

that flow in the circuit with the dry cell
and the light bulb do not come from the
dry cell; they are already in the wires of the
circuit. The dry cell is simply a device that
can make them move. The dry cell acts in
much the same way as the pump in the
water circuit. The pump moves water that
is already in the pipes and makes it flow
around the circuit. The pump does not
supply the water. In the same way, the dry
cell moves electric charges that are already
in the wires and causes them to flow around
the circuit. The dry cell does not supply
the electric charges to the circuit.

When experimenting with electricity it
must always be kept in mind that electricity
can be dangerous. To touch wires connected
to house current can very well be lethal.
Therefore, all experiments with electricity
should be made using low-voltage devices
such as dry cells. The most common dry
cells are those used as batteries for flash-
lights. But flashlight batteries do not have
posts to which it is easy to connect wires.
#6 dry cells have screw-on binding posts to
which wires can be easily connected. This
type of dry cell is cylindrical and about six
inches tall. Its voltage is one and a half
volts. You can touch the two posts of such
a dry cell with your fingers without any
danger.

NOTE: Pinning the needle of a meter
that is, allowing the needle to swing hard all
the way to one side of the scale, can perma-
nently damage the meter. Meters are al-
lowed to pin in this film for purposes of
demonstration. But it should not be con-
strued from the film that pinning meters is
good laboratory practice.

Demonstration To Be Presented
Before Showing the Film

Show the class a simple circuit: a #6
dry cell and a small light bulb and socket
are wired together. The bulb is not lit be-
cause one of the wires is not attached to
the dry cell. Ask the class why the bulb is
not burning. Connect the remaining wire.
The bulb lights. Ask the class why the bulb
lights now. What is making it light? Discon-
nect a wire anywhere in the circuit. The
bulb goes out. Ask the class why. Why does
the circuit have to be complete? Is there
something flowing through the circuit?

Experiments and Projects
1. This experiment will require a dry

cell, two lamps in sockets, and some wire.



FIGURE SIX

Make a circuit by attaching a wire from the
dry cell to one of the sockets, another wire
from that socket to the second socket, and
a third wire from the second socket back
to the other post of the dry cell. When both
lamps are screwed in, do they both light?
If one lamp is unscrewed, do both lamps go
out? Why? Use the circuit to explain why.
(See FIGURE SIX.)

2. Now use the same equipment wired
in a different way. Attach a wire from the
dry cell to the first socket, and another wire
from the first socket back to the dry cell.
Now attach a second wire to each post of
the first socket, and run the wires to the
posts of the second socket. Screw in both
bulbs. Do they both light? Unscrew one
bulb. Does the other bulb go out too? Why
not? Use the circuit to explain why. (See
FIGURE SEVEN.)

3. The three principal effects of electric
current are heat, magnetism, and chemical
effects. We have already seen how electric
current can produce heat. The bulbs in the
previous experiment produced light because
their filaments got hot. In other films we
will see how electric current can produce
magnetic effects. A simple demonstration to
show a chemical effect of electric current
requires a dry cell, some wire, and a potato.
Slice a raw potato. Run a wire from one
post of the dry cell to the potato. Simply
stick the uninsulated end of the wire into
the potato. Now stick another wire into the
potato (make certain that the two wires in
the potato do not touch) and attach the
other end of this wire to the other post of
the dry cell. Now you will have to wait
several minutes. Look closely at the two
wires stuck into the potato. Around one of
them, the potato will be turning dark. The
blackening is due to a chemical change
caused by electric current. Reverse the
wires to the dry cell and wait several
minutes more. Now the potato should be
blackened around the other wire. This is a
good hint that electric charges can be made
to flow in either direction through a circuit.

FIGURE SEVEN

THIS VIEW LOOKS UP
INTO THE JAR CAP.

TAPE

TWO STRIPS
OF GOLD FOIL

MASON JAR

FIGURE EIGHT

4. A simple yet very sensitive device for
detecting the presence of electric charge is
the gold-leaf electroscope. This is the "gad-
get" shown in the film in which there is a
gold-foil leaf which flies away from its sup-
port when electric charges are pushed onto
it. It is possible to construct a home-made
electroscope which can be just as sensitive
and useful as the one used in the film. Gold
foil can be purchased from scientific supply
houses or from sign-painting establish-
ments. You will need very little of it. Two
strips one-half inch wide and an inch and a
half long will be plenty. You will also need
a common mason jar with a metal top and
some tape. And that's all. First, attach the
two strips of gold foil to the inside of the
metal top of the mason jar. If there is any
insulating materialwaxed cardboard, for
exampleon this inside surface, remove it.
Tape the two strips of gold foil to the metal
top so that when the top is placed on the
mason jar, the two strips will hang down
touching each other along their surfaces.
(See FIGURE EIGHT.)

NOTE: Because the gold foil is so thin, it
must be handled with extreme care. Even
the slightest breeze will move it, and it is
likely to stick to itself or to anything it
touches. It is helpful to tie a handkerchief
over your mouth and nose so that your
breath will not disturb the gold foil as you
work with it. Once the gold-foil strips hang
inside the mason jar, they will be protected
from air currents. Rub a plastic comb with
a silk cloth. Bring the comb close to the top
of the mason jar. Inside, the two gold-foil
leaves should spread apart. Try rubbing
various objects with silk or wool or fur.
Bring them close to the top of the electro-
scope. How do these objects affect the
leaves of the electroscope?

5. Two perfectly dry glass milk bottles
will be used in this experiment as insulators,
similar to the glass insulators on telephone
poles or power lines. Place the two bottles



three feet apart. Take a long piece of un-
insulated copper wire and twist it around
the neck of each milk bottle so that it hangs
suspended between them. One end of the
wire should be long enough so that it can
be connected to your gold-foil electroscope.
Simply tape the end of the wire down to
the top of the mason jar. When a plastic
coat hanger that has been rubbed with a
wool cloth, or when any other charged ob-
ject is brought near the distant end of the
wire, the leaves of the electroscope will fly
apart, even though the coat hanger does not
touch the wire. Experiments of this sort in-
dicate that the electric charges are already
in the wire. Now repeat this experiment
using a piece of dry thread instead of the
copper wire. Do the leaves spread apart this
time? Repeat a third time after wetting the
string with salt water. You may have to
wait a little while to observe the leaves
spreading. But they will spread. Why?

6. This experiment should be made with
the copper wire suspended between the two
milk bottles and attached to the gold-foil
electroscope as above. Observe these in-
structions carefully. Bring the charged coat
hangey 2Par the distant end of the wire. The
leaves fly apart. Holding the coat hanger
nearby but not touching the wire, touch the
wire momentarily with a finger. That should
cause the leaves to collapse even though
the coat hanger is still nearby. Now, remove
the coat hanger and the leaves should fly
apart and stay apart. We will not go into
an explanation of all the details. All we
want to do now is to put a charge on the
electroscope leaves. Now the experiment
begins. Simply touch the distant end of the
wire with your finger. The leaves collapse.
The electric charges that made the leaves
spread have flowed along the wire and out
through your body. In other words, your
body can conduct electricity.

Correlated References for Students and Teachers

TEXT REFERENCES FOR STUDENTS

Barnard, Stendler and Spock
Macmillan Science/Life Series, Book IV
The Macmillan Co., 1960
Unit 9, pp. 247-255

Barnard, Stendler, Spock and Beeler
Science: A Search for Evidence, Grade 7
The Macmillan Co., 1960
Unit 5, pp. 148-154

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-1, Grade 7
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 7, pp. 236-240

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-2, Grade 8
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 7, pp. 256-288

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-3, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 3, pp. 104-152

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Everyday Problems in Science, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 16. pp. 373-407

Carroll, Adams and Harrison
Science in Our World, Grade 8
John C. Winston Co., 1957
pp. 294-307

Carroll, Adams and Harrison
Science in the Universe, Grade 9
John C. Winston Co., 1958
pp. 212-222

Craig and Hurley
Science Today and Tomorrow Series, Book IV
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 164-183

Craig and Hill
Science Today and Tomorrow Series, Book V
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 202-225

Craig and Urban
Science Today and Tomorrow Series,

Book VIII
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 308-340

Dowling, Freeman, Lacy and Tippett
Understanding Science Series, Book V
John C. Winston Co., 1957
pp. 87-116

Frasier, MacCracken and Decker
Singer Science Series, Book IV
L. W. Singer Co., Inc., 1959
pp. 231-247

Jacobson and Lauby
ABC Science Series, Book V
American Book Co., 1961
pp. 213-269

Schneider, Herman and Nina
Heath Elementary Science Series, Book V
D. C. Heath and Co., 1955
pp. 286-308

Thurber, Walter A.
Exploring Science Series, Book V
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1960
pp. 162-184
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Beeler and Branley
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Crowell Co., 1949

Block, Marie H.
Herbert, the Electrical Mouse
Julian Messner Co., 1953

Eaton, J. R.
Beginning Electricity
The Macmillan Co., 1952
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Random House, Inc., 1957
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White, Harvey E.
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IV. The Universe

A. Earth

Name and Description of Film

Big World *

Educ. Horizons, 1960; 11 min., color

Shows haw we cannot always know the shape. of
an object by viewing only a small ,part of it.
-Answers the Simple, direct questions of a
child about the size, and shape, of our world,
A primary globe is used by the child Is .

father to didcuss briefly the basic forms of
land avid water.

Alg.,4211a 4**

United, 1949; 9 min.

Other Grade*

Grade 5

Plapements Remarks

Gr. 1 *
ai 3 4 ,

EasitiOlm,

1

The globe 'is shown revolving about, the dbn ta
explain the causes of day and night and Why. the
sun appears to rise, and set. Describes the.
effect Of the earth's inclination toward the
sun. Through animated diagrams demonstrates, .

the relative 'position of earth. and sun in 'aid,
September, December and March, and the reasons
for unequal length of day. and night over the
earth at different times of the year,

How to Nbasure Time **

EBF, 1961;. 10 min. color, sd.

A boy discovers that when he is bored, time
moves slowly, but when he is excited, time
goed by rapidly. Tle examine a pendulum
clock, a wrist watch, the boy is heart beat,
the rhythm of a jazz combo, the earthls
circling the sun, the earth turning on its
axis as, periods of time. The stop watch is
used to time a high hurdles race and electronic
timers are introduced, (JHS)

Gr, 3
.

Gr. 6 *

Good
41* Excellent
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The Universe A. (continued)

. Other. Grade
Name and Desert tion of 'Film Placements Remarks

4. Now We Know' the Earth Moves '*u. Gr.

Film Assoc. 'of Calif., 1960; 10 min., color

We have been told that 'the .earth spins on
axis and that it travels around the sun. But
how do we know these statements are true? 'Das..
film demonstrates' and explains .the. 'Foucault
Pendulum by which the earth Is rotation was1"ixist
proved. The audience participates in an expert..
tent that illustrates star shift, the method

astronomers use to determine the earthts solar
orbit.

The Seasons 6*~~asta~~8111,10

United World, 1960; 10 min., black & white.

Explains why the seasons change during the
year, discussing the slanting rays of the sun,
the tilt of the earth Is axis, the revolution
of the earth around the sun, and the rotation
of the earth on its own axis. Animation is
Used for the explanation which is Fsiven within
the framework of an incident on a Christmas
day in Vermont.

What Flakes Day and Night *

Young America, 1947 ;,:8 min. black & white

Two children learn that the alternation' of
day and night is due to the rotation of the
earth and npt to the apparent movement of the
sun around the earth.

* Good
it* Excellent

Gr. 2 4t-if
lS
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The Universe A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

EBF, 1960; 11 min., black, &,white

Shows whir seasons chancre, taking use of
animated drawings to slim why" the tilt of the'
earth gives us short days in w rater
ones in summer. Also explains, why isqlot
in summer and cold-in winter, :1611ows:aiso
the orbit of the earth thidugli:i7COnplete
year.

Grade 5

Other Grade
Plaseetat. Rem marks

-5-
Gr. 8

Also- listed toG.

4
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Other Grade

Name and Description of Fan .

Placements Remarks.
ell111111101111411111M1

1. A Trap...tOS2100I1
16 min., sd,,, color 16 mm;

Shows an imaginary rocket as it takes off 'to
the moon and hovers above it, explaining ,manzt

facts necessary for an understanding of navigation'

to the moon. Combines animation and model photo.;
graphy to study the moon ts surface, and shows in de..

tail the craters and seas, ridges and mountains that
can be seen from the earth.
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IV. The Universe

C. Sun

Name and Descrintion of Fi;

1. The Nearest Star iHt

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 8 . if*

'McGraw-Hill, 1961; 27 rain., color

To stimulate Interest in science in general
and geophysics influence of the', sun 011'
manes physical environment. -

* a

2. Our Mr. Sun * Gr. '8'. *N.

3.

N. V. Bell Tele., 1960; 60 min., color

This Frank Capra produced film, starring Eddie
Albert and Dr. Frank Baxter, firSt describes
sways in which ancient man looked to the sun
as a god. it continues.wit# mere facts which
man has discovered about the sun- through cen
turies. The sun's conona, -Spots, and the ex-
plosions- on its face are shown. Thermo-nuclear
rea.ction, photosynthesis and the solar batterr
are explained. World's leading 'scientists
contribute information.

Portrait of the Sun **

Academy Films, 100; 18 min., color

A complete picture of the characteristics of
the sun and of its importance to all liVing
things on earth. The sun is really a star,
our closest star op 93 million miles 'away.'
Light from the sun reaches the earth. in -iight.
minutes. The sun is so hot that all
elements are gases. The source of the suni,s
heat is atomic energy.

* Good
Excellent

,

"7 t

;
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D. .solar system
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r.

Other,Grade.

Name and Descriotion .of -Placements
. ,

Asteroids Comets and Meteorites **

Film Assoc.., of Calif., 1964; 10 An., color

Asteroids, comets\ and meteorites are called
the minor members of the solar system. This
film shows: 1) how astronomers have learned
about these objects traveling around the sun;
2) what each group \looks.likep.iand 3) the
place of-each group in the solar system. The
Mu also illustrates the newest objects.in.
the solar, system...mari-made. or artificial

Satellites.

f,

1421TiatiCit

Gravitv.

Coronet, 1950 ;' 11 min.

Through a variety of everyday examples ex-.
plains the force of gravity.' Shows -attrac
tion in relation to mass and d

Shistance,

and
the effect of gravity on our solar system..
Demonstrates and explains. mutUal attraction.
between all bodies.

Afed
How We Explore Space **

161 min., color, $175.. Film Associate's- ,of. California.
z '"

IntrodUces the instruments astronomers use_
and the methods by which they obtain in-
formation about the objects in space. ;In-

eludes what are, perhaps, the 4rat color
motion pictures ever taken of the pla,nets.

* Good
*u Excellent
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The Universe D. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

4. Mars and Beyond **

27

Walt Disney, J. 30 min., color

Discusses the temperature and atmosphere.on
the planets, and the conditions necessary to
sustain life, Explains manes earliest con..
cepts of the planets, particularly Ears. Pico..

tures the possible surface of Mars and, the was.,
in which plant and animal life may:have adapted
to conditions there. Describes an imaginary

Melt o Mars in anatom.petwered;,space ship

Other Grade
Placements

Gr. 6 **
Gr. 8 **
Gr. 9 iHt*

Grade 5

Remarks

Planets in orbit Laws of Kepler

EBF, 1960; man., black:& white

Traces the history of man's observations and
beliefs about the universe. Discusses three
discoveries of johannes Kepler that:revolu..
tionized astronomy, Explains Keplerts.three
laws. Animated sequences.

6. Solar Family *

EBF, 1936; 11 min., black & white

Presents an introductory study of the planets,
their evolution, motions, sizes and satellites.
Describes, through animated drawings,,the
evolution of the solar system according to
planetismal hypothesis, and traces the real and
apparent motions of the planets. Reveals special
phenomena pertaining to certain planets, and
describes the planetoids, Halley's, comet, and
the movement of the solar system in space.

* Good
** Excellent
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The Universe D. (continued)

. Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements ReMarks.......

7. The Solar System **

Coronet, 1951; 11 min.

Presents the names of the planet4,their
relative sizes, and the forces at work'in

the solar system. Visualizes the immenatV

of distances between the planets'and thesun'

through an actual scale model of the solar

system. Demonstrates the xtlationship.of the

planets to each other; their orbits; differ.

ences between planets and stars; and gravita-

tional attraction, light..and,, heat.

Or. 8
.

Use as intro -.

diction

r.

What is Space? **
Or

EBF, 1961; 10 min., color

Establishes a simple. concept of spate and

answers various questions "concerning 'space.

Broadens the concept of space through the use

of demonstrations and explanations of outer

space and the amount of spacellight years)

between our planet andr, others. Points out

that as yet no end to space is known.

* Good
-M. Excellent



What Is Space?

Film Summary

We are in a field filled with rows of dish-
type antennas. We hear the sound of the
motors that turn these antennas, keeping
them pointed at an object in distant space.

Next we go to the control room, where
scientists are listening to radio signals
picked up by these antennas. We hear what
they hear: the sound of static. But this
static has originated on stars billions of
light years out in space. We look closely at
a photograph of a distant star field. The
sounds come from here, way out in space.
But there is no need to go so far to look
for space. There is space all around you.
Everything you do takes space to do it in.

A traffic jam. Horns honking. There is
not enough space here. But even when
things are crowded, there is plenty of space
close by. And we look up into the empty
sky. Let's take a trip away from the earth
and find out just how much space there is.
We start the trip in a helicopter. Then we
switch to a rocket. Now to continue our
trip out through space away from the earth,
we switch to imagination, backed up by
knowledge man has collected about space.

We have to travel about 240,000 miles
away from the earth before we meet an-
other object in space, the moon. We see
it pass by as it circles the earth.

By the time we are about 93 million
miles away from the earth, we meet another
object in space, the sun.

Now we are 23 trillion miles away from
the earth. We cannot see the earth from
here; the sun itself is little brighter than
the other stars. And now we meet our next
nearest neighbor in space, the star Proxima
Centauri.

As we move farther away from the earth,
we find that the star Proxima Centauri and
our sun are only two stars in a great collec-
tion of stars. We pass through this collec-
tion of stars, which is called a galaxy. Now
we see another galaxy similar to ours as
photographed through a telescope. 'This
galaxy is nearly two million light years
away from the earth. A light year is a
measure of distance, not time. It is the dis-
tance light can travel in a year, about six
trillion miles. Our telescopes have found
galaxies in space that are six million light
years away from the earth, and there is
no reason to think that space does not
extend farther than that.

Have we explored all the space there is?
We have not. How about the space in a
rock, for example? The rock seems solid,
but does that mean that there is no space
in it?

Now we go to the laboratory. A con-
tainer is filled with marbles. But does
that mean that there is no space in it? No,
there is plenty of space for some BB's; they
can fit in the space around the marbles.
Even after the container is filled to the top
with BB's, there is plenty of space left in
it for some water.



Now we see two small bottles filled with
water. When both are poured into a large
bottle, they fill it with water up to a mark-
ing line. Now, one of the small bottles is
filled with water and the other with alcohol.
When the water and alcohol are poured in-
to the large bottle, the mixture does not
come up to the line. Why not? Is it pos-
sible that there is space inside the water or
the alcohol?

We watch some boys playing catch and
ask about the space between things. Is that
space empty? The space between the boys
playing catch is not empty; there are base-
balls passing through it. How about the
space between a spotlight and the place
where its light hits? Again, that space is

not empty, it is full of light. How about the
space between the sun and the earth? No,
that space is not empty, either, it is full of
light and heat that passes from the sun
down to us on earth.

We go back to the monitoring station we
visited at the beginning of the film. We
hear the signals that originated in stars bil-
lions of light years away, passing through
all that space to reach us on earth. Sud-
denly, the sound of the static changes. A
regular signal is superimposed on it. Such a
signal has never been received from outer
space. But what if someday, somewhere,
such a signal were heard by men listening
to the stars? What would such a signal
mean?

Introduction to the Film
We read every day in the newspapers

about the importance of space exploration.
We hear our age referred to as the "Space
Age." But if you tried to pin a person
down with the question, "What is space?"
you might find it difficult to get an answer.
Many people want to explore space but
very few can tell you what it is.

Three of the most important words in
science are space, time, and matter. Every-
body knows in a vague sort of way that
they are related. For example, most people
would grant that there is space between the
earth and the moon, that the moon is made
of matter, and that it would take time to
move from the earth to the moon. It's when
we try to be precise about these words that
we run into difficulty.

This film is an attempt to say something
that we can understand about space. For

example, it's not hard to measure the dis-
tance between things, and that is some sort
of measure of space. It is important to get
some idea of how the distance between the
earth and the moon differs from the dis-
tance between the earth and the sun, and,
in turn, how this differs from the distance
between the earth and the next nearest star.
The enormity of astronomical space is
something we want to grasp. This, of
course, does not define space, but we learn
that we can measure something even though
we don't understand it perfectly. We will
find that this is also true of time and matter.
It's hard to define matter and time but it is
easy to measure time intervals and weigh
things.

Suppose you hold your hand open in
front of you; there is space in front of your
hand and space behind it. Now suppose you
clench your fist. Your hand now occupies
some of the space that was in front of it
before. What happened to that space? Did
you push it away? Is it still there? Can the
hand and the space be there together? Of
course, you know that there are some empty
spaces within your clenched fist, but how
about within the fingers and the bones? Is
there space there?

Obviously this raises questions about the
possible empty space inside matter. Is mat-
ter really solid all the way through or are
there empty spaces within it? The modern
theory is that matter is ultimately made up
of tiny invisible particles called molecules
and atoms. We will talk about this theory
later in the series of films. The modern idea
is that even things like iron and gold which
appear completely solid to the ere are actu-
ally composed of little building blocks sur-
rounded by a great deal of empty space.

Empty space! What does that mean? If
space were really completely empty, its
exploration would be rather pointless and
dreary. A trip across the ocean is interest-
ing because you eventually land on another
continent. A trip through astronomical
space will be interesting if you can land on
the moon or on a distant planet. In other
words, you can't get away from the fact
that space exploration is going to involve
not only space but matter and time as well.

Actually, as you travel away from the
earth let's say to the moon the
number of obstacles you meet (in the
form of molecules) diminishes greatly. So
much so that you might say that the space
between the earth and the moon is a pretty



good example of a vacuum. Still, it turns
out that there are many millions of mole-
cules and atoms in the "empty" space be-
tween the earth and the moon. Besides this
material, the light and heat and radio waves
that reach us from the sun and the other
stars pass 4hrough space to get to us. Space
is full of things like light and heat and
radio waves, and these are measurable
things which can make space exploration
interesting even without landing on the
moon or on another planet. This film is an
introduction to space and to some of the
interesting things that happen in the regions
of space, both large and small.

Demonstration To Be Presented
Before Showing the Film

A tin can is packed full of dirt. Ask the
class if the tin can is full. If they say that
it is, suggest that you could pour some
water into it without making it overflow.
Do it. There must have been space in the
can. Now dump out the dirt and water
into a wastebasket. Clean the inside of the
can. Now ask the class if the can is empty.
If they answer yes, suggest that the can is
not empty, it is full of air. Is there really
such a thing as completely empty space?

Experiments and Projects

1. It is important to become acquainted
with the common units of measurement of
lengthsuch as the inch, the foot, the yard
and the mile. It is also important to intro-
duce the metric system early. The metric
system is used in all scientific work in all
countries of the world. Therefore, the stu-
dent should get some idea of the relative
size of a centimeter, a meter and a kilo-
meter. Emphasis should be placed on the
fact that in the metric system powers of
ten are involved. The number of centimeters
in a meter is ten times ten. The number
of meters in a kilometer is ten times ten
times ten. (2.54 centimeters equals one
inch.)

Still another important idea is that some
useful measurements can be made roughly
and quickly in crude ways. Have a student
take ten equal paces and measure this dis-
tance with a ruler. Divide by ten to make
an estimate of the average pace. Find the
length and width of a room by pacing.

Stretch your hand. How far is the dis-
tance from the tip of the thumb to the tip

of the little finger? Find the average length
of the span. Measure a table, using your
stretched hand.

2. Given that light travels 186,000 miles
in one second, how far will it travel in one
minute, in one hour, in one day, in one
year? In other words, how many miles is a
light year? Multiply out to find the answer.
This becomes a rather tedious project in
longhand multiplication, but perhaps this
problem can be used to introduce the
powers of ten to the classroom.

First, show that multiplying by ten simply
requires moving the decimal point to the
right one place; multiplying by a hundred,
moving the decimal point two places; mul-
tiplying by a thousand, three places, and
so on.

Next, show that 10 X 10 can be written
102. 10 X 10 X 10 can be written 103.
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 is the same as 04, etc.
The little number (called the exponent)
simply indicates the number of tens that
are multiplied together.

106 equals 1,000,000 (one million). 10°
equals 1,000,000,000 (one billion). 10"
equals 1,000,000,000,000 (one trillion).
Notice that the exponent also indicates how
many zeros there are following the one.
This is obviously an easy way to write big
numbers.

102 times 10s equals 105. This can be
proven by writing 10 X 10 (or 102) times
10 X 10 X 10 (or 103) equals 10 X 10 X
10 X 10 X 10 (or 101. In other words, to
multiply, you simply add exponents. We
can use this method of writing and multiply-
ing numbers to find out how many miles
light travels in a year.

Light travels 186,000 miles a second.
We can write that 1.86 X 10'.

There are S1,536,000 seconds in one
year. That can be written 3.15 X 10'.

Therefore, in a year, light travels:
1.86 X 105 X 3.15 X 10'

or:

or:
1.86 X 3.15 X 10'X 10'

5.86 X 10'. This way of writing
numbers is commonly used in science. It
stands for:

5,860,000,000,000.

3. Another kind of project that can be
motivated by this film is a study of the



solar system. Students can build a model
which shows the relative sizes of the earth
and the moon, and the distance between
their centers. Use an orange to represent
the earth and make a clay model of the
moon to the proper scale. Then place the
"moon" at the proper distance from the
"earth."

What if you started your model with
something like a basketball to represent the
sun? Ask the question: is it possible to
represent the earth to that scale? That is,
could we make a clay model of the earth
to the proper scale and place it at the
proper relative distance from the basket-
ball model of the sun?

The other scale factor to consider is time.
If one student holds a large ball represent-
ing the earth and makes it rotate on its
axis once to represent a day, what would
the moon do in the meantime? What does
the moon do while the earth rotates 28
times, for example? How would the earth
move in relation to the sun during the same
period of time?

4. Does light travel through a vacuum?
Look at a bumirg flashlight bulb. Does the
light pass through a vacuum to get to your
eyes? Is there a vacuum inside the light
bulb? Turn the flashlight off. Make a small
hole in the glass of the bulb, being careful
not to damage the filament. Now turn the
bulb on. It will flash for a moment and

then burn out. Why? Is it because there is
no longer a vacuum inside the bulb and
air around the filament makes it burn up
quickly when it is lit?

5. Is there a vacuum between the sun
and the earth? Will light travel through a
vacuum? Get a little pinwheel radiometer
in a local toy or drug store. The little pin-
wheel in this toy will turn when light energy
hits it. The light can come from an ordinary
electric light bulb, but when the toy is
placed in the light of the sun it also spins.
From where did the power come to make
the pinwheel spin? If it came from the sun,
how far did it travel?

Now ask the question, is the space be-
tween the sun and the earth really empty
if it is full of light?

6. If you look at a ruler through a low-
powered microscope, you can get a rough
idea of how much space is covered by the
entire field of the microscope as you look
into it. Using the microscope as a measur-
ing device, make some estimates on the
thickness of thin objects like strings and
human hairs.

If you look very closely at certain "solid"
objects, can you see space in them? Try
looking at a fragment of rock through your
microscope. Are there some objects that
actually have space in them, but in which
the space is too small to be seen? How
about water and alcohol?

Correlated References for Students

TEXT REFERENCES FOR STUDENTS

Barnard, Stendler and Spock
Macmillan Science/Life Series, Book VI
The Macmillan Co., 1960
Unit 8, pp. 203-238

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-1, Grade 7
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 1, pp. 4-23
Unit 3, pp. 82-83

Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Science Problems-3, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 6, pp. 300-305
Beauchamp, Mayfield and West
Everyday Problems in Science, Grade 9
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1957
Unit 19, pp. 479-480

Craig, Roche and Navarra
Science Today and Tomorrow Series, Book VI
Ginn and Co., 1958
pp. 98-117

and Teachers

Frasier, MacCracken and Decker
Our Scientific World, Grade 8
L. W. Singer Co., Inc., 1956
Unit 1, pp. 2-33
Frasier, MacCracken and Decker
Singer Science Series, Book V
L. W. Singer Co., Inc., 1959
pp. 7-40
Jacobson and Lauby
ABC Science Series, Book IV
American Book Co., 1961
pp. 1-38
Schneider, Herman and Nina
Heath Elementary Science Series, Book IV
D. C. Heath and Co., 1956
pp. 287-302

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
FOR STUDENTS

Born, Max
The Restless Universe
Dover, 1951

Schneider, Herman and Nina
How Big Is Big?
William R. Scott, Inc., 1950

REFERENCES FOR TEACHERS

Brinckerhoff, Cross, Watson and Brandwein
The Physical World
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1958
Chapter 1, pp. 2-22
Chapter 4, pp. 52-59

Dull, Metcalfe and Williams
Modern Physics
Henry Holt and Co., 1960
Unit 1, chapter 2, p. 26
Mallinson, Mallinson and Welch
General Physical Science
McGraw-Hill and Co., 1961
Unit 2, chapter 3, pp. 37-54
Physical Science Study Committee
Physics
D. C. Heath and Co., 1960
Chapter 3, pp. 22-38
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lokb I7. The Universe

r
E. Stars and galaxies

Name and Description of Film

Constellations, Guides to the Night pky **

Ind. Univ., 1961; 11 min; solar

Ctiei Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 8 0. **

This film offers the student the necessary in
to locate the for constellations

and to use these to locate other. constellations.
Examples of galaxies, nebulae and other,celestial
objects are provided by animation and photographs
taken-at the fount Wilson and Mount Palomar ob.0

servatories.

Exploring the Night Ski

Ebf, 1956; 10 min., black & white

Gr. 8 op *

Describes constellations and how they got their

names, nebulae and other star phenomena, the
setting and rising of stars, and haw the stars.,.
affected the making of the calepdar. Includes
animation and special cinema techniques.

The Stars it*

12 min., color, $120, International Film Bureau Inc.

This film deals with stars and star groups. It deals

with the. sun. Attention is given to the character-

istics of the sun as shown through photographs. The

corona, prominences, and sunspots are given a great

deal of attention. Attention is also given to
galaxies and nebulae.' The film ends with discussion
of.radio telescopes and the Jodrell Bank Experimental
Station in England. For middle grades.

* Good
* Excellent
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Grade 5

The Universe 44 E. (continued)

ame and Desert tion of Film

30 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade.
Placements Remarks

S. ta. rs andi Steins 4.

EBF, 1960; 16 Mines black & white

Shown an astronomer, at work, explaining' that.
with the use of powerful telescopes astronomers-
have been able to photograph about-one and one
half billion stars; describes a radl':.o tele-
scope and balloon as other methods of: istron«;
°mica observation. Discusdes the Vastness -of
ths universe and the heaven/Y bOdies of -which'
it is comprised.

Universe itie

Nat'l Film Board, 1960; 30 min., b8trAT

;.

Gr. 8 .

Simple presentation of' struciure,of universe.
Impression of immilbity in time, Space, riuiaber
variety conveyed by discussion buttresbed'bY
astronomical photographi. Describes 'meMbers
of solar system and its position ity Milky, Way.,
Pictures work of an astronomer.

.4:- Good
acellent
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II. Living Things

A. Life and life processes

31 Grade 5

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1. Amphibians.: lds **Gr. 7 . **
Gr. 10 .*

Film Assoc., 1965; 11 min. . Gr. 5

Presents the four major groups of amphibia;
frogs, toads, tree frogs, and salamanders..
Differentiates between the tailed and tail-
less amphibian illustrating their .development
from eggs and their ways of life.

, )

2. Animals--Ways They Eat ** Gr. 7 . **

EBF, 1956; .11 min.

Shows in detail how the body parts of various
animals are related to their eating habits.
Includes such examples as the cirri of barn.
acles, the mouth parts and legs of crayfish,
the teeth of lions and cows, the tongues of
butterflies, the noses of hogs, the beaks
of birds, and 'the paws of squirrels.

3. Ants 'p". Gr. 7 *

EBF, 1948; U, mm 0 black &White

Depicts, by means of close-up photography*"
varied activities of four different types of
antsmound builders, black ante, household
ants, and carpenter ants. Shows in cletail,the

life cycle of the carpenter. ant. Portrays an
intercolony battle between mound builder and
wood ants.

* Good
*N. Excellent

Also listed II -B
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Living Things - A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

4. **

32 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade

Placements Remarke

Gr. 7 - *

EBF, 1933; 12 min., black & white

Reveals characteristics and the life cycle of

the plant louse. &plains how in early spring,

aphid eggs hatch into wingless females which,

throughout the same season, give birth to new

young every ninety minutes. Through cinemicro-

graphy portrays egg-laying, feeding, and wing

development; Depicts how other insects destroy

aphids, thus aiding in their control,

Aquarium Wonderland

Pat Dowling, 1960; 10 min., color

In microscopic and unusal.agampaa scenes

and animation, one sees how fish breathe,, hear,

feel, smell and swim. A boy shows how to set

up and maintain an aquarium, using the proper

amount of water, plants -and food for the gold-

fidh and other animal life it contains.

Gr. 1 .0 **

Gr.-3 **
Or. 4 **

Beaver 'Valley **
Gra. - "
Gr 7 . **

Walt Disney, 1953; 32 min., color

Pictures the life of a beaver thtough the

cycle of the seasons, showing how he meets

his daily needs, builds his house, and con-

ducts his courtship, Filmed around a beaver

pond in the West. The other animal, bird

and fish life of the area is also portrayed.

* Good
r* Excellent
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Living Things e. A. (continued)

Grade 5

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements. Remarks

7. Birds of North America/ No. 4 *

EBF, 1949; 11 min., color

Depicts the identifying characteristics of

three North American birds: the spotted sand-

piper, the sora rail, and Barrow's goldeneye.,

Indicates their summer and winter ranges, and

portrays, by means of close-up photography,

the mother birds on their eggs, the eggs

hatching, and the young birds -venturing out

into their world of rock, reed, and water,

Gr. 7 . 4** Also listed II-B

8. Birds of the Seashore * K **

EBF, 1951; U min., color Gr. 7
Gr. 5 Also listed II-B

Portrays the activities, habitats, and dis-

tinguishing marks of various Norbh American

water birds. Depicts gulls in, flight and

nesting in colonies; gannet colonies fon Bona

venture Island; eider ducks in the St.

Lawrence estuary; and the black guillemot,

blue heron, razor-billed auk, and cormorant.

Includes bird calls.

9. The Big Green Caterpillar **

Stanton Films, 1961; 11 min., color

Gr. 1

Gr. 7 - *

On an ordinary street there is a tree. On

the tree there is a tiny insect egg. A boy

finds the egg and raises the caterpillar that

hatches out of the egg into an adult insect.

The boy wonde:s how his pet grew so big in such

a short time, eating only tree leaves. He

wonders if chemicals in its body changed tree

leaves into good food.

* Good

it-re Excellent
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Living Things continued

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements

10. The Bobolink and Blue Jay 4E*

Coronet, 1946; U min., color

Shows the family life of the blue jay who

lavishes attention on his helpless young, and

the bobolink, who also is on the job when the

youngsters get hungry,

Remarks
011101.11=111111111

Gr. 2 - ** Mature

Gr. 7 4HE'

-11. Cecropia Ebth

MUrlDeusing, 1900; U min., color

Here IS the life story of one of our most

familiar insects. The story begins in late.

winter with the moth still in the cocoon.

Shows the moth emerging froM the cocoon in

time lapse photography. The fat shawi the

complete life.scycle and the various changes

that-take place from the time the eggs are

laid until the pupa is snug in a cocoon for

the winter.

12. The Ce1106tructural Unit of Life **

Coronet, 1949; 11 min.

Shows the basic relationship of our living'

bodies to other living organisms in the world.

Presents, through photomicrography, the

living protoplasm in a leaf cell, and the

amoeba taking food, growing and dividing.

Explores also the functional differerices in

cell structure.

Gr. 7 - **

* Good
3 .* Excellent
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Living Things (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

"

13. Characteristics of Plants and Animals ** Gr, 7 .**
Gr. 10 . **

Ind. Univ., 195144. 10 min., color

Surveys living organisms with emphasis on

three concepts; that all life comes from pre.

existing life; that plants and animals, micro-

copic and macroscopic, in all classifications

have common basic characteristics; and that

the cell is the structural unit of life at

all levels,

14. The Colour of Life *
'Gr. 7

Nattl Film Board-1955;,24 min, Gr. 10 - **

Discusses the growth of a seedling, the

seasonal upsurge of life in a giant forest

tree, and the mysterious alchemy of a single

leaf. Presents, in magnified dimensionl the

maple leaf and segments of the tree to illus.

trate the physiological processes that go on

in all plants. Through detailed time-lapse-

photography and animated diagrams, reveals the

silent, methodical way in which nature makes

the woodlands tree in springtime and bright

colored in autumn,

Earthworms **

Pat Dowling, 1957; 11 min,, color'.

Shows how the earthworm, after emergence'

from the cocoon, eats its way through earth,

digests food, and brings castings to the

surface. Explains how the earthworm forms

tunnels that help to aerate and enrich the

soil and carry water to plant roots.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 3 -.4E*

Gr. 7 . **

A little difficult
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Living Things A. (continued)
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Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

16. Flowers at Work 41*

EBF, 1931; 11 min., black & white

Explains the main function of flowers as that

of producing seeds. Animated drawings describe

the structures and functions of the sepal, petal,

stamen% pistil, pollen, style, and ovary. Close.

up and slow.motion photography depict different

methods of pollination of various types of

flowers and reveal the work of the bee in cross

pollination.

. Gr. 7 - *
Gr. 10

17. Frog *

EBF, 1931; 10 min., black & white

Gr. 7 m **
Gr. 10 . it*

Traces the development of the frog and examines

its physical traits and characteristics. Through

close.up and tine.lapse photography portrays the

development of the tadpole embryo and the hatch-

ing of egg, Depicts the growth of the tadpole

and discloses the physical characteristics and

natural traits of the adult frog.

18. Gray Squirrel **
Gr. 2 **

EBF, 1961; 10 min., black &white

Presents the story of three young squirrels

and their Mother. Follows the growth and daily

activities of the young squirrels from spring

to midwinter. Shows the mother feeding and

caring for her young, and the yming squirrels

learning to climb, to hunt for food, and to

take care of themselves.

* Good
Excellent

111611101Kagararma.fiimiadaiiii

Adv. vocabulary
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Living Things . A. (continued)

Grade 5

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

19. The Growth of Flowers *

Coronet, 1915; 11min., color

Time-lapse photography shows the miracle of

growth. Presents the rose, orchid,. jack.in.
the.- pulpit, daffodilrand iris sprouting from

the ground, growing, bursting into bloom, and

dying.

Gr. 7 .
Gr. 10 . **

20. Growth of Seeds ** Gr. 7 - ** Adv. vocabulary

Gr. 10 **

EBF, 1957; /4 min., co/or

Combines graphic closeups with animated draw.,

ings and time - .lapse photography to show sources
from which plant seeds are obtained; describes

the structure of seeds; and shows processes of

germination and plant growth. Illustrates dif.
ferences between flowering plants and seed
plants.

21. Etrathe Magtificent **

AT & T, 1957; 59 min., color

Produced by Frank Capra Productions. Tells

the story of the blood, the heart and circu-

lation. Shows scenes of the human heart and
capillaries.in action. Includes animation.

Gr. - .***

Gr. 10 - *.

22. The-Honeymakers ** Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 . **

U of M, 1952; 20 min., color

Studies details of the honeybeets life cycle,
from the laying of the eggs by the queen
until the adult worker, drone, or queen
emerges. Depicts the activities of the hives
from the gathering of nectar to swarming.

* Good
4i*Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Name and Desert tion of Film

23. Housefly

EBF, 1936; 11 min., color

Describes the house-fly as a menace to health

through a portrayal of its habits and life

history. Traces physical development from egg-
laying through larval and pupal stages to the

emergence of the young fly. Through magnified

views, reveals biologics structure and methods

of carrying and spreading disease germs. Sug-

gests control methods.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 7 w **
Gr. 10

2l.. How Plants Reproduce **. Gr. 3 ** .

NeGrawm4i2.4. 10 min.t color,

A simple explanation of haw plants reproduce: the

function and parts of the flower, the fruit and the

seed.

25. How Seeds. Are Spattered ** Or. 3 -

MbGraw.Hilll 10 min., color, .

Discusses and illustrates the many different ways in

which seeds are dispersed, by wind, water and animals.

26. The Human Body: Respiratory System ** Gr. 7 ** Also listed II-D

Gr. 10 . **

Coronet, 1961; 14 min., color

Locates and describes the organs of the
respiratory system, and shows in animation

and live demonstration the mechnics of

ventilation and the physics of diffusion

between aveoli and capillaries. Illustrates

the effect on the respiratory systeM of

varying needs for oxygen, and the function

of the respiratory system in providing needed

oxygen and eliminating carbon dioxide.

* Good
* Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

27. Insect Food 4 Gr. 4 m **
Gr. 7 **

Pat Dowling, 1958; 14 min., color Gr. 10 - **

Close.up photography illustrates the variety
of foods consumed by different insects.
Damage done by insects to trees, grain, plants,
furniture, clothes, and rugs is shown. Insects
that eat other insects are shown at work
praying mantis, ant lion, etc.

28. 22.112s1..tloingliaectsiButleFIRbles
Bugs **

ar
Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 - **

mar, 1961; 17 min. color

Within the animal kingdom is the fascinating
world of insects. This film explains how in-
sects are classified in the animal kingdom-.
how they differ from other animals and how
the main order of insects differ from each
other. Magnified close-ups, slow motion and
time.lapse photography reveal the structure and
characteristics of insects and show different
stages in their life cycles.

29. IelnlnallmaIllatum 4E*

EBF, 1958; 10 min., color

Portrays in vivid photography the story that
there are many different kinds of flowering
plants. Time-lapse photography is extensively
used to show the opening of some of the more
common flowers of our fields and gardens. The
-film is designed to help the student appreciate
the beauty in flowers and to realize that the
purpose of the flower is to produce seeds.

K *
Gr. 1.
Gr. 3 -*

* Good
4 Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Filth* Placements 'ReMarks

30. Learning About Leaves **

EBF, 1958; 11 min.

Gr

With time.lapse photography, animation, and

close.ups explains how leaves are important

to plants, animals, and man; compares dif-

ferent kinds of leaves; shows how leaves are

related to other parts of a plant; and illus-

trates the functions of green leaves, and the

changes that take place during the different

seasons.

31. Learning About Seeds

2 *Be

K **
Gr. if*

EBF2 1961; 11 man., color Gr. 3 - **

Explains that there are many different kinds

of seed.bearing plants and that seeds have

many sizes, shapes, and colors. Through time

lapse photography we see how seeds grow and

what they need for growth. Several methods

of seed dispersal are also clearly illustrated,

32. Life in a Pond 4141.

Coronet, 1950; 11 min., color

Gr. 4 -4
Or; 7
Gr. 10 ..

Discloses pond life in action providing ex»

amples of important principles of natural

science. Shows in microscopic 'and underwater

scenes the variety of self.sustaining plants

and animals found in a typical fresh water

pond, among them the shoreward, floating and

submerged green plants and water fleas,

beetles, insect larvae, dragonfly nymphs, and

minnows.

* Good
41* Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

33. Life of a Plant **

EBF, 1950; 11 min., color

Through time -lapse photography shows steps in
the life cycle of a typical flowering plant,
the pea. Identifies the roles of roots, stems,
leaves, flower, fruit, and seed. Animated
drawings reveal the functioning of the various
parts of the plant.

111

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 7 - *3f

34. Little Animals *

Pat Dowling, 1959; 11 min., color

A variety of small animals beginning with a
kitten and carrying through to microscopic'
animals demonstrates three characteristics of
life: movement, feeling, and eating.' The
relationship and similarities of the various
types of animals in life pattern is brought out.
A young boy and girl set the scene for dis-
covering these animals.

Gr. 3 *li.

Gr. 4 ... *

35. Living and Non..living Things **

United World, 1949; 12 min., black & white

Children observe living chickens and plants and
such nonliving objects as a kite moving in the
wind, a locomotive burning coal for energy, and
crystals growing and moving. Explains the im..

portant differences between living and non-living
things in terms of the characteristics of growth,
development, reproduction, and sensitivity.

*Good
*If Excellent

Easy film'
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Living Things . A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

36. Living Bird **

Yawl Deusing, 1960; 13 min., color

Shows a variety of characteristics and bey.

havior of birds. Presents their powers of

flight and uses animation to compare birds!

metabolism with that of man. Examines their

senses of sight, smell, hearing, and their
adaptations of bills to the types of food they

eat. Illustrates courtship of birds by pic-
turing the drumming of ruffed grouse, and the

dance of prairie chickens. Pictures nest build-

ing, incubation, and the role of the egg tooth

in hatching. Concludes by presenting the
parasitic nesting habits of cowbird.

For discussion purposes only

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

G -. 7 **
Or. 10 . **

37. Marine Life ** Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 **

EBF, 1953; 11 min., color

Underwater photography is used in showing

how big fish hunt for victims while the small

fish seek safety. Includes scenes of a porm

poise, a sea turtle, an angel fish, a Spanish

hogfish, a'sawfish, an octopus, a green moray,

a baracuda, and different species of crabs

and sharks. Photographed at the Marine Studios

at Marineland Florida.

38. Monarch Butterfly Story **

EBF, 1951; 11 min., black & white

Portrays.in detail the life cycle, minute

features, and unique activities of the monarch

butterfly in its four stages of development.

Close-up photography depicts the monarch laying

its eggs, and the caterpillar eating its way out

of the egg, feeding, molting, forming its

chrysalis, and emerging as a butterfly.

Gr. 7 -

* Good
3* Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

39. The Mosquito Gr. 10 *

EBF, 1947; 10 min., black & white

Describes the life cycle of the mosquito, and
emphasizes the importance of malaria mosquito
control. Through close-up photography, pox*.
trays egg-laying, egg-hatching, the molting
promiss, the pupa stage, and the emergence of
the adult mosquito. Presents examples of
areas where mosquitoes breed,. and demonstrates
methods for combating the insect.

40. Orange Grower **

IMF, 1939; 11 min., black & white

Depicts the phases of orange growing from
planting to shipping, and emphasizes the work
and care required to produce quality fruit.
Portrays a typical orange grower and his family
at work. Shows budding, pruning, planting,
fertilizing, irrigating, and the controlling
of insects and frost. Gives illustrations of
the machinery and scientific methods used in
readying oranges for distribution to all parts
of the country.

41. A Parasitic Plant *

EBF, 1931; 10 min., black & white

Gr. 1 I *
Gr. 10 co *

Describes the characteristics and life cycle
of a typical parasitic plant, the dodder.
Close-up and time-lapse photography reveal the
flower with its ovary and seeds, and the move-
ments of the dodder as it grows, gropes about,
attacks, and entwine other plants cinemicro-6
graphy demonstrates structure of the suckers,
and animated drawings portray their parasitic,
action on a flax stalk.

* Good
** Excellent
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Living Things . A. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

42. Planting Our Garden * Gr. 4 **

Ea!, 1952; 11 min., color

Follows a family's work on their garden from

the early indoor planting of such vegetables

as tomatoes, cabbages, and broccoli, through
the preparation of the garden plot, to the final

transplanting of seedlings, the planting of
potatoes, and the sowing of seeds of other

' egetables. Shows how the children learn the
requirements of healthy plant growth.

43. Plants Make Food * Gr. 4 m ti

Churchill'-Wexler, 1959; 11 min., color

Two children learn something of the process
by which plants make food (photosynthesis):
the functioning of roots, stems and leaves;

the traL:"orming of water, minerals and carbon

dioxide into foods; the role of chlorphyll

and sunlight.

44. Poultry on the Farm *

EBF, 1960; 11 min., color

45.

K w **
Gr. 2 . **

Explains how different kinds of poultry live
on a typical small farm. Shows chickens, geese,
ducks and turkeys at different ages in their

natural environment. Follows the development
of a chick embryo and the hatching of a chick.

Includes revieL. questions.

Respiration Gr. 7 -3
Gr. 10 .

United, 1951; 14 min., black & white

Describes internal and external respirationl
showing distribution of oxygen by means of
the circulatory system and release of energy
within a muscle cell by means of oxidation of

food substances.

* Good

.it-x- Excellent
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Living Things A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

u6. The Salmon Story

EBF, 1950; 11 min., color

Portrays basic stages in the life cycle of the
salmon, and calls attention to the steps taken
by modern fish hatcheries to insure a continuing

supply of this food fish. The purse seine method
of catching salmon is featured as one commonly in

use today. 'Follows the 'catch from the sea to

the cannery, depicts canning operations including
cleaning, scaling, removing of heads, canning,
cooking, and final preparation for shipment.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 7 *

Sea3. Island 4** Gr. 4 . **

Walt Disney, 1948;18 min., color

A study of the fur- bearing Alaskan seals

during the mating season when the seals rem
turn to the barren place of their own birth to

breed. The bulls arrive early in Nay, select

sites for their summer homes where they await

the arrival of the females. The young males

spar like prizefighters; training to challenge.

a beachmaster and take possession of his harem.

Near tragedy develops when a baby seal loses

his mother, but she finds him among the islandts

more than 100,000 inhabitants despite his
apparent resemblance to all the other pups.
Filmed on one of the Pribilof Islands in the

Bering Sea.

* Good
4HI Excellent

Advanced thriller
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Living Things ...A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

48. Seed Dispersal **

EBF, 1931; 11 mi4, black & white

Considers various means by which seeds are

disseminated; how they anchor thempelves to

the ground to facilitate germination; and how

they protect themselves. Demonstrates the

dispersal of seed plants by wind, transportation

by animals, and propulsion from seed cases.

Describes anchoring methods by clamping, hooking,

adhesion, and corkscrew motion. Portrays various

natural devices for protection while sprouting.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 4
Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 *

49. Snapping Turtle ** Or. 7 -
0r. 10 *

EBF, 1940; U min., black & white

Presents the life cycle of the snapping

turtle.- birth, growth, and the struggle for

existence and survival. Shows its activities,

its encounters with other animal life, haw it

gets its food and lays its eggs, how its young

hatch and develop, and how it hibernates.

Sic2imm *

EBB, 1931; 11 min., color

Traces the life cycle of the nurserywb"mplder
and illustrates characteristics of the orb..web,

funnel web, and trapdoor species. Closegitup

photography reveals the female as she lays her

eggs and encloses them in a silken cocoon to

await hatching. Other sequences depict the

hatching'of eggs, development of the young, web-

spinning, and ensnaring of insects for food.

Gr. 7 - **

* Good

** Excellent

Easy film
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Living Things A. (continued)

Name and Descri tion of Film

Grade 5

Other Grade
Placements Remarks
'NNW OWIIIM*

51. Spring Blossoms * Gr. 5
Or. 3 **

Intll Film Bur., 1954; 20 min., color Gr. 7 *

TiMe.lapse photography pictures spring flowers

opening and growing. Among them are the

azalea, camellia, hepatica, trillium, fern,

May apple, foxglove and buttercup.

52. The Story of the Bees 41* Gr..? - 31*
Gr. 10 . **

United World, 1949; 20 min., black & white

Microphotography is used in showing the life

cycle of the honey bee and details of the

community life within the hive. Includes se.»

quencez showing the role of the queen in the

hive.

53. Sunfish **

EBF, 1941; 11 min., black & white

Portrays the life cycle of the sunfish, its

activities, and its relations to its physical

and biological environment. Through submarine

photography, shows the male constructing the

n est, the female laying the eggs, and the process

of fertilization. Depicts the male guarding the

nest until the eggs hatch and then protecting the

young fish against predatory hazards.

54. Taking Care of Our Garden *

EBB, 1952; 10 min., color

Two children working with their father in

the garden discover the positive and negative

factors.in plant growth. Includes scenes of

weeding, thinning, detecting and fighting

insects, watering, and hoeing.

Gr. 7 mi **

* Good
** Excellent

Also listed 11.B
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Living Things A. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

48 For discussion imposes only

Trees: Our Plant Giants 4H11.

Academy Films; 1960; 14 min.

Uses animated diagrams to show how a tree'

grows and to show the various layers in a

cross-section of, a tree. Pictures the many

uses of trees in industry. Illustrates use

of trees as soil conservers, and as homes

for birds.

56. Water Birds

EBB', 1945; 10 min., black & white

Studies of the egret, mallard duck, Canada

goose, and brown pelican. Examines briefly

the features, activities, and habitats of

the flamingo and lesser scaup. Emphasizes

distinctive characteristics of each bird,

its habits, environment, adaptiveness, and

care of young. Animated maps trace the migra-

tion of the Canada goose, and close-.up photo.

graphy reveals the hatching and development

of young pelicans.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 4 **

Gr.. 5

Gr. 7 .
Gr. 10

57. Water Birds **

Walt Dismy, 1957; 32 mit., color

A picture of rare beauty, alive with excite..

ment and rare glimpses into the behavior of

seaside.andmarshland feathered creatures..
climaxed by a striking musical bird ballet

of the air.

Gr. 5 .
Gr. 4 - **
Gr. 7 **
Gr. 10 . **

No eval yet
No evals yet
No eval. yet

Also listed .

II -'B
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Living Things - A. (continued)

Name anLDeccriptisof Film

Grade 5

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

58. Waterfowl in Action' * Gr. 7 -.**
0101 10 . *

U of M, 1950; 10 min., color Gr. 5 Also listed

Shows migrating water fowl as they stop to

feed and rest in the marshes near Wheaton,'

Minn. Pictures the Franklin gull, gadwall,

spoon bill, green. and blue - winged teal,

diving ducks, blue and lesser snow geese,
whistling swans, and others on the water and

in flight. Explains feeding habits and
identifying field marks.

59, What's Alive ** Gr. 3 el **
Gr. 14. m **

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1962; 10 min., color Gr. 7 m **

Helps the student toward an understanding

of the activities that distinguish living

from nonliving things. Defines living -

things in terms of a set of activities. This

print shows that only a thing that can move,
respond, change fuel into energy, reproduce

and grow can be said to be "alive".

60. Wonders of Plant-Grmth * Gr. 2 - **
Gr. 3 . **

Churchill.Nexler, 1960; 10 min., color

A girl and boy experiment with plants. They

grow plants from a bean and a squash seed,

the stem of a geranium, the leaf of a succulent,

and the root of a sweet potato plant. Growth

is shown in time -lapse photography. Other ex-

periments with plants which children can perform

are indicated,
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Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

61. Wood Duck Ways **

U of Ni 2956; 20 min., color

Or. 2 . *
Gr. 7 - **

Follows the wood duck from the courting and

mating season in the early spring, through the

incubation and hatching periods and the broodfs

emergence from its tree home. Shows three

broods actually leaving their nests and landing

on the ground. Depicts the brood as it feeds

and grows to maturity, and makes suggestions

on how to construct and place nesting houses.

62. You - The Living Machine ** Gr. 3 - **

Walt Disney, 1959; 8 min., color

Shows the difference between a living machine

and a manufactured machine and how to take

care of our living machines.

* Good
**Mccellent

Duff. itoeabule.ry
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II. Living Things

B. Classification

Name and Description of Film

51 Grade 5

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

1. Aiit[Atairmlnagal2!Auolaall21212 **
Gr. 5 -

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1956; 11 min. Gr. 7 . **
Gr. 10 *

Presents the.four major groups of amphibia:
frogs, toads, tree frogs, and salamanders,
Differentiates between the tailed and tail
less anphibia, illustrating their development
from eggs and their ways of life.

2. Animals of Alaska ist-

Gr. *
Northern Films, 1956; 11 min., color

Shows views of typical wild animals of Alaska$
including the Dali sheep, mountain goat, bear,
moose, pika, ground squirrel, hoary marmoti

porcupine, red-fox, seal$ maim, walrus,
caribou, bison, and musk ox* Includes maps
showing the habitat of each.

3. Animals Unlimited *.g.

Assoc. Films, 1950; 19 min.

Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 . *

A field trip across Africa brings to this
picture painstaking photography of Africais
native animals in their native environments.
While the vehicles traveled the work roads*
numerous side trips into the bush and
forests enabled the photographers to find
the animals in their natural haunts. Much
of the game is shown both pursuing and being
pursued by their natural enemies.

* Good
-a Excellent

Also listed
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Living Things B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

4. The Bear and Its Relatives **

Coronet, 1943; 16 min., black & white

Presents scientific and zoological facts about

the racoons panda, kodiak or Alaskan brown bear,

polar bears grisly bear, and the American black

bear.

5. Bear Country 4H:

Walt Disney, 1958; 33 min., color

No animal has excited more human curiosity,

laughter and respect than the North American

black bear. Disney cameras present a remark..

able photographic coverage of this giant of

the Rocky Mountain region.

6. Bird in Your Backyard 4*

11 min., sd., color, 16 mm.

Two brothers share the fun and responsibility

of a project to attract birds to their backyard.

They make a feeding tray and observe the birds

that come to feed; clean and refill a bird bath

and learn the drinking and bathing habits of the

bird visitors; discover a towhee nests watch the

eggs hatch, observe the parent birds care for
their babies, and later see the young birds leave

the nest.

Gr. 7 m **

Gr. 2
Gr. 3
Gr. 7
Gr. 4

* Good
** Excellent
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Living Things m B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks.......

7. Birds Are Interestym ** Gr. 4 **
Gr. 7 m **

RBF, 1950; 10 min.

Presents some basic biological concepts con-

cerning birds. Provides a systematic analysis

of birds by classifying them under three oate

goriesmmswimming and wading birds, birds of

prey, and perching birds. Contrasts such

features as bills, feet and wings to characterize

each type, Birds depicted include hawks, owls,

ducks, pelicans, canaries and domestic chickens.

8. Birds: How We Identify Them **

Coronet, 1960; 11 min., color

Follows two boys, who with field glasses and

bird guide book, set out to look for birds.

Shows how to distinguish one bird from another;

by appearance; by the sounds they make; and by ' -*

their actions, both on the ground and in

the air. Points out the identifying characm

teristics of many of the more common birds,

showing them in their natural habitat,

K
Gr, 2 m **

9. Birds of North America, No, 4 * Gr, 5 Also listed

Gr. 7

EBF, 1949; 11 mint, color

Depicts the identifying characteristics of

three North American birds: The spotted

sandpiper, the sora rail, and Barrow's

goldeneye. Indicates their summer and winter

ranges, and' portrays, by means of closeup
photography, the mother birds on their eggs,

the eggs hatching, and the young birds ven

turfing out into their world of rock, reed

and water,

* Good
41-it Excellent
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Living Things 4.. B. (continued)..

Name and Description of Film

10. Birds of the Dooryard **.

Coronet, 1954; 11 min.

Other Grade.

Placements Remarks'

lEmf.** Adv. vocabulary
Gr. 2
Gr. 3
Gr. 7 - **

Presents birds which build their nests in
gardens and near homes--robins, yellow marl,-

lers, eastern phoebes, yellow ..shafter flickers,
cardinals, swallows, house Trans, and purple
martins. Describes the differences among
these birds, their ways of protecting their
nests and feeding their young, and ways in
which they can be encouraged to nest around houses.

Birds of the Seashore *

EBF, 1951; 11 min., color

Portrays the activities, habitats and dis-
tinguishing marks of various North American
water birds. Depicts gulls in flight and
nesting in colonies; gannet colonies on Bon.b.
aventure Island; eider ducks in the St. *

Lawrence estuary; and the black guillemot,
blue heron, razor-billed auk, and cormorant.
Includes bird calls,

12. The Grasshopper: A Typical Insect 41-11-

Coronet, 1955; 6 min., color

Presents various characteristics and habits of

the grasshopper. Explains that it is an in-
sect because its body is divided into three
parts and it has three pairs of legs, Pictures

its strong hind legs, spiracles, and its come.
pound eyes. Describes its life cycle states as
an example of incomplete metamorphosis. Mentions

destructiveness of the insect.

Gr. .. Also listed
Gr. 3 . **
K
Gr. 7 - *

Gr. 7 - **

* Good
w* Excellent
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Living Things B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of a Film. Placements Remarks

13. The Housefly and Its Control *it-
Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 ft *-1.

Coronet, 1962; 11 min., color

Views a large.-scale model and close-up photo -

graphy of the egg-laying, hatching and

emergence of the adult from the pupa; used to

portray the anatomy, life-cycle and feeding

habits of the common housefly, Shows how the

housefly contaminates food and spreads diseases,

and recommends methods for combating it,

14. Insect Collecting **

Pat Dowling, 1960; 14 min., color

Points out that collecting specimens is an

important part of any study of insect life,

Shows common and some uncommon terrestrial

and aquatic Insects in close detail, wad tells

where to look and how to capture specimens,

Describes methods of collecting which include

netting, beating of"house,laniAtsi hight'avellecitp.

ing, investigating dead parts of trees, using

the Berleeee funnbl to procureckthroscopic

mens, and aquatic methods.' Explains There to

look for larvae, pupae and eggs, and how to

raise them to adult stages.

... Gr. 7 **
Gr. 10 . **

15. Insect Zoo ** .

Gr. 3 - **

EBF, 1950; 10 min., color

Two children make an insect zoo in their yard

and study the characteristics of the katydid,

cricket, butterfly, milkweed bug, ladybird

beetle, ant, and praying mantis. Shows by means

of close-up photography the distinguishing

features of each insect, and depicts simple

homes which can be made for insects in an

exhibit,

* Good
Excellent
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Living Things . B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

16. Mammals Are Interesting it* Gr. 7
Gr. 10 . *

EBF, 1953; 12 min., color

Discusses the characteristics of protozoa,

saa anemones, fish, reptiles, birds, and in-

sects, and explains how they differ from

mammals; Shows how hoofed mammals, carnivores,

rodents, and primates are basically alike and

describes the characteristics which are

peculiar to each group.

17. Putting Animals in Groups ** Gr. 7 an **

Int 11 Film Bur. 1959; 13 min., color

Introduces children to the idea that they

can classify animals by observing animal

structures. Explains distinctive character.

istics-of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,

fishes, and insects. Scientific vocabulary

kept to minimums Common animals used. Simple

classifications. Frequent questions.

18. Reptiles it*
Gr. 7 **
Ors 10 . **

EBF, 1955; 15 min., color

This film shows some of the most fascinating

animals of the world. As an introduction, it

brings to our attention the reptiles of pre-

historic days. The film continues in dis-

cussing the five kinds of reptiles that inhabit

the earth.today. It points oUtraany.inter- .

esting facts about each of these kinds.

* Good
91-* Excellent
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Living Things B. (continued)

Grade 5

Other Grade

Name and Descri ti on of Film Placements Remarks

19. Re tiles and Their Characteristics' ** Gr. 4 - **
Gr. 7 **

Coronet, 1959; 11 run.

Identifies the five orders of animals that
make up the reptile group and points out
their common characteristics and some of
their differences. Pictures snakes, lizards,
turtles, crocodilians, and the rars tuatara
in their native habitats; explains how they
live and reproduce, their adaptations to
their environment, and some of the ways in
which they benefit mankind.

20. Snakes it Gr. 7 --if

Coronet, 1947; 11 min.

A description of the kinds of snakes found
in the United States. With emphasis on the
appearance and habits of the four poisonous
types; the rattlesnake, the copperhead,-the
cottonmouth moccasin, and the coral snake.

21. Spring Blossoms *

Int11 Film Bur., 1954; 20 mia., color.

Time aapse photography pictures spring flowers-
opening and growing. Among them are'the
azalea, camellia, hepatica, trillium, fern,
"ly apple, foxglove, and buttercup.

22. Tide Pool Life **

Instruc. Films, 1947; 11 mina

Studies some of the more usual species of
marine life found near rocky shore and
tide pools, including mussels, whelks,
sea anemones, sea urchins, and abalones.

* Good

** Excellent

Gr. 5 Also listed
Gr. 3
Gr.

. *

Gr. 7 - **
Gr. 10 **
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Living Things . B. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements

23. Toads }tit,
Gr. 4 ** Easy

Gr. 7 41*

Remarks

Pat Dowling, 1957; 10 min., color

A description of the life and habits of the

toad, an animal that lives partly in the water

and partly on land, and is one of the oldest

known amphibians. Hatched in shallow water,

the animal develops lungs and legs before he

can be a land animal. It eats all types of
insects, catching them by its long sticky

tongue. Toads are the natural prey of snakes.

2L.. Trees: How We Identify Them it*

Coronet, 1958; 3.3. min.

Points out ways to identify trees -by shape,

bark, leaves and fruit-.and explains the dif-

ferences between deciduous trees.and ever.

greens. Shows individual characteristics of

many trees.

Gr. 7 **

25. Water Birds ** Gr. L. - **
Gr. 7 . .**

Walt Disney, 1957; 32 min., color Gr. 10 .

Gr. 5 - Also listed

A picture of rare beauty, alive with. excite. 'I.&

ment and rare glimpses into the behavior of

seaside and marshland featured creatures.
climaxed by a striking musical bird ballet

of the air.
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Living Things B. (continued)

Other Grade,

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

26. Waterfowl in Action *

U of E6 1950; 10 min., color

Shows migrating water fowl as they stop to

feed and rest in the marshes near Wheaton,.

Minn. Pictures the Franklin gull, gadwalls

spoon bills green. and blue- winged teals diving

ducks, blue and lesser snow geese, whistling

swans, and others on the water and in flight. Ex.

plains feeding habits and identifying field marks.

Gr. 7 "4(4
Gr. 10 . *
Gr. 5 m Also listed

II.A

27, Yours For A Song **

Roy Wilcox, 1954; 22 mine, black & white

Shows-a backyard bird sanctuary in Berlin

Conn., which was established to attract mig

rating and resident birds throughout the year.

Explains that birds are attracted to yards and

gardens if they are provided with foods water

and shelter. Includes views of 24 different

species of birds.

* Good
* Excellent

K **

Gr. 3 - **
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II. Living Things

E. Human body
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Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remazts

1. Care of the Hair and Nails **

EBF, 1951; 11 min*, black & white

A fairy tale character uses magic to help
children learn good habits. She shows them

how to clean andmanicure fingernails, haw
to trim toetails, and how to shampoo and
brush the hair. She lets them see some common
diseases of the hair, and through animated draw.
ings, shows the structure of hair and nails and
explains why their care is important.

K
Or, 1 **

Care of the Skin 4Hf

EDF, 1949; 11 min4, black & white

K
Grob 1 *

Demonstrates good habits of skin hygiene and
Illustrates common skin ailments. Portrays
three children as they prepare for bed to show
how to wash the hands and face and how to bathe.
Through animated drawings describes the struc-
ture of the skin and explains why soap is
necessary for cleanliness.

3. Community Health and You **

McGraw.Hill, 1955; 19 min., black & white

The local health department protects water
and food supplies and insures proper dis.*
posal of garbage, sewage and insutrail
wastes. Methods of purifying water, the
functions of laboratory tests and vaccines
in preventing the spread of communicable
disease, and the cooperation of Red Cross,
eommunity tiospitalitsand:tamilk. plwatoians-
with the Health Department are discussed.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 7 - *
Gr. 10 . *

A little diff.
Easy film
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Living Things . E. (continued)

Name and Descri tion*of Film

1. Defense Against Invasion **

Walt Disney, 1946; 13 min., color

Explains how vaccination makes the body

immune to certain diseases. Animated

cattoon.

Dental Health: How and Why *

Coronet, 1949; 11 min., black & white

Reviews what research and experimentation have

done to promote better dental health. Demon.
strates new sodium fluoride applications and

techniques of oral Irgiene to show the relation

of diet to the development and decay of teeth.

6. Exercise for Happy Living Hit.

EBF, 1950; 11 min., black & white

Dramatizes the role of exercise in building a
strong body and a healthy, happy personality.
Depicts a boyts keen disappointment at being
only a aiibetitute on the neighborhood ball team.
Portrays his negative attitude toward exercise.
Reveals, by means of a dream sequence in anima-
tion, the healthy effects of exercise upon muscles

and thus stimulates in the boy an eagerness to

acquire good health habits of exercise.

Grade 5

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 7 *

Gr. 5-

Gr. 3 **

7. Exploring Your Growth **

Churchill.. ilexler, 19573 11 min.

Simple Animation explains in detail how food

is digested and assimilated. The digestive

process in the mouth, stomach, and intestines

is demonstrated. Microphotography is used to

explain how the cells function and how food

causes the cells to'grow and divide.

* Good
** Excellent

Also listed
Intro. .
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Living Thing; E. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film
Placements Remarks

8. Growing Up (Preadolescence) **

Coronet, 1958; 11 min.

Illustrates variations in the normal glowth

process, using animation and silhouette photo-.

graphy to show that growing up is an uneven

process which differs in boys and girls, varying

with individuals and age, Explains the role of

the endocrine glands in controlling growth along

with health measures which aid the normal growing

process.

9. Hear. Better: Healthy Ears **

Coronet, 1950; 11 min.

Explains the structure of the ear, the process

of receiling air-vibrations and transmitting

them into sounds, .and the care of the ears.

Stresses the pleasure of hearing well.

10. The Heart: How It Works * Gr. 7 **

NbGraw-Hill, 1955; 11 min.

Animated diagrams demonstrate the functioning.

of the auricles, ventricles, and valves of

the heart, arteries, veins, the pulse, and how

blood is pumped from the heart to all parts

of the body and to the lungs. Methods of ex-

amining the heart are explained as are ways of

keeping it strong and healthy.

* Good
** Excellent
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Living Things . E. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

11. Heart, Lungs and Circulation ** Gr. 7 .

Coronet, 1959; 11 min.

Explains how the heart, lungs, veins ar
teries and capillaries work together in'the

process of circulation. Uses animation,

cinefluorography and a combination of art.
work and a Imve sUb/aCt itf4vier lize the. key
PlAnctia44,Puggests principles to help
maintain healthy heart and lungs.

12. HowCur Bodies Fight Disease ** Gr. 10 . **

EBF, 1955; 8 min., black & white

Shows the four ways in which the body defends

itself against sickness through the nose.,

mouth and windpipe, the lymphatic systeml

the circulatory syste% and by producing

antibodies.

134,
44

Coronet, 1956; 14 min., color

Animation, cinefluorographyl drawings atd

close-ups of live organs are used in analyz-

ing the entire circulatory system. Explains

in detail. the functions of the heart, lungs

and kidneys; follows the flow of blood through

all parts of the body; and explains the role

of the" circulatory system in maintaining good

health.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 7 m
Gr. 10 . **



Grade 5

Living Things - E. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Descrialongliim Placements Remarks.......

64 For discussion purposes only

14. The Human Body: Respiratory EWEI

Coronet, 1961; 14 min., color

Locates and describes the organs of the
respiratory system, and shows in animation
and live domonstration the mechanics of ven-
tilation and the physics of diffusion between
aveoli and capillaries. Illustrates the ef-
fect on the respiratory system of varying needs
for oxygen, and the function of the respiratory
system in providing needed oxygen and elimina-
ting carbon dioxide.

Also listed II-A
Gr. 7 . **
Gr.10..*

15. The Human Skeleton **

United, 1951; 11 min., black & white

Through the imposing of animated diagrams
and X-ray photography a human model dollen-
strates the functions of the skeleton in
the support, protection, and movement of the
body. _Shows details of the structure and
movements of various types of joints.

16. Learning About Your Nose -*

EBF, 1956; 9 min.

Explains how the nose serves as a hallway
between the changeable outside world and
sensitive breathing organs. Shows its func-
tions and suggests better health habits.

* Good
itit. Excellent

Gr. 7 . **
Gr. 10 *

Gr. 7 **
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Living Things - E. (continued)

Name and Description of Film

65

17. Sleep for Health **

EBF, 1950; 11 min., black & white

Presents the importance of regular sleeping

habits from the viewpoint of a child. Shows

the child how a regular bedtime whibhtallows

for sufficient sleep helps him attain gbals

which he himself desires. Emphasizes the

childts own responsibility in the formation

of good habits. Explains dreaming as a

normal part of sleeping. Illustrates how

lack of sleep causes irritability and inter..

feres with the enjoyment of everyday living.

18. Sniffles and Sneezes **

MbGraw-Hill2.1961; 10 min., black & white

Why. colds start, h6 they spread and what to

do to prevent them are shown in this film.

By means of a unique devices the film effec-

tively portrays the most common ways in which

cold.4producing viruses are spread. It also

shows ways:.inwhich.the bWdifetds-itsilf
against germs.

Grade 5

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

K
Gr. 1 - **

Gr. 7 "."

19. Develo

EBF, 1945; 11 min., black & white

Explains development and structure of teeth

and stresses importance of proper care. Re-

veals the growth cycle of teeth from embryonic

stage through adulthood. Demonstrates the

cause of decay and how it can be prevented

by eating proper foods2 brushing the teeth

regularly and properly, and consulting a

dentist frequently. Calls attention to or..

ganized community programs for dental taro.

* Good
it.* Excellent
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Living Things E. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

20. Visual Perception *
Gr. 7 *

Educe Test. Serv., 1959; 20 min., color Or. 10 - **

Dr, Hadley Cantril discusses his investiga-
tions at the Perception Demonstration Center
at Princeton University of the effects of
some of our assumptions on what we'see. Shows

a distorted room that looks normal, with illus
trations that include a rotating trapezoid that
appears to oscillate, balloons that seem to

move when in reality they are being inflated
and deflated) or illuminated and darkened. .

21. Work of the Blood **

EBF, 1957; 13 min.

Reveals through laboratory analysis of a
blood sample the structure of blood cells
and. the composition of plasma. Animated
drawings and X.ray motion pictures of the
circulatory system illustrate the work of the.
blood in circulating food elements and,.other
materials. to body cells, removing wastes,
equalizing heat distribution, and providing de
Lenses against disease. Demonstrates methods
of typing blood and giving transfusions.

Gr.
Gr. 10 « **

22. You and Your Ears

Walt rdeney, 1957; 9 min., color

Jiminy Cricket explains the structure of
the ear and shows how sourdwaves affect
the ear.

* Good
*3F Excellent

Difficult
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Living Things . E. (continued)

Grade S

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

23. You and Your Eyes **

Whit Disney, 1556; 10 min., color

Jimigy Cricket explains that though eyes al.

ways serve for protection, human eyes differ

from those of other animals. Because our

eyes are constructed with both rods and cones,

we can read, distinguish color, and judge dis-

tances. Other animals, such as chickens,

frogs and-bees, cannot. Because eyes are so

important, we must observe a few simple health

rules to protect them.

2

Gr. 7 is

Your Health: Disease and Its Control ** Gr. 1 m *
Or, 7 m

Coronet, 19514 11 min:

Shows how harmful microbes are carried and

spread; explains how they enter the body,

overcome body defenses, and cause illness;

stresses the importance of maintaining good

health habitd in order to prevent disease.

includes, photomicrography and animated

sequences.

Your Voice *

EBF, 1949; 11 min., black & white

Nscribes the four phases of voice production:

respiration, phonation, resonance and articu-

lation, Presents actual photographs of the

vocal folds in operation. Animated drawings,

together with demonstration material, explain

the various processes, Emphasizes the role of

proper exercises for improving the voice; il
lustrates the use of the voice in speaking and

singing.

Or, 7 m *
Gr. 10

* Good
.* Excellent
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Fall

I. The Earth

G. Weather and climate

Name and Description of Filmstrip

1. Haw Does Water Get Into the Air? *

Jam Handy Organization, 1955; 27 fr., color
(First Experiments About Weather Series,
6 f.s.), $4.75 each

Art work illustrations. Johnny wonders where
water comes from and how it gets up in the
sky. Simple experiments show how water changes
into water vapor and evaporates.

2. What Is an Experiment? **

Jam Handy Organization, 1955, 21 fr., color
(First Experiments About Weather Series,
6 f.s.), $4.75 each

Art work illustrations. Billy discovers that
an experiment is a test. He experiments to
find the answers to his questions: Why does
it get dark? Why does it rain? Why do
airplanes fly?

3. What Is Wind? **

Jam Handy Organization, 1955; 31 fr., color
(First Experiments About Weather Series,
6 f.s.), $4.75 each

Art work illustrations. Through simple
experiments with a pinwheel, a balloon and
a plastic bag, Tommy discovers that wind
is moving air and that air is real.

* Good
** Excellent

Grade Five

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

K. **
Gr. 2 - **
Gr. 3 -

Gr. 1 - **
Gr. 3 - 481-

K. - *
Gr. 1 - **
Gr. 3 - *

Slow groups or
review

Excellent

Slow groups or
h'eview

Slow groups or
review
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I. The Earth - G. (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

4. What Makes Things Dry Faster?

Jam Handy Organization; 1955, 26 fr., color Gr. 2 **
(First Experiments About Weather Series, Gr. 3 - **
6 f.s.), $4.75 each

Art work illustrations, Jane wishes she could
make her painting dry faster. Through
experiments, she learns that warm air arid-moving
air make things dry faster,

5. Why Is the Night Cooler Than the Day?

Jam Handy Organization, 1955; 20 Cr., color
(First Experiments About Weather Series,

Art work illustrations. Joe wonders why
it is warmer in the day than it is in. the
evening. He uses a thermometer in
experiments with the sunshine..to.learn
the answer to his question.

* Good
** Excellent

K. - *
Gr. 1 .
Gr. 3 -

4;4

Slow groups
or review

Slow groups or
review



Grade give

I. The Earth

G. Weather & Climate

Climate 4:
vammuwevorgarama

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS

Addendum
caatomonomensermsome

Jam Handy, 39 Zr. , color

(Seasons, Weather& Climate) 1952
5 filmstrips, $5.95 ea.p $29.00 set

How climate influences mants life,. Reports
from California, Alaska, Florida, American
Samoa.

* Good
Elzeoliont

4.167

Additions to Page 2

,1
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III. Energy

G. Electrical energy

Name and Description of Filmstrip

Fall and Winter

1. Electromagnets and How They Work

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 38 fr., color

(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)

$5.75 each

Grade Five

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr.

An electromagnet solves a problem, how
electromagnets are similar to and different from

other magnets, how their polarity can be

determined, how their strength can be

increased, use of electromagnets.

2. How Is Electricity Used in the Home?

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 47 fr., color
(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)

$5.75 each

Haw common appliances such as the toaster work,

how an incandescent light works, how a motor

works, how a switch is used to control the

flow of electricity.

3. How Most Electricity Is Produced

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 35 fr., color

(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)

$5.75 each

The principle of a generator is developed

through demonstrations with a galvanometer

and a magneto, how other forms of energy are

changed to electrical energy through the use

of the turbine.

* Good

it-x. Excellent

Gr.

Gr.

*

00. U
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III. Energy - G. (continued)

Name and Description of Filmstrip

4. Producing Small Amounts of Electricity **

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 3L fr., color
(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)
$5.75 each

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 9

How dry cells and wet cells produce electricity
through chemical action, simple experiments
related to chemical action with common materials,
how other forms of energy are changed to
electrical energy.

5. Using Electricity Safely **
Gr« 9 -

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 36 fr., color
(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.) 135.75 each

Why electricity can be dangerous, how short
circuits and overloaded circuits cause fires,
precautions to be taken in situations
involving the safe use of electricity.

6. What Is. Current Electricity? **

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 35 fr., color
(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)

$5.75 each

41.

Gr. 9 - *

How the electron theory explains current
electricity the advantages of this form of
energy, how it can be changed to other
forms of energy.

7. What Is Static Electricity?
Gr. 9 *

Jam Handy Organization, 1960; 41 fr., color
(Understanding Electricity Series, 7 f.s.)
$5.75 each

How the electron theory explains static
electricity, experiments and everyday
experiences' which portray this phenomenon.

* Good
** Excellent



'44A

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS

Addendum
Grade Five
40/7-0bmwsa200.100s004000

III. Energy

G. Electrical Energy

ctrical Facer r: How We Convert It **

Heath; 31 fr., color

(Electrical Energy - 8A-5) 1954
8 filmstrips, $6.75 ea., $52.00 set

Electricity, in order to be put to use,
must be converted into other forms of
energy. This filmstrip reviews how electrical
energy can be converted into heat, light,

mechanical energy, or chemical energy. The

filmstrip also points out that chemical energy
can be converted into electrical energy.

The Sun And Its EhergE **

Society for Visual Education; 50 fro, color

(Understanding Our Earth and Universe Series)
6 filmstrips; 3 records; $9.00 ea., $39.50 set

The purposes of this filmstrip are to show
that the sun is a star, to show that the sun
is made up of gases, to describe some of the
different forms of the sun's radiation, to
show the importance of the sunls energy to
plant growth, to explain ham the sun is the
basic cause of weather, and to show some ways
in which man is trying to use the sun's energy

directly.

* Good
** Excellent
4-1-67
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IV. The Universe
.4444, 4.1.44. 44 '6

A. Earth-
. .

5

Winter and Spring

.4 . Other Grade
Name and Description of Filmstri Placements

1. The Earth's Shamand Size.

Films for Education, 1958; 52 fr., *ool.or.
(The Story of the Universe I . The .Earth

and Its Moons Series, 6 f. s . ) $7 .50' each

Students are introduced to proOfs of the
earth's shape and size discovered by
ancient peoples plus some important modern
principles.

2. Iniormation from Satellites

I I

Films for Education, 1958; 60 fr. coo r Gr. 9
(The Story of Universe i - The Earth and -
Its Moons series, 6 f.s.), $7.50 each

Considers rocket and satellite astronomy...why'
rockets are necessary and how. they work, the
general cause and nature of orbits, notions of
circular and escape velocity, uses of satellites
and space stations. The nature of light and its
spectrum are.brought up in answer to questions
concerning transparency of the atmosphere.
Possibilities of space travel are touched on.

3. What. Is In Space?

Jam Handy Organization, 1961; 31 fr., color
(First Adventures In Space Series), $5.75 each

Paintings.: Shows what man may explore in
outer space, including meteors, the. moon,
the planets, the sun and..other stars and

galaxies.

Gr. 8 . **

* Good
.3,4(. Excellent ,

a

Grade Five

Remarks

very difficult

Very difficult,

.

Also listed
under:
B. Moon
C. Sun
D. Solar system
E. Stars and

Galaxies
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IV. The Universe

B. Moon

Name and Description of Filmstrip

1. The Moan0101...01~1.WO

-Films for Education, 1958; 72 fr., color
(The Story of the Universe I - The. Earth
and its, Moon Series, 6 Ls.) $7.50

Earth,b original satellite, the moon, is
treated by bringing out ancient concepts
and modern knowledge concerning distance,,
size and mass. Phases of the moon are
explained, but the point is emphasized that; we
see only one side from the earth; the
geography of this side is dealt with. Origins
of this geography are suggested.

2. What Is In Space?

Jam Handy Organization, '1961; 31 Cr., color
(First Adventures in Space Series, 6 f.s ),
$5.75 each

Paintings. Shows what man may:explore in
outer space, including meteors, the,moon,
the planets, the sun and other stars and
the galaxies.

* Good
-** Excellent

Other Grade ,/,
Placements Remarks

Gr. 8 -

Gr. -

Very difficult

Also listed
under:
A, Earth
O. Sun
D. Solar SystEm
E. Stars and

Galaxies



OE FM-STRIPS

Addendum
Grade Five

IV. The Universe

Co Sun

The Each and ItsDiovPmerts 414,

Society for Visual Education; S3 fr" color

(Understanding our Earth &Universe Series)
6 filmstrips; 3 records,: $9.00 ea" $39 0 set

The purpossa of this filmarip are to show how
the earth travels in three ways - at three
speeds = at the same wines to explain why we
have night and day to explain why the earth
travels in an orbit around the sung and to
show how the tilt of the earth on its axis
is responsible for the seasons of the year

The Moon a.nd Its Relation To Earth -A*
431=2=ACISZIM741=41*SIRSIM011-4715,7=%=.1=211GIcy...r.,1.1-ALI.V4=41=XX caM 433r4.7.1.72==,

Society for Visaal dud ation4 60 fro9 color

(Understanding our Earth & Universe 4 eries0
6 filmstrips; 3 record $9.00 ea.9 $39.50 set

The purposes of this filmstrip are to describe
the moon and to show what the moons surface
is 1ikeR to show whet it utuld be like to visit
the moon to identify the phases of the moon and
show how they are caused and to ex pia how the
moon causes the tides on earth.

The Sun and Our asons

J,9111 Handy; 39 f

(Seasons I Weather 8.1:

5 Mrastripe9 $5995

color

Climate) 1952
ea,s $29.00 set

How he tipping toward or away from the
sun oauses seasons9 length cf days and nights.
How temperaturas of seasons are caused by length
of da:m diyectness of sunla rays amount of air
through which rays pass.

CkaC, d

4A* ateorient
44-67

Additions to Page 7
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N. The Universe,

C. Sun

Name and Descri tion of Filmstri
Other -Grade
Placements.. ReMarkt. ,

Grade Five

Our Sun

Films for Education, 1959; 44 fr., " color

(The Story of the Universe II - The-Solar
System Series, 6 f.s.), $7.50 each

Our sun, the nearest star, is( questioned close*
in terms, of its appearance, temperature,
structure and what keeps it shining.

Very Aff,ifralt

What S ace? **

Jaxn Handy Organization, 1961; 3l fr., color
(First Adventures In Space Series) $5.75
each

Paintings. Shows what man may explore in
outer apace, including meteors, the :moon, the
planets, the sun and other 'stars and the
galaxies.

- .

Also :listed
undeit
A:. .Earth

D. 6olar SYstem
E. Stars and

Galaxies



Grade Five

17. The Universe

D. Solar system

8 or discussion ,purpossp only

Other Grade

Name and,,DeSon of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

,Exploring the Space Around Earth

Films for Education, 1958; 56 fr,s color
(The Story of the Universe I - The Earth
and Its Moons Series, 6 f.s.) $7.50 each

Considers rocket and satellite astronomy--
why rockets are necessary and how they
work, the general cause and nature of
orbits, notions of circular and escape
velocity, uses of satellites and space
stations. The nature of light and its
eipecthun are brought up in 'answer to
questions concerning transparency of the
Atmosphere. Possibilities of space
travel are touched on.

2. What lt'A. Solar System?

Benefit Press, 1961; 40 fr., color
(6 fa. in series) $

Presents basic facts about the solar
system.

What Is In Space? **
Gr. 8

Jain Handy Organization, 1961; 31 Cr., color
(First Adventures In Space Series) $5.75 each

Paintings. Shows what man may explore in
outer space, including meteors, the moon,
the planets, the sun and other stars and the
galaxies.

* Good
** Excellent

* Also listed
under:
A. Earth
B. Moon
C. Sun
E. Stars and

Galaxies



For discussion purposes' only

IV. The Universe

E. Stars and galaxies

Name and Desert tion of

Abnormal Stars

Films for Education, 1961; 32 fr., color,
(The Story of the Universe IIIThe Stars
Series, 6 f.s ) $7.50 each

Interstellar matter, in some ways as important
as the stars, needs careful treatment. Helps
prepare.a basis for understanding the final
filmstrip on stellar evolution.

Other Grade
Placements

Gr.

On the Sky

Films for Education, 1961; 145 fr., color
(The Story of the Universe IIIThe Stars
Series, 6 f.s.)$7.50 each

Colorful art work is supplemented by photographs
where only these will do justice to subject.
This filmstrip reviews the night sky including
the visible objects of the solar system, but
emphasizes major 'constellations and bright stars.

41-11.

Gr. 8 4(41*

What Is In sesItz

Jam Handy Organization, 1961; 31 .fr., color
(First Adventures in Space Series)
$5.75 each

Gr. 8 . **

Paintings. Shows what man may explore ,in outer
space, including meteors, the moon, the
planets, the sun and other stars and the galaxies.

* Good
** Excellent

Grade Five

Remarks

Also listed
under:
A. Earth
B. Moon
C. Sun
D. Solar System
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For discussion purposes only 11

Spring

II. Living Things

A. Life and life processes

Name and Description of Filmstri

1. Animal Behavior

Curriculum, rev. 1960; 29 fr., color
(Stimulus and Response Series, 5 f.$)

$4.50 each

Explains that food getting behavior in
"advanced" animals is more complex than in
"simple" animals; and that animals respond
to the need for self-protection, mating,
and caring for their young.

Other Grade
Placemsntb

2. Bats . Helpful and Harmful **

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 38 fr., color
(Animals - Helpful and Harmful series,
6 f.s,#), $5.75 each.

The distinctive features of bats; false
impressions about these animals. How they
are helpful by destroying harmful insects and
providing fertilizer. How they can be
harmful.

3. The Behavior of Plants *

Curriculum, rev. 1960; 30 fr., color
(Stimulus and Response ser., 5 f.s.)
$4.50 each

'Explains typical plant responses to
stimuli such as sunlight, moisture, and
the pull of gravity.

* Good
* Excellent

Gr. **

Gr. 7 - *

Gr.

Grade Five

Remarks

Also listed
II-B



Grade Five IP For discussion purposes on

II. Living Things - A. (continued)

Other Grade
Placements RemarksName and Description of Filmstrip

4. The Behavior of Simple Animals

Curriculum, rev. 1960; 29 fr., color
(Stimulus and Response seri., 5 f.s.)

$4.50 each

Shows that simple microscopic animals
have the same fundamental patterns of
behavior that are seen throughout the
animal kingdom.

Birds - Helpful and Harmful

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 42 fr., color
(Animals - Helfpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5.75 each

The characteristics of birds. How they are
alike. How they are different; their many
helpful functions in the life of man. How
some birds can be destructive or annoying.

Gr. 7 - **

Gr. 7 us, **

6. Harmful Insects **

Gr. 4
Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 45 fr., color Gr. 7
(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.$), $5.75 each

The great variety of harmful insects. How
and why they are so harmful to man in
matters of health and economics. What man
and nature do to combat their harmfulness.

Helpfuul Insects **

Gr. 4 -
Jam Handy Orgnaization, 1962; 39 fr., color Gr. 7 **
(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5.75 each

The characteristics of all insects; the bee,
the most helpful insect. Some moths, beetles and
other insects and why they are so valuable to man.

* Good
** Excellent

Also listed
II - B

Also listed



For discussion purposes only

II. Living Things - A. (continued)

13.
Grade Five

Other Grade

Nal2....dDescx.tionofFanip_______Imstri Placements Remarks

8. The Importance of Air in Nature

Jam Handy Organization, 1961; 41 fr.,

- color, (Understanding the Atmosphere

Series, 6 f.s.), $5.75 each

The importance of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon

dioxide and water vapor is clearly demon-

strated. Logical picture sequences explain

oxidation and the ways in which gases of the

air are exchanged in nature.

Insects and Their gays **

Gr. 4 *
Gr. 7 **

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956; 44 fr., color

Basic Science Education Series (General

Science Group) 3 f.s., $6.00 each

Insects live in many different kinds of places.

More than half of all the kinds of animals are

insects. Every insect has six legs, 3 body parts,

2 antennas. The great group of insects is
divided into smaller groups with distinctive

characteristics.- Some insects show complete

metamorphosis; others, incomplete metamorphosis.

Some insects are harmful to us, some helpful.

Insects are protected in various ways. Some

insects are social, some solitary.

10: Insects: Harmful and Useful **

EBF 1961; 45 fr., color
(The Insects Series, 4 f.s.) $6.00 each

Gr. 7 .-

Tells some ways insects transmit diseases.

Shows how some harmful insects are controlled.

Explains how insects destroy crops. Points out

how scme insects benefit mankind. Introduces

some natural enemies of insects.

* Good
*) Excellent



Grade Five

II. Living Things - A. (continued)

EaMLE12922112Ilalof Filmstrip

11. Insects That Live in Societies

EBF 1961; 52 fr., color
(The Insects Series, 4 f.s.), $6.00 each

Describes how the term "social" applies to some
insects. Tells how the functions of social
insects vealriuvong individuals within colonies,
Explains how new colonies of social insects are
started. Reveals some important aspects of the
relationship of social insects to man.

For discussion purposes only

Other Grade
Placements

Gr. 7 **

12. Learned Behavior 4,41-

$'

Curriculum, rev. 1960; 29 fr., color
Stimulus and Response Series, 5 f.s,)
'34.50 each

Discusses unlearned and learned behavior in
animals and in people, and explains the
importance of learned behavior in our lives.

Gr. 7 - **

13. The Life Cycles of Insects **

EBF, 1961; 51 Cr., _colory (The- Insects . Gr.

Series, 4 f.s.), $6.00 each

Explains what is meant by metamorphosis.
Shows the kinds of metamorphosis. Portrays
activities characteristic of the stages of
metamorphosis. Tells some characteristics
of metamorphosis which aid the survival of
the species.

14. Snakes - Helpful and Harmful

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 44 fr., color
(Animals - Help2u1 and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5.75 each

The general characteristics of snakes; how most
help man by destroying harmful rodents; the
four North American poisonous snakes; how they
,3 an be recognized; their general range.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 7 **

Remarks

Difficult
vocabulary

Difficult
vocabulary

Also listed
II-B



For discussion purposes only

II. Living Things - A. (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements

15. 5121dersHelgul and Harmful it-*

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 41 fr., color

(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5.75 each

How spiders are distinguished from insects;
their helpfulness through such functions as
eating harmful insects; different types of
spiders and webs; the harmful black widow.

16. Telling Trees Apart

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956; 44 fr., color
Basic Science Education Series (Plant Study
Group* 4 f.s., $6.00 each

Trees are our largest plants. There are two
great groups of trees - conifers and broad -
leaved trees. Most conifers are evergreens;
most broad-leaved trees lose their leaves
in the fall in regions of cold winter.
Trees can be identified by their leaves, buds,
flowers, fruits, shape, color, and unusual
features such as thorns and knees

Grade Five

Remarks.

Also listed
Gr. ** II-B

1 What Is An Insect? Difficult
vocabulary

EBF 1961; 54 fr., color
(The Insects series, 4 f.ii) *6.00 each

Describes and visualizes the structural
characteristics of insects. Explains the

origin of insects. Shows some structural
differences between some insects. Portrays

some advantages insects haye in their
struggle for survival.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 7 . **



-16-

SOMME FILMSTRIPS

Addendum
Grade Five

II. Living Things

As Life & Life Processes

Forecast Conservation Today **

SVE Educational Filmstrips; 46 Apr©, color

(Conservation Series) 1963
7 filmstrips; $6900 ea., records $3.00 ea., $49,5o set

Role forests p/ay in our lives and econamy. Causes,
results of forest depletions need for education
of importance of forests,

How Green Plants Gras *
VtiiinarCMK.71111rMIOCCAIIII%WkllCrO7Z+VZWP&M.V=fa-.t.%NVVOFS%

Jam Handy; 2 fr., color

(Plants Around Us) 1964
6 filmstrips; $5075 ea., 01450 set

Describes the generally common process of
plant growth and how this growth takes place.

Land Consertia.tion Today.

SVE Educational Filmstrips; 51 fr., color

(Conservation Series) 1963
7 filmstrips: $6,00 ea,, record, $3.00 ea., $49050 set

Recent living changes-have affectd rural and urban
lend use. Proper 'utilization and preservation are
emphasized.

Miner" CoYaSe riTation Today **

SVE Educational Filmstrips; 52 fr., color

(Conservation Series) 1963
7 gilmstrips, $6.00 ea., records 0.00 ea., $49,0 set

Requirements of high living, stsndards and industrial-
ization have increased consumption of irreplaceable
minerals; conservation methods tlre erolored.

* Good
** Excellent
4-1-67



SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS

Addendmm
Gra& F ;Iv no A, continued

Con3Aryatip riticiA 4*

Additions t ) Page 16

SVE Educational Filmstrips 41 fr,s color

(Conservation Series) 1963
7 filmstrip as $6,00 aa,s records $3,00 sacs $49,5o set

Illustrates types of soil orosions depicts agricultural

methods of conserving soils minerals, croplandas

grasslandss forests,

Urban Consery Aon TedgE **

SVE Edacational Filmstripsv 43 fr,s color

(Conservation Series) 196
7 filmstripss $6,00 ea.s records $3.00 oa,s $4905o set

Shows inter-relation of problems of both central

city and ouaying areas due to increasing pop
ulation, Complexities of .solutions discussed,

Water Conservation Tom **

SVE Educational Filmstrips 39 fr.s color

(Conservation Series) 1963

7 filmstrips $6,00 aa,s records $3.00 ea.3 $49,5o set

Stu4y of remedies for water problems -- protection
of watershedss efficient use of waters prevention

of meter pollUtion.

Wildlife Conservation Toth **

SVE Educatiana_ Filmstrips; 39 fr.s color

(Conservation Series) 1963
7 filmstrips2 $6000 ea,s, records $3,00 ea,p $4900 set

Shows the value o wildlife and provisions being

made to protect and stimulate its growth,

* Good
Ekcellent

4-.1.



For discussion purposes only 17 Grade Five

II. Living Things.

B. Classification

Other Grade

Dame and pDescription of Placements. Remarks

1. ArAnalandPlaunities:Cit ,PA*

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 161; 1O fre, color
(Interdependence of Living Things Series,

6 f.s.), $6,75 each, $36,50 set

In the city, as elsewhere, animal and plant

associations and food chains exist. The

filmstrip describes how normal succession

is controlled and how animals and plants

are able to survive in this man-made
biologically harsh environment.

2. Animal and Plant Communities: Field

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1961; 40 fr color
(Interdependence of Living Things Series,

6 f.'s.), $6.75 each, $36.50 set

Although man-made, the field is a community

with its own plant and animal associations.

This filmstrip discusses how man prevents

natural succession by channeling the energy

of the field for his purposes, It then

shows the procession of plants and animals

which will occupy the field that is left

untended, finally completing the transi-

tion from field to forest.

Animal and Plant Communities: Forest

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1961; 40 fr.: color
(Interdependence of Lis ,ing Things Series,

6 f.s41), $6.75 each, $36.50 set

This filmstrip examines the composition and

structure of the forests its plant and

animal associations, and the variations thrit

occur in these associations with the normal

process of change in the forest.

* Good
** Excellent

Gr. 7 . *

Gr. 7-*

Gr. 1i»

Gr 7 - it*

Difficult
Vocabulary



Grade Five 18 For discussion purposes only

II. Living Things B (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Filmstrip o.01011 Placements Remarks

I. Bats - Hel fu,1 and Harmful *it. Also listed
II-A

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 38 fr., color
Gr. 7 -

(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5.75 each

The distinctive features of bats; false
impressions about these animals. How they
are helpful by destroying harmful insects
and providing fertilizer. How they can be
harmful.

Beaks and Feet of Birds 4i*

Row-Peterson Textfilins, 1958; 40 fr., color
Basic Science Education Series (Bird
Study Group, 5 f.s.) $6.00 each

Relates the adaptation of beaks and feet to
the diet and life habits of birds. 'lading
feet, swimming feet, perching feet, talons,

and other groupings are shown. Beaks shown
include the all purpose beak" the chisel
beak, the sieve beak, and many others
including some exotics. Specific examples

prove interesting.

Birds - Helpful and Harmful **

Jam-Handy Organization., 1962; 42 -fr., color

(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 f.s.), $5,75 each

The characteristics of hirdst How they are
alike; how they are different; their many
helpful functions in the life' of man; her

some birds can be destructive or annoying.

41GoEiciod

iHi Excellent

Gr. 7
Also listed
II-A



For discussion purposes only 19

II. Livihg Things - B (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of. Filmstrip Placements Remarks

Grade Five

7. Dependent Plants

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 44 fr., color
Basic Science Education Series (Dependent
Plants Group) 2 $6.00 each

Differences between dependent plants and
chlorophyll- bearing plants. Dependent
plants with flowers or leaves or both.
Differences between seeds and spores.
Symbiosis between fungi and other plants,
Importance of dependent plants in soil-
building, in indudtrial processes, in
serrettg-assolutoks on other organisms. TYpes
of dependent plants: fungi, yeasts, slime
molds, bacteria, lichens, and the functioning
of each.

8. Helpful Insects **
Gr. 4 -

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 39 fr., color Gr. 7 -
(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series, 6 f.'s.)

:5.75 each

The characteristics of all insects; the bee,
the most helpful insect. Some moths, beetles
and other insects and why they are so valuable
to man.

9. Living Things

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 13 fr., color,
Basic Science Education Series (General Science
Group) 3 f.s., $6.00 each

A very brief survey of living things. It
describes the characteristics of living things
as opposed to non-living. It gives a brief
overview of the major classifications of living
things. Plants - Animals - Seed producing
plants - Those that don't produce seeds, etc.
Maw common examples are given. Animal classification
is well done to the five classes of vertebrates,
mammals, fishl birds, reptiles, and amphibians, The
distinguishing characteristics of each were given.

* Good
** Excellent

Also listed
II-A

it4



Grade Five

II. Living Things - B (continued)

20 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade

Nap and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

10. Mushrooms

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 45 fr., color
Basic Science Education Series (Dependent

Plants Group), 2 loos $6.00 each

Types of mushrooms that live on different
kinds of food supply. Functioning of such
fungi in restoring to the soil the food
elements needed to sustain living things.
Size, color, and habitat range of rushrooms.
Making of spore prints. Nature of spores, and
various ways in which they are disseminated.
Edible and non-edible mushrooms. Symbiosis
between mushrooms and other plants. Throughout
this film, great care is taken to point out
that edible and non-edible mushrooms can look
much alike, and that only an expert can dis-

tinguish them.

11, Snakes - Helpful and Harmful Also. listed

Gr. 7 - ** II-A

Jam Handy Organization, 1962 ;' 44 fr., color,

(Animals. - Helpful and Harmful Series,
6 foss), $5,75 each

The general characteristics of snakes; how most

help man by destroying harmful rodents; the four

North American poisonous snakes; how' they can be
recognized; their general range.

12. Spiders - Helpful and Harmful
Gr. 7 - **

Jam Handy Organization, 1962; 41 fr., color

(Animals - Helpful and Harmful Series, 6 f.80
$5.75 each

Hour spiders are distinguished from insects;
their helpfulness through such functions as
eating harmful insects; different types of
spiders and webs; the harmful black widow.

* Good
** Excellent

Also listed



For discussion purposes day 21

II. Living Things - B (continued)

Grade Five

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Placements Remarks

13. Telling Trees Apart it*

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 44 fr., color

Basic Science Education Series (Plant Study

Group), 4 f,s., $6.00 each

Trees are our largest plants. There' are

two great groups of trees -- wafers and
broad-leaved trees. Must conifers are

evergreens; most broad-leaved trees lose

their leaves in the fall in regions of

cold winters. Trees can be identified by
their leaves, buds, flowers, fruits, shape,

color, and unusual features such as thorns

and knees.

* Good
EXcelleht

JLP:la
11-9-64
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Item No.

32-0140

17-0100
17-0110

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS February 1966

Unit

Unit Price

ALCCHOL, Denatured
quart .34

ALUMINUM FOIL, 15" x 5011 to waterproof table tops roll .62

ALUMINUM FOIL, 18" x 501, for use under an aquarium

or terrarium

28-0100 ANIMAL PEN, 18" x 24" x 18" high
28-0105 ANIMAL PEN, cage, 9" x 9" circular

28-0110 ANT HOME, Turtox 220A167

28-0030
28-0040
28-0200
28-0300
28-0340

28-090
28-0400
28-0490
28-0500
28-0600
28-2100
28-3000
28-3020
28-3025
28-3290

47-3260
47-0340
28-4160
28-4180
28-7460
28-8100
28-9320

28-4310
28-4320
28-4330

28-0700

28-0705

28-0800

AQUARIUMS AND SUPPLIES :

ACID NEUTRALIZER
AERATOR, Saxon
AQUARIUM, 3 gallon, seamless
AQUARIUM, 6 gallon
AQUARIUM CEMENT
AQUARIUM COVER (include pattern w/requisition)

9-7/8" x 5-3/4",,o1eAr pidiagla'sn.
9-7/8" x 5-3/4", glass, double strength

9-1/2" x 17-1/2", clear plexiglass
9-1/2" x 17-1/2", glass, double strength

AQUARIUM AND TERRARIUM SEALER
CHARCOAL, Chunk
DIP NET, 3" wide, 3-1/2" deep
DIP TUBE, plastic, 16", no scraper attachmpnt

AQUARIUM METAL SCRAPER, long handle
FEEDING RING, 2"
GLASS SCRAPER, all metal

BLADES for above scraper
GRANITE CHIPS
GRAVEL
SAND
SOIL,46terile
TEMPERATURE CONTROL OUTFIT: Thermostat #340

to include one of the following:
PENCIL HEATER, 25 w, for aquarium, 1 to 3 gallon

PENCIL HEATER, 50 w, for aquarium, _14 to 6 cAllon

PENCIL HEATER, 75 w, for aquarium, 7 to 15 gallon

ASPIRATOR, Chapman pump, Cenco 13205-3, w/adapters to

connect to sink
HOSE FOR ASPIRATOR, black (indicate footage needed)

roll 1.03

each 6.61
each 4.55

each 7.50

ounce .45

each 6.00
each 6.34
each 9.07
lb. .60

each .42

each 1.00
each 1.27

each 1.23
tube .30

5# bag .43

each .35
each .90

each .60

each .20

each .18

each .02

lb. .034
lb. .05

lb. .15

bushel 1.50
each 5.85

BALANCE, demonstration, clamp and support only

(must order meter stick #28-5380 to complete set)

each
each
each

2.00
2.00
2.75

each 3.25
ft. .27

each 2.60

1



Item No.

28-0820

28-0825

28-0830

22-o835

28-0840

15-1200

28..0900

28-2150

28-0940
28-0960
28-0980
28-1000
28-1020

28-1030
28-1060

28-1500

28-1520
28-1540

28-1570

28-1600

28-1620

28-1640
70-4550

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHCOLS

BALANCE, TRIPLE BEAM, stainless steel, capacity 610 gms

Note: by use of auxiliary weights this balance

can be used to a maximum of 2610 gms

AUXILIARY WEIGHT SET, for use with Triple Beam

Balance. Increases capacity from 610 gms to

2610 gms. Set consists of 2 1,000 gm weights

and 1 500 gm weight.
WEIGHT, 500 gm, for use with Triple Beam Balance

(to replace any lost in Auxiliary Weight Set)

WEIGHT, 1,000 gm, for use with Triple Beam Balance

(to replace any lost in Auxiliary Weight Set)

BALL AND RING

BALLOONS, rubber

BAROMETER, ANEROID, 6" diameter, round wooden case

BATTERY CELL HOLDER for "D" dry cell, mounted on board

with Fahnestock clips for easy connection

BEAKER, Griffin, low form, Pyrex

100 ml
150 ml
250 ml
400 ml

BEAKER, Griffin, low form, stainless steel, 600 ml

BELL, DOOR, electric, D.C., 2-1/2" diameter

BELL OUTFIT, electric, dry push button, 1 lb

annunciator wire and staples

BOTTLES, 4 oz. wide mouth (gas collecting bottle)

BOTTLES, 8 oz. wide mouth (gas collecting bottle)

BOTTLES, 4 oz. (baby food jar type with bakelite screw

cap)

Unit
Unit Price

each 15.35

set 4.50

each 1.50

each 1.50

each 4.11

doz. .46

each 3.33

each ,50

each .40

each .39

each .39

each .46

each 2,97

each 1.64

each 4.12

doz. .66

doz. .89

dnz. 1.61

BROM ThflOL BLUE, Crystalinn, Free acid form, 1-gram 1.50

Harleco #862
bottle

(to detect the presence of carbon dioxide --

for the study of the constituents of air and

the respiratory activities of plants and animals)

BRUSH, Test tube, 3/4" x 3-1/2"

BURNER, Alcohol lamp, glass, 4 oz.

BURNER, Turner, liquid petroleum, tank + LP, Bunsen-type

REPLACEMENT TANK

28-1700 BUZZER, electric

each .13

each .74

each 7.95

each .98

each 1.73



Item No.

28-2010

28-2030

28-2040

28-2050

28-2060

28-2110

28-2120
28-2140

28-2160

28-2200
28-2240

28-2300

28-2400

28-2500
28-2540

28-2560

28-2600

17-3380

.28-2700

28-2720

28-3015

28-3040
28-3050

28-3100

28-3140

59-0130

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 3.

Unit
Unit Price

CALCIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION, limewater 1# bottle .60

(Also see Lime Water Tablets #28-4810)

CANDLES, Paraffin
doz. .48

CASTER CUPS, glass
each .10

CAT'S SKIN, half
each 3.64

CELL, studentts demonstration
each 3.15

CHIMNEY, lamp
each 1.00

CLAMP, Burette
each 1.20

CLAMP, pendulum
each 2.30

CLIP, Fanestock, to be used to mount electrical

apparatus (10 in package) pkg. .17

COMPASS, magnetic, 16 mm diameter each .25

COMPASS, magnetic, about 45 mm diameter each .70

COMPOUND BAR, bi-metal
each .78

CONDUCTOMETER, four 5" wires on handle, overall length

13 inches
each 2.05

CORKS, assorted, xx quality, sizes 0-11 (100 in bag) bag 1.35

CORK BORER, set of 6, 1/2" largest borer set 6.20

COTTON, absorbent, not sterilized
lb. .90

CULTURE DISHES, Petri, Pyrex, 100 mm x 15 mm pair .60

CUPS, measuring, Set of 4 (1 C, 1/2 C, 1/3 c, 1/4 C) set .36

CYLINDER, graduated, Tuttle, short form, 100 ml capacity each 2,70

CYLINDER, hydrometer jar, 275 ml capacity, 13-38" high each 2.40

DISHES, evaporating, Coors 430, 75 rtm diameter, 30 mm

high, 70 ml capacity
each .47

DISSECTING NEEDLE, wooden handle, bent needle each .10

DISSECTING NEEDLE, wooden handle, straight needle each .07

DROPPER, medicine, (12 to pkg)
pkg. .46

DROPPING BOTTLE, 30 ml
each .35

DRY CELL, 12 volt, #6, diameter 2-1/2", height 6" each .64

wasmainsmalli



4. BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHCOLS

Item No.

28-3200 ELECTRIC PLATE, 3 heat, 1000 watt, 110 volt

28-32h0 ELECTROMAGNET, horseshoe type

Unit
Unit Price

each 6.14

each 11.40

28-3260 ELECTROSCOPE, flask form, 250 ml, Pyrex Erlenmeyer flask each 2.85

28-3280

28-3300
28-3320

28-3400

28-3500

28-3600
28-3620

28-3800
28-4000
28-4100

28-4120
28-4130

28-4140

28-4200

28-4360

28-4400

28-4500

28-4600

28-4800

28-4805

28.4810

28-4820
28-4840
28-4860

liklirsormstrdaram..1.rmarstararmast

ETHYL ACETATE, for killing insects

FEHLING'S SOLUTION, A
FEHLINGIS SOLUTION, B

FILE, Triangular, 4"

FILTER PAPER, qualitative, 100 circles per package,
11 cm diameter

FLASK, Erlenmeyer, narrow mouth, Pyrex, 250 ml
FLASK, Erlenmeyer, narrow mouth, Pyrex, 500 ml

FUNNEL, plastic, 73 irm, or 2-7/811 top diameter
FUNNEL, Pyrex, 65 mm or 2-1/2" top diameter
FUNNEL, thistle top, 30 cm or 1211 length, 35 mm or

1-1/4" diameter

GLOVES, rubber:
size 8
size 9
size 10

GYROSCOPE, simple form, 5.5 cm diameter, support an
starting cord

HYDROCHLORIC ACID (HCL)

HYGROMETER, Humidiguide, direct reading

IRON FILINGS

JAR, battery, cylindrical, 1 gallon

LAMP, incandescent, miniature, 2-1P volt maximum,
screw base

LENSES, demonstration set, 3.75 cm diameter, 6 in set

LIME WATER TABLETS (See Calcium Hydroxide Solution,
#28-2010)

LITMUS PAPER, blue, 100 strips in vial
LITMUS PAPER, neutral, 100 strips in vial
LITMUS PAPER, red, 100 strips in vial

lb. 1.24

16 oz bottle 1.20
16 oz bottle 1.55

each .38

pkg. .44

each .48
each .61

each 1.14
each .75

each .36

pair
pair
pair

.80

.8o

.80

each 1.25

lb. 1.03

each 9.00

34# carton .38

each 1.42

each .25

each 5.25

each .0075

vial .09

vial .09

vial .09



Item No.

28-4940
28-5100
28-5000
28-5140
28-5200
28-5240
28-5250
28-5260

28-7100

28-5300

28-5280

28-5320
28-5340

28-5380

28-5400

18-4600

28-5410

28-5420

28-5425

28-5426

28-5500
28-5600

28-5700

28-5740

28-5800

28-5840

MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETS,
MAGNETIC

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FCR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

bar, steel, 2 in box with

ceramic cylinders, 3/8" x
ceramic cylinders, .52" x

"floating"
horseshoe, 2.8 cm
horseshoe, 4 cm
natural, lodestone
NEEDLE, on stand

Ile epe Ts

1/8", #1054
.25", #866

MAGNIFIER, round, 3" diameter reading glass with handle,

2x to 3x
MAGNIFIER, small, premium plastic, 3-5/8" long, fitted

with two spherical convex lens (3x and 7x) and

two cylindrical magnifiers
MAGNIFIER, tripod, 10x

MAT, asbestos, 10" x 16"
MAT, wire gauze, asbestos center, 4 inch

METER STICK, maple, metric and English scales

MICROSCOPE, ELECTRIC, including: 50X and 100X objectives,

12 prepared slides, micromount cards, one 32 page

booklet, "The Microscope in Elementary Science",

and wood case
ELECTRIC LIGHT BULB, 6 watt, 115 vo'-, candelabra

bayonet base (replacement bulb for item #28-5400)

MICROSCOPE, model ESN!, 100X
Bausch and Lomb (No Sub) Cat. 31-33-03

(Price includes illuminator, item #28-5425)

MICROSCOPE, ZOOMSCOPE, Model STZ 100
Bausch and Lomb (No Sub) Cat. 31-2103
Magnification 25x through 100 x Zoom.
(Price includes illuminator, item #28-5125)

ILLUMINATOR, portable, Bausch and Lomb (No Sub)

Cat. 31-33-03 Rite-Lite
LAMP, replacement for microscope illuminator

(Rite -Lite) Item #28-5425, 9-3/4 watt,
candelabra, screw base, Bausch and Lomb,

(No Sub) Cat. 31-31-40

MICROSCOPE SLIDES, culture
MICROSCOPE SLIDES, plain, 72 per box

MIRROR, concave and convex, 75 cm diameter, 20 cm focus

MIRROR, plane, square, 10 cm x 10 cm

MORTAR AND PESTLE, porcelain, Coors 522, 100 mm diameter,

60 mm high, 115 mm pestle length

MOTOR, St. Louis, with 2 bar magnets; electromagnet

attachment, $6.15

Unit
Unit Price

set
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

1.80
.03

.03

3.25
.60

2.20
.22

2.45

each 1.25

each .31

each 1.10

each .65

each .21

each .85

each 18.18

each .18

each 15.00

each 53.00

each 3.00

each .15

each .12

box 1.10

each 1.00

each .20

set 1.66

each 13.50

5.



Item No.

28-5860
28-588o

28-5900
28-5910
28-5920

28-5930
28-5940

28-596o

28-598o

28-61co

28-600o

28-6200

28-6220

28-6240

?8-6300

8-6340
,8-6400

28-6440

28 -6500

28-6540

28 -7000

28-7140

28-7145

28-7020

28-7300
28-7340

28-7360

28-7400

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

NEEDLES, DARNING, 10 in pkg.
NEEDLES, KNITTING, 12 in pkg.

PAN, Dissecting, 12" x 7-1/2" x 5/8" deep

PAN, METAL, vitreous enamel, 16-3/8" x 10" x 2-1/8"

PAN, METAL, vitreous enamel, 20-1/2" x 12-3/4" x 2-3/0"

PAPER, BLUEPRINT, 5 x 7, 24 sheets
PAPER, BLUEPRINT, 8 x 10, 24 sheets

PINS, SILK, #2, for mounting insects (1C0 per pkg.)

PITH BALLS, 12

PLANT FOOD, "Plantabbs", 100 in pkg.

PLANETARIUM, Universal, shows day and night, seasons,

length of day, phases of moon, earth-sun-moon

phases, includes manual

PLATES, glass, flat, 12 to pkg. 2" x 2" x 1/16" thick

POTS, FLOWER, unglazed earthenware, 411 diameter

PRISM, equilateral, flint glass, 75 mm long

PULLEY, double, Bakelite
PULLEY, single, Bakelite
PULLEY, double tandem, Bakelite
PULLEY, triple tandem, Bakelite

PUMP, model, plastic
PUMP, model plastic, lift

RADIOEETER

RECEPTACLE, screw base, for incandescent lamp, miniature,

item #28-4800 (unmounted)
RECEPTACLE, screw base, for incandescent lamp, miniature,

(mounted on board with Fahnestock clips for easy

connection) -- 2 lamps included

RAIN GAME, wedge shape

ROD, FRICTION, glass, 300 mm x 13 mm

ROD, FRICTION, hard rubber, 250 mm x 13 rm

ROD, soft iron (used as electromagnet core)

RUBBER STOPPERS, assorted sizes, 00-8 (solid, one-hole

and two-hole)

Unit
Unit Price

pkg. .25

pkg. .55

each 1.20

each 2.50

each 3.64

pkg. .49

pkg. 1.29

pkg. .43

pkg. .80

pkg. .20

each 24.00

pkg. .30

each .10

each 2.00

each 1.15
each .80

each 1.55
each 2.05

each 5.65
each 4.95

each .80

each .25

each .94

each 3.95

each 1.10
each .70

each .25

2.402 lb.



Item No.

17-5800

28-7480

28-7490

28-7500

28-8000

28-8040

28-8200

28-8300

28-8400
28-8500

28-8520
28-8525

59-0570
28-8530

28-8600
28-8640

28-8700
28-8740
28-8800

28-9000

28-9005

28-9040

28-9050
28-9100

28-9200

28-9300

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

SALT SHAKER, glass, for iron filings

SCALE, balance, spring dial type, 250 gms or 9 oz.

capacity, Cenco 5410 - or equal, (to determine

the weight of objects weighing less than one-half

pound and small forces)

SCALE, balance, spring, dial type, 500 gms or 18 oz.

capacity, Cenco 5510 - or equal, (to determine

the weight of objects weighing one pound or less

and to measure small forces)

SCALE, balance, spring, dial type, 2,000 gms or 72 oz.

capacity

SCIENCE KIT AND /MALI contains almost all necessary

initial equipment for elementary science

SILK PAD, exciting

SPOON, DEFLAGRATING, iron, 3/4" diameter cup, total

length 15"

SUPPORT, iron, rectangular base, 4-7/8" x 8", w/rod

SUPPORT, ring with clamp
2-1/2" inside diameter
3-3/8" inside diameter

SWITCH, KNIFE (unmounted) single pole, single throw

SWITCH, KNIFE (mounted on board with Fahnestock clips

for easy connection) single pole, single throw

SWITCH, PUSH BUTTON (unmounted)

SWITCH, PUSH BUTTON (mounted 'on board with Fahnestock

clips for easy connection)

TELEPHONE RECEIVER
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER

TEST TUBES, Pyrex, 6" x 5/8"

TEST TUBE CLAMP (Holder)

TEST TUBE RACK, wood, 6 holes and 6 pins

THERMOMETER, Celsius, (Centigrade) laboratory type,

(-10°C to 110 °C)

THERMOMETER, Celsius, (Centigrade) student type,

(-300C to 50nC) inexpensive thermometer mounted

on plastic backing
THERMOMETER, Fahrenheit, laboratory type,

(0°F to 230°F)
THERMOMETER, Fahrenheit, student type

THERMOMETER, metal, protected bulb, white enamel, scale

in black
THERMOMETER, outdoor, metal, protected bulb, mounting

brackets, swivel type
THERMOMETER, wooden back, natural finish

Unit
Unit Price

each .08

each 2.25

each 2.25

each 2.25

each 42.00

each .55

each .26

each 1.90

each .95
each 1.05

each .40

each
each
each

7.

1.13
.50

1.08

each 5.00

each 4.00

each .0508

each .11

each .70

each 1.80

each .15

each 1.40

each .15

each 1,08

each 1.53

each 1.20
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Item No.

16-3420
16-3520

28-9340
28.9360

32-4740
28-4300
32-6300
32-7460
32-0930
32-7550
32-8750

28-9400
28-9420
28-9440

28 -9500
28-9520
28-9540
28-9560
28-9580

15-9200

12-8600

28-9600

28-9640

28-9700

28-9720

28-9740
28-9750

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR EIEMENTIIRY SCHOOLS

THREAD, black No. 50

THREAD, white No. 50

TONGS, beaker, Fisher improved

TONGS, crucible, Parkerized steel

TCCIS:
HAMMER, claw, 10 oz. head

HAMMER, geologist, 22 oz. head

PLIERS, combination, adjustable, 6"

SAW, HACK, adjustable
BLADE, HACKSAW, 12", 14 teeth

SCREWDRIVER, 4" blade, Stanley #20

SHEARS, tinners snips, 3" cutting length, Wiss #9

TUBING, GLASS, lead-potash, 6 mm outside diameter

TUBING, RUBBER, 3/16", black

TUBING, RUBBER, 3/16", red

TUNING FORK, unmounted
128 vps

332258406

vps

512 vps

TWEEZER, length . 4 5/8"

VERMICULITE

VOLT-AMMETER, pocket type, DC, range 0-10 volts,

0-35 amperes

WATCH GLASS, Pyrex, 75 mm diameter

WEATHER VANE, with base, metal, directions

WEIGHTS, BALANCE, AVOIRDUPOIS, iron, class

to 1 lb. (set of 8)

WEIGHTS, METRIC, HOOKED, 10 gm - 1 kgm

WEIGHTS, BALANCE, METRIC, in wood block, 1

Unit
Unit Price

spool .09

spool .09

pair 6.50
pair .38

each 2.24

each 5.50
each .50

each 1.18

each .10

each .71

pair 2.29

lb. .55
ft. .27

ft. .27

each 5.50
each 5.50
each 5.15

each 5.15

each 5.00

each .31

5# bag .20

each 3.60

each .15

plainly marked each .83

T, 1/2 oz.
set 5,00

set 14.25

gm - 500 gm set 8.25

28-9770 WIRE, copper, annunciator, #22, vinylite covered

28-9780 WIRE, iron, 17 gauge

28-9800 WOOD SPLINTS, 500

1# coil 2.34

4 oz spool .34

pkg. .63



Item No.

28-1100
28-1200
28-1300
28-1400

28-7200

28-7210

28-7220

28-7230

BASIC SCIENCE SUPPLIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

BIRD CARDS, Audubon, postal card size, 50:

Summer
Winter
Spring

BIRD CHARTS, Audubon, 20" x 30", set of 4: Winter,

Summer, Game Birds, and Birds of Prey

ROCK CYCLE CHART

ROCK COLLECTION:
KINDERGARTEN, 5 specimens to illustrate the

Kindergarten concepts, each 3" x 3" x 2"

(unmounted)
GRADE ONE, 9 specimens to illustrate the

First Grade concepts, each 3" x 31, x 2"

(unmounted)
GRADE FOUR, 9 specimens to illustrate the

Fourth Grade concepts, each 3" x 3" x 2"

(unmounted)

Unit
Unit Price

box 1.20

box 1.60
box 1.60

set 3.55

each 10.95

set 1.40

set 1.40

set 1.40

(Schools may purchase emergency supplies directly, paying for

same out of the school building's funds. Principals are re-

quested to accumulate receipts of at least five dollars ($5.00)

and then make a general requisition (form G1000) to cover the

items purchased. Attach all receipts and send the requisition

to the Finance Department for reimbursement from the individual

school's supply allotment.)

9.


